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1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 GraphiczJ Msirkov Models, Multiscale Models, and Kalman Recursions 
Graphical Markov models, first introduced by Wright (1921, 1934), use graphs to represent 
possible dependencies among random variables. A finite graph G is made up of the pair 
(V, E), where V denotes a finite set of nodes and E C V x V denotes a set of edges between 
distinct nodes. Graphs can be either undirected (edges represented by lines), directed (edges 
represented by arrows), or a mixture of the two. In graphical Markov models, the nodes of 
the graph represent random variables, and the edges of the graph characterize certain Markov 
properties (conditional independence relations). These models have been applied in a wide 
variety of areas, including Markov random fields in spatial statistics (Besag, 1974; Isham, 
1981; Cressie, 1993), image analysis (Davidson and Cressie, 1993; Cressie and Davidson, 1995; 
Fieguth et a/., 1995; Kiiveri and Caccetta, 1996; Fosgate et al.. 1997), categorical data analysis 
(Darroch et ai, 1980; Edwards and Kreiner, 1983; Wermuth and Lauritzen, 1983), influence 
diagrams (Howard and Matheson, 1981; Shachter, 1986; Smith, 1989), and probabilistic expert 
systems (Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988; Pearl, 1988; Spiegelhalter et ai, 1993). 
For an undirected graphical model (containing only undirected edges), the conditional dis­
tribution of a node v given all the other nodes depends only on its neighbors, where the 
neighbors of the node v are those nodes that are linked with v by an edge. Undirected graph­
ical models are actually Markov random field (Besag, 1974) models. A large subclass of these 
models, for which the joint density function can be expressed in simple product form of a 
collection of marginal (marginalized over subsets of variables) densities, is called the decom­
posable graphical models (Frydenberg and Lauritzen, 1989). The statistical theory for these 
models is usually simple. 
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If a graphical Markov model contains only directed edges, with no directed cycles, it is 
called an acyclic directed graphical model. Acyclic directed graphical models are a direct 
generalization of one-dimensional Markov chains, where the past and the future of a time t are 
replaced by the "parents" (corresponding to the tails of the directed edges linked to v) and 
the "children" (corresponding to the heads of the directed edges linked from u) of a node v. 
Like a one-dimensional Markov chain, the only direct influence on v are from its parent nodes; 
that is, the random vector at a node v is independent of all the other indirect influences, 
conditional on its parents. Acyclic directed graphical models provide a recursive factorization 
of the joint distribution (see Section 2.4.2). The likelihood function has closed, product form, 
which usually makes likelihood-based statistical inference simple. One important subclass of 
these models is the class of tree-structured models, where each node of a tree has exactly one 
parent node, except the minimal (or root) node, which has no parent node. 
More general graphical chain models which contain both directed and undirected edges, 
have been studied by Lauritzen and Wermuth (1989), Frydenberg (1990), Whittaker (1990), 
Wermuth and Lauritzen (1990), and Cox and Wermuth (1993). 
In this dissertation, we shall use graphical Markov models to represent temporal or spatial 
processes. In particular, we are interested in constructing fast algorithms for prediction in order 
to handle massive data. For example, it is known that if a time-series model can be written in 
state-space form, a fast prediction algorithm, called the Kalman filter, can be applied. 
The Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960; Kalman and Bucy, 1961) is a recursive procedure for 
inference about the state vectors of a time series, when the model is given in state-space form 
(e.g., Harvey, 1989). It has been proved very useful in many situations, especially when there 
are large amounts of data, since the algorithm performs the computation in steps, each of 
which involves only a few variables based on the local Markov structure of the state vectors, 
without the need to invert a high-dimensional matrix. More importantly, it can be used as 
an on-line updating procedure, since the optimal predictor of the state vector at the current 
time is just a linear combination of the optimal predictor of the state vector at the previous 
time, and the current observation (e.g., Harvey, 1989). Therefore, the state vectors can be 
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continually updated as new observations become available. 
Recently, a class of multiscale tree-structured models was introduced in terms of scale-
recursive dynamics defined on trees (Chou, 1991; Basseville et ai, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c). This 
class of models is very rich and can be used to describe stochastic processes with multiscale fea­
tures. Moreover, it has been shown that any one-dimensional Gaussian Markov chain and any 
two-dimensional Gaussian Markov random field can be represented by these models (Luettgen 
et a/., 1993). The main advantage of these models is that an extremely efficient optimal-
prediction algorithm, which is a generalization of the standard Kalman-filter algorithm for 
time series, has been developed (Chou et al, 1994a; Chou et al., 1994b). The algorithm allows 
one to process large amounts of data, even when some data are missing. 
These models have been applied in a variety of problems. For example, estimation of 
the fractal exponent /3 of stochastic processes having l/Z'^-like spectra (Fieguth and Willsky. 
1996), image segmentation (Bouman and Shapiro, 1992, 1994: Luettgen and Willsky, 1995), 
object recognition (Jaggi, 1997), oceanographic mapping problems (Menemenlis et al., 1997), 
and remote sensing applications (Fieguth et ai, 199-5; Daniel and Willsky, 1996; Fosgate et ai. 
1997). The most commonly used multiscale tree-structured models in two-dimensional image 
problems has a quadtree structure. Here, each level of the tree corresponds to a different scale 
of resolution in the representation of an image, with scales becoming coarser as one climbs the 
tree. 
However, to represent a time series or a spatial process by the variables in the finest level of 
a tree, these models are somewhat restricted in that they may enforce certain discontinuities 
in covariance structures. That is, two points that are adjacent in time or space may or may 
not have the same parent node on the tree, and even their parents may come from different 
parents. These discontinuities sometimes lead to blocky artifacts in the resulting predicted 
values. To reduce these discontinuities, we propose more general multiscale graphical models 
in terms of scale-recursive dynamics defined on acyclic directed graphs. However, the Kalman-
filter algorithm for more general multiscale graphical models requires development, something 
we shall undertake in this dissertation. 
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Our contributions are listed below: 
1. We use a Bayesian approach to develop the Kalman-filter algorithm. The approach is 
different from the one (Chou, 1994a) developed, it is easier to follow, and it has potential 
to build new optimal-prediction algorithms for non-Gaussian processes. 
2. We develop the new Kalman-filter algorithm for Gaussian undirected graphical models 
and Gaussian acyclic directed graphical models based on decomposable graphical repre­
sentations. 
3. We propose multiscale graphical models in terms of scale-recursive dynamics defined 
on acyclic directed graphs. The models are an extension of multiscale tree-structured 
models. The optimal predictor (conditional e.xpectation) can be obtained using the newly 
developed Kalman-filter algorithm referred to above. A subclass of these models are 
multiscale wavelet models, for which we show that the optimal predictors of hidden state 
vectors can be obtained by a level-dependent (scale-dependent) wavelet shrinkage rule. 
4. We demonstrate how the parameters can be estimated by ma.ximum likelihood, specifi­
cally via the EM algorithm for multiscale graphical models. 
In Chapter 2, we introduce graphical Markov models, and give a complete derivation of the 
Kalman-filter algorithm for Gaussian tree-structured models using a Bayesian approach. We 
also describe in detail how to construct the Kalman-filter algorithm for Gaussian undirected 
graphical models and Gaussian acyclic directed graphical models. Further, in Chapter 4, 
we develop multiscale graphical models, and the maximum likelihood estimation via the EM 
algorithm. 
1.2 Wavelet Shrinkage 
Wavelets are recently developed mathematical tools with great potential in statistical 
methodology. In fact, they have been applied extensively in diverse applications, including data 
compression, signal processing, image analysis, turbulence, numerical analysis, and statistics. 
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Wavelets are functions with different scales and locations obtained by translating and dilating 
of a single special function, called a "mother wavelet". Wavelet methods have advantages 
over the traditional Fourier methods in signal processing, especially when a signal contains 
discontinuities, or the frequency content of a signal changes over time. Actually, many classes 
of functions can be represented by wavelets in a more compact way. Furthermore, wavelet 
algorithms process data at different scales and are simple and fast. So, they are well suited for 
problems with large amounts of data. 
Wavelet shrinkage methods were proposed by Donoho and Johnstone (1994, 1995, 1997), 
and Donoho et al. (1995) in a series of papers for nonparametric-regression and density-
estimation problems. For example, in nonparametric-regression problems, the goal is to es­
timate the underlying regression function. The method is carried out as follows. The noisy 
data are first transformed using the discrete wavelet transform, yielding the empirical wavelet 
coefficients. The empirical wavelet coefficients are then shrunk toward zero to suppress the 
noise based on a shrinkage rule. Finally, the modified wavelet coefficients are transformed back 
to the original domain by the inverse wavelet transform. With a properly chosen shrinkage 
rule, Donoho and Johnstone have shown that the resulting estimate is nearly optimal over a 
large class of function spaces and it is adaptive to the smoothness of the underlying function. 
Moreover, the procedure is also computationally fast and simple, since the discrete wavelet 
transform and its inverse transform can be carried out using a fast filtering algorithm (Mallat, 
1989) that requires only 0{n) operations. 
The key step of this wavelet approach is the choice of a shrinkage rule. Several approaches 
have been proposed including minimax (Donoho and Johnstone, 1994, 1995, 1997), cross-
validation (Nason, 1996), hypothesis testing (Abramovich and Benjamini, 1995, 1996; Ogden 
and Parzen, 1996a, 1996b), and Bayesian methods (Vidakovic, 1994; Clyde et a/., 1995, 1996; 
Ruggeri and Vidakovic, 1995; Chipman et al., 1995). 
In Chapter 5, we propose a new approach using wavelet shrinkage, by assuming that the 
underlying process can be decomposed into a large-scale deterministic trend plus a small-scale 
Gaussian stochastic process. Usually, it is very difficult to distinguish between the deterministic 
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part and the stochastic part of a stochastic process, based on only a finite amount of data with 
no replication. However, the discrete wavelet transform is an excellent decorrelator for a wide 
variety of processes, and the discrete wavelet transform for a Gaussian stationary process is 
still Gaussian and almost stationary at each wavelet scale. As a result, large-scale deterministic 
trend will stand out as large absolute values of wavelet coefficients. Therefore, one approach is 
simply to declare unusually large wavelet coefficients as coming from the deterministic trend 
structure. The deterministic trend components could be ascertained from normal probability 
plots of the empirical wavelet coefficients at each scale so that, after removing them, the points 
on the normal probability plot would fluctuate around a straight line. We can then model the 
residual process as a zero-mean Gaussian process. 
To model this zero-mean Gaussian process, we use a multiscale Gaussian model constructed 
in Chapter 4, where the wavelet coefficients are linked across scales by an acyclic directed 
graph. Our approach has several advantages. First, large wavelet coefficients usually propagate 
across scales, the multiscale model enables us to capture the dependencies across scales, which 
are not considered by other shrinkage methods. Second, our procedure is computationally 
efficient, since the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm we shall develop in Chapter 2 can be 
used to compute the optimal predictors of wavelet coefficients under this model. Third, the 
parameters can be estimated by maximum likelihood via the EM algorithm which, at each 
iteration, requires only the use of the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm and some simple 
calculations. Because, the shrinkage rule thus obtained does not rely on asymptotic properties 
for its justification, it is also appropriate when the sample size is small. 
1.3 Partially Ordered Markov Models 
Partially ordered Markov models (POMMs), introduced by Cressie and Davidson (1995), 
are acyclic directed graphical models for spatial problems. Usually, it is defined on a subset 
of the rf-dimensional lattice, Z''. The model can be regarded as a Markov random field with 
neighborhood structures derivable from an associated partially ordered set. One attractive 
feature of POMMs is that their joint distributions can be written in closed and product form. 
Therefore, simulation and maximum likelihood estimation for the models is quite straightfor­
ward, which is not the case in general for Markov random field models. In practice, one often 
has to modify the likelihood to account for edge components; the resulting composite likeli­
hood for POMMs is similarly straightforward to ma.Kimize. In Chapter 6, we use a martingale 
approach to derive the asymptotic properties of maximum (composite) likelihood estimators 
for POMMs. One of our results establishes that, under regularity conditions that include 
Dobrushin's condition for spatial mixing, the maximum (composite) likelihood estimator is 
consistent, asymptotically normal, and also asymptotically efficient. 
1.4 Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation consists of four main chapters and a research paper, followed by a conclu­
sion, and a bibliography listing references cited throughout the dissertation. 
In Chapter 2, we describe the graphical Markov models, and generalize the Kalman-filter 
algorithm to Gaussian graphical models. Chapter .3 gives a general introduction to wavelets as 
well as some statistical applications. Chapter 4 introduces multiscale models for spatial data 
analysis. A new wavelet shrinkage method based on the decomposition of a stochastic process 
into large-scale and small-scale variations is proposed in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, we prove 
the asymptotic properties of maximum (composite) likelihood estimators for partially ordered 
Markov models. Finally, a brief conclusion is given in Chapter 7. 
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2 GRAPHICAL MARKOV MODELS AND KALMAN RECURSIONS 
Graphical Markov models, first introduced by Wright (1921, 1934), use graphs to repre­
sent possible dependencies among random variables. Graphs can be either undirected (edges 
represented by lines), directed (edges represented by arrows), or a mixture of the two. In 
graphical Markov models, the nodes of the graph represent random variables, and the edges of 
the graph characterize certain Markov properties (conditional independence relations). These 
models have been applied in a wide variety of areas, including undirected graphical models 
(also known as Markov random fields) in spatial statistics (Besag, 1974; Isham, 1981; Cressie, 
1993), and acyclic directed graphical models in image analysis (Davidson and Cressie, 1993: 
Cressie and Davidson, 1995; Fieguth et a/., 1995; Fosgate et ai, 1997), categorical data analysis 
(Darroch et ai, 1980; Edwards and Kreiner, 1983; Wermuth and Lauritzen, 1983), influence 
diagrams (Howard and Matheson, 1981; Shachter, 1986; Smith, 1989), and probabilistic expert 
systems (Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988; Pearl, 1988; Spiegelhalter et a/., 1993). Kiiveri 
and Caccetta (1996) also consider using graphical models for classifying a time series of im­
ages. Moreover, hierarchical models, which are widely used in Bayesian modeling, can also be 
viewed as a subclass of acyclic directed graphical models. The books by Pearl (1988), Whit-
taker (1990), Edwards (1995), and Lauritzen (1996) are good references for graphical Markov 
models and their applications. 
In this chapter, we shall introduce graphs and graphical Markov models. The emphasis 
throughout is on Gaussian graphical models, which are also called covariance-selection models 
(Dempster, 1972). We shall develop a fast optimal-prediction algorithm for Gaussian graphical 
models. 
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2.1 Graphs 
A graph G is made up of the pair {V,E), where V denotes the finite set of nodes (or 
vertices), and E C V x V denotes the set (possibly empty) of edges between two distinct 
nodes. An edge (u, v') € E with {v', v) £ E is called an undirected edge and is represented as 
a line between v and v' in our figures. An edge (v, € E whose opposite (v', v) ^ E is called 
a directed edge and is represented by an arrow from v to v' in our figures. The subset A C V' 
induces a subgraph Ga = (.4, Ea), where Ea = E (1 {A x A). 
For both directed and undirected graphs, we define a path of length k from vq to Vk to 
be a sequence of nodes V0,Vi,.. .,Vk; k > 1, such that (u,-, Ui+i) is an edge for each i = 
Q,.. .,k — 1. A directed path uq, ui,..., Vk is a path such that (u,-, y,+i) is a directed edge for 
each z = 0,..., A: — 1. A cycle of length k in both directed and undirected graphs is a path 
(yo, ui,..., Vk) such that vq = ujt. A graph G is said to be connected if there is a path between 
any pair of nodes. 
If E contains only undirected edges, then the graph G is called an undirected graph. If E 
contains only directed edges, then the graph G is called a directed graph. An acyclic directed 
graph is a directed graph that has no cycles in it. A graph with both directed and undirected 
edges is called a chain graph. In this chapter, we consider only undirected graphs and acyclic 
directed graphs. 
Two nodes v,v' are said to be adjacent (or neighbors) if either (u, v') E E or {v', v) 6 E. 
For A C V, we define the boundary of A to be 
bd(.4) = {v' e V \ A : {v, v') or (u', v) G E, where u 6 .4} . 
The closure of .4 C K is cl(.4) = A U bd(A). 
For a directed edge (u, u'), v is said to be a parent of v', and v' is said to be a child of v. 
A node u of a directed graph is said to be terminal if it has no children. We say that v' is a 
descendant of v if there exists a directed path from v to v'. For v,v' € V in an acyclic directed 
graph G = {V, E), we denote v •< v', if there is a directed path from v to v'. In Chapter 6, we 
show that actually defines a partial order on V. 
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An undirected tree is a connected undirected graph with no cycles. A directed tree is a 
connected acyclic directed graph such that there is a node vq which has no parent, called 
the root, and each u € K \ {uo} has exactly one parent node. A tree is either an undirected 
tree or a directed tree. Note that, given an undirected tree, we can construct a directed tree 
by first choosing any node of the tree as a root, and directing all edges away from this root. 
2.2 Gaussian Tree-Structured Models 
Consider a (multivariate) Gaussian random process { x t  : t  indexed by the nodes of 
a directed tr e e  ( T ,  £ " ) ,  w h e r e  T  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  n o d e s ,  a n d  E  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  d i r e c t e d  e d g e s .  L e t  t o  
denote the root of the tree, and let pa{t) denote the parent of a node t E T. Then 
E  = {(pa(i), 0 : t e T \  {fo}} .  
The Gaussian tree-structured model on the tree { T ,  E )  is defined as follows. .Assume that 
the Gaussian process evolves from parents to children in a Markov manner according to the 
following state-space model: 
X t  =  A t X p a ( t )  +  W u  t e T \ { t o } ,  (2.1) 
Vt = CtXt + eu t^T, (2-2) 
where {j/j :  t  £ T }  are (potential) observations, { x t  :  t  e T }  are hidden (i.e., unobserved), zero-
m e a n ,  G a u s s i a n  s t a t e  v e c t o r s  t h a t  w e  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  p r e d i c t ,  { A j  :  t  £ T  \  { i o } }  a n d  { C t  : t  £  T }  
are deterministic matrices, {wt : t £ T \ {to}} and {etit^T} are independent zero-mean 
Gaussian vectors with covariance matrices given by 
W t  = var(it>t); t e T \ { t o } ,  
Vt = var(et); f 6 T, 
{ x t  : t  e T }  and { e t  :  t  £  T }  are independent, and ®pa(t) and W t  are independent for t  €  T \ { t o } .  
Note that (2.1) is called the state equation or transition equation, and (2.2) is called the 
measurement equation or the observation equation. The usual state-space model, inde.xed by 
time (e.g., Harvey, 1989), is a special case of the model given by (2.1) and (2.2). 
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2.3 Generalized Kalman Filter for Tree-Structured Models 
The standard Kalman-filter algorithm developed for time series based on a state-space 
model (e.g., Harvey, 1989) can be generalized to tree-structured models. The derivation of the 
algorithm has been developed by Chou et al. (1994a). In this section, a new and somewhat 
simpler approach based on Bayes' theorem is used to derive the algorithm. 
Kalman filtering (Kalman, 1960; Kalman and Bucy, 1961) is a recursive procedure to 
obtain the optimal predictors (i.e., conditional expectations) of state vectors based on all the 
observations that are currently available. Once the end of the series is reached, we can move 
backward to obtain the optimal predictors of state vectors based on all the data. These two 
steps, the forward recursion and the backward recursion are known as filtering and smoothing, 
respectively. 
In a tree-structured model given by (2.1) and (2.2), our goal is to obtain the optimal 
predictors of state vectors based on all the data observed on a directed tree (T, E). In order to 
visit all the nodes on T, the generalized Kalman filter for tree-structured models also consists 
of two steps, the uptree filtering step, followed by the downtree smoothing step. In the uptree 
filtering step, the generalized Kalman filter goes upward from the leaves (i.e., the terminal 
nodes) of the tree, and successively collects information from its children (i.e., compute the 
optimal predictor of the state vector Xt at a node t based only on the data observed at t and its 
descendents), since for a node t £T, there is a direct Markov relation between the state vector 
Xt and the state vectors of its children based on (2.1). Once the root to is reached, we obtain 
the optimal predictor of Xt^ based on all the data, since all the other nodes are descendents 
of the root to. We then go back downward by sending information to the root's children, who 
again send to their children, and so on. That is, we proceed in the reverse order of the uptree 
step, and recursively compute the optimal predictor of the state vector Xt at a node t based 
on all the data. These two steps, though more complicated, are analogous to the filtering and 
the smoothing step of the standard Kalman filter. 
First, we introduce some notation. We use a boldface letter to denote both a vector and a 
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set. Let 
7t 
Y  
= 
1; y t  is observed, 
< 
0; otherwise, 
{Vt-lt = 1}, 
Y t  = { V f  : 7t' = 1, t  <  t ' }  ,  
y ' t  = { V f  :  7t' =  1. t  t '  ^ t }  = Y t \  {yj ,  
y i  = Y \ Y t ,  
= E { x t , \ Y t , ) ,  
= 
= 
var { x t ) , 
= cov(xt,,a;tJ, 
= 
var(a;i,|ytj = var » 
= var (xt.l y*J = var (i,, - i', 
= cov(®t,,a:,2|yt) = cov(ati - ^h\t 
r, = var (xt| Y )  =  var { x t  — X t ) , 
= COV ( X t ^ , 1 y) = COV (Xf, - Xf,, Xt2 - X t 2  ) • 
We shall need the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1 Suppose that a random vector x is distributed according to a density 
p { x )  oc exp | —i {x'Wx — 2a;'tj)| 
for some vector v and for some nonsingular matrix W. Then x has a multivariate normal 
distribution with the mean W~^v and the covariance matrix . 
Proof: The result follows, since 
p { x )  ( X  exp i (s'Wa; — 2aj'tj)| 
a exp | —i W{x — W~^v^^. ^ 
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Lemma 2.2 Suppose that a random vector x = has a multivariate normal distribu­
tion with the density given by 
I \ / 
xi - Ati 
® 2  -  ^  
1 I ^12 
p(Xi,X2) oc exp ^ (®1 - A*!, ®2 - M2) 
' W^21 ^ 
\ 
22 / 
If, for some vector v and for some nonsingular matrix A, 
q { x i )  =  p  (ail, oc exp {x\Axi - 'Ix'iv)^ , 
then 
Proof: The result follows, since 
q{xi) oc exp < 
E { x i )  =  H i =  A  
I  I  1^11 W 1 2  1 .  .  F  I I  / \ '  
~ M2 ~ ^*2) 
^ ' W 2 1  W 2 2  
\ 
X I  -  H I  
f^2 ~ t^2 ) ^ 
= exp|-^ (xi - (a;i -/Xi) j 
= exp|-i (xiVTiia;! 
Lemma 2.3 Suppose that A, B are (m x m) and {n x n) nonsingular matrices, respectively. 
If C is an (m x n) matrix and D is an {n x m) matrix such that A~^ + CB~^D is also 
nonsingular. Then 
(A"^ + CB-^D)'^ = A - AC (S + DAC)-^ DA. 
Proof: The result follows, since 
(A"^ + CB-^D) {A - AC (S + DAC]-^ DA} 
=  I - C { B  +  D A C y ^  D A  +  C B - ^ D A  -  C B - ^ D A C  { B  +  D A C y ^  D A  
=  /  -  C  { ( S  +  D A C y ^  -  B - ^  +  B - ^ D A C  { B  +  D A C ) " ^ }  D A  
=  I - C [ [ l  +  B - ^ D A C ) { B  +  D A C y ^  -  B - ^ ] D A  
= /-C{B-^(B + dac)(B + I>AC)-^-B-^}DA 
=  I - C [ B - ^ - B - ^ ] D A  
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2.3.1 Uptree Filtering Algorithm 
The uptree filtering algorithm for a Gaussian tree-structured model is a generalization of 
the Kalman filtering for time series. It starts with the leaves (i.e., the terminal nodes) and 
proceeds along all upward paths to the root of the tree. At each node f, Xt\t and are 
obtained recursively. Since the algorithm proceeds in a backward direction, as opposed to the 
forward direction given by (2.1), it is necessary to have a backward representation for each 
t £T \ {fo}; that is, a model is needed representing Xpa(() in terms of Xt and a noise that is 
uncorrelated with Xt, for each t eT \ {io}-
Proposition 2.1 Let {T, E) be a directed tree with the root to. Suppose that {xt : f € T} is a 
Gaussian process satisfying 
X t  =  A t X p ^ ^ t )  +  w u  t e T \ { t o } ,  
for some matrices {At :t £T \ where {wt :t eT \ {fo}} ore independent zero-mean 
Gaussian vectors, and Wt is independent of Xp^^^t)- Then 
^ p a { t )  =  B t X t  +  t  e T \  {io}, (2.3) 
where for t £T \ {io}? 
Bt = Spa(j)AfSf 
^t — ^pa{t) ~ ®pa(f)|<* 
Further, 
Rt = ~ ^ pa[t) ^pa{t)-^t^t •^t^pa(t]f 
and Xt and ^ t  uncorrelated for all t  €  T  \  { t o } .  
Proof: Write 
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Then the results follow, since 
®pa(0|t = cov (var(a:t))~^xt 
= cov (®pa(t), AtXpa(t) + i»t) (var (xt))~^ 
= var (xpa(t)) K (var (x,))"^ Xf 
Rt = var — Xpa(t)|t) 
= var (xp„(f)|xt) 
= var (xp„(f)) - cov (a;p„(t), x,) (var (xt))~^ cov (xf, Xp„(^)) 
= var (®pa(o) - var (xpa(t)) (var (xj))"^ Ajvar (®pa(t)) 
Note that {S^ :  t  ^ T  \  {io}} can be computed recursively from the forward representation 
(2.1) by 
where Wt = var (wt); t E T \ {to}-
The uptree filtering algorithm starts with the leaves of the tree. For a leaf t E T, if ~ft — 0 
(i.e., j/j is not observed), then Xt\t = 0 Fjif = Sj, whereas if 'ft = 1 (i-e., Vt is observed), 
then by (2.2), 
XT\T =  cov(xt,i/t) (var (yf))~^2/j 
= i:tC[{Ct^tC't + Vtr'yt, 
r^i, = var(x()-cov(art,yf) (var(yf))"^cov(i/t,x<) 
= st-stc{(ctstc; + v,)-'ctsi. 
Therefore, for a leaf f 6 T, we have 
f 
0; if 7, = 0, 
X(|t — (2-^) 
Stc; (CiSjc; + Vt) if 7^ = 1, 
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r.|, = (2.5) St; if 7f = 0, 
St - Stc; (CtStc; + Vt)-' c^St; if jt = i-
For a node t which is not a leaf, let {fai, ia2,..fajt,} denote all the children of t, 
where kt is the number of children of the node t. Suppose that we have computed and 
rfQ.ita.; i  =  l , . . . , k t .  Since 
Xt — "1" ^fo,! 1=1,..., kt, 
it follows that for i  =  I , .  . . , k t ,  
®t to, ~ N (^BTA,^TAI\TAIF BTAI^TAI\TA,^TAI "1" RTA,^ • 
Therefore, for i  =  I , . . k t ,  the following recursions are obtained: 
rjlfo; — + R - t c ^ -
Next we compute ij*!,, r"|j. Suppose that we have computed XT\TO,, and TtiJa.; ' = I,..Ar(. 
Using Bayes' theorem, we have 
p { x t \ Y ' t )  =  p ( s f  
P{XT\YTAI)  
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
oc 
t=l 
kt 
p(®t)n 
IJI  p(®f) 
oc exp ^ --
kt 
1=1 
xi (sr' + E - E,-') I »=. 
i=l 1=1 
Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, 
r;,, = |sr'+ E (rs,'„, - 2,-'; 
-1  
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
1=1 
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oc 
(X  
The final uptree step for each update is to compute and Ftij. Suppose that we have 
computed and rj|j. If 7t = 0 (i.e., j/j is not observed), then Xj|j = xj"], and = FJ*!,. If 
7t = 1 (i.e., t/j is observed), the standard Kalman-filter algorithm can be applied to update 
and Tfif. Using Bayes' theorem again, we have 
p{xt\Yt) = p{xt\yt,Y't) 
oc P{YT,Y; \XT)P{XT)  
= PIYT\^T)P{Y; \XT)P{XT)  
oc p{yi\xt)p{xt\Y') 
exp{-i [ {VT  -  CTXT) '  [Y^  -  CTXT)  + (aj^ - i'|,)'(F"|J-'(x, - ir|()]| 
exp [x; [c[VT'Ct + (Fr„)-^) xt - 2x', {C.Vj'yt + (F'l,)-^®^,,)]} . 
Since, by Lemma 2.3, 
(c;v,-'c, + (r;,,)-')= r-|, - (c,r;|,c', + v,)"' c.r;,,, 
therefore, by Lemma 2.1, 
It = 0, 
{C \VT'YT  + (rr|,)-'xr„); 7^ = 1, 
Tfii; 7t = 0, 
r;, - rr|,c; (c,r;|,c; + v )  c,r-|,; 7, = i. 
Thus, the uptree filtering algorithm can be obtained recursively by (2.6) through (2.11) 
with the initial predictors and the prediction variances of the state vectors at the leaves given 
by (2.4) and (2.5). The algorithm stops at the root to, where we obtain 
XT\T  = 
Tfit = 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
®«o — ®«o|'o' 
2.3.2 Downtree Smoothing Algorithm 
The downtree smoothing algorithm moves downward from the root to the leaves of the 
tree, allowing Xf and Ft (i.e., the optimal predictor of Xt and its prediction variance based on 
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all the data) to be computed recursively for i 6 T. To do this, we first compute the following 
conditional density for each i € T \ {fo}: 
p(xf,xpa(t)|r) = p(a;p„(t)|y)p(xf 
®pa(t)7 ) / i . p ( x t , Y t  
®pa(t)i ) 
Since { x [ , Y \ ) '  and are independent conditional on ®pa(t)i we have from (2.12), 
p(®«,®pa(o|^) 
- p(®pa(o|^j ( Y  \ ~  \  
P  I ®pa(t) ) 
(2.12) 
= p(®pa(f)|"^)p(®t|®pa(O'^0 
= —irrr 
P  ( ^ ® p a ( 0 |  Y t )  
/ I X P(®<l^f)p(®pa(0 
P (®pa(o| 
( P(®'l^i)p(®pa(t)| 
=  p [ x , a i t ) \ Y )  J  r-T 
P[X^A(T) \YT)  
P(®pa(0|>') 
P(®pa(o|^0 
xexp{-i J(a;f (xt - i,|t) + -  BTXT^ | • 
Evaluating the conditional density above at ®pa(t) = ®pa(«) yields 
P ®pa(() — ®pa(t)| 
exp [(xt - ®t|j) r;|/ ( x t  -  Xt|t) +  (xpa(t) -  (ip„(t) -  B t X t ' j  |  
exp [x{ (r^f/ + B'TR;-^BT) XT - 2x{ |. 
By Lemma 2.2, we obtain the recursion, 
®f = + B(R^ Bt^ . (2.13) 
oc 
oc 
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It follows from Lemma 2.3 that 
= {r,|j - [RT  +  BTT,^TB[ )  } B' ,R^'  
= (iz, + str,„s;)s,r,|,s;i2r^ 
= - r,|,s; (iz^ + BTT^TB[ )+ i?, - RT)  RT'  
= - |r,|,s;i2r' -
where the last equality follows from (2.7). Therefore, (2.13) can also be written as 
= (^'1' •®') (^'|J ^poo) 
®pa(J) ~ 
= ®t|£ + (^t|£ ®pa(0 ~ ^T^T\T^  
— ®t|« + (r^ij + B^RF (^BFR{  ^ p a ( t )  ~ B^R^ ^®pa(£)|() 
= ®t|f + (r;f/ + B'TR:;^BT) ' B\R:^^ (®pa(o - ^pacoi^) 
=  ®t|f +  ( i p a ( t )  ~  ®pa(OI«) ' (2.14) 
where Xpa(t)\t and have been computed from (2.6) and (2.7), respectively, and Xt\t 
and Ftit have been computed from (2.10) and (2.11), respectively in the uptree filtering step. 
From (2.14), the mean squared prediction error (prediction variance) of Xt can be obtained 
recursively by 
Ft = var(®( —if) 
= var (X() - var (it) 
= var (xt) - var (it|f + (xpa(£) - ®pa(t)it)) 
= var (xt) - (var (it,j) + var (xp^^t) - ®pa(£)|()) } 
= var (xi) - var (i,|f) - rf|,S;r-\,j,jVar (ip<,(j) - ip„(j),t) F"! 
= Ttit + {var (ipacoit) - var (ip„(i))} 
= (^po(0 ~ ^pa(OI') ^pa(OI''®'^'l'' (2.15) 
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where the last equality holds, since 
(®pa(Ol0 - (®pa(o) = (var - var (®p„(t))) - (var (xp„(„) - var (ipa(0l<)) 
= ^pa(0 ~ rpa(()|t. 
Note that rpa{t)|{, Fjij have been computed from (2.7) and (2.11), respectively in the uptree 
filtering step. 
Thus, the generalized Kalman filter for Gaussian tree-structured models can be carried out 
recursively by the uptree filtering using (2.6) through (2.11) with the initial predictors and 
the prediction variances of the state vectors at the leaves given by (2.4) and (2.5), followed by 
the downtree smoothing using (2.14) and (2.15), to obtain the optimal predictor Xt and the 
p r e d i c t i o n  v a r i a n c e  F t ,  f o r  a l l  t  £ T .  
For maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of this model in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we 
a l s o  n eed to compute Ff pa(t) (the prediction covariance between XT and ipa{t)) for t £ T\{io}. 
From (2.14), we have 
X — XT X  — XT\T  + { ("^P^C) ~ ®pa(4)) ~ ~ ®pa(t)|j) • (2.16) 
Postmultiply (2.16) by a:pa(t) on both sides, and take expectations to yield 
E { {XT  - XT)  ajpa(i)) = E ((®t - xt|,) Xp<.(j)) + E ((xpa(0 - ipa(o) ®pa(o) 
— ®pa(t)|f) ®pa(j)) • (2-17) 
Because of orthogonality of the optimal predictor and its residual, we have 
^ ((®pa(0 ~ ®pa(o) ®p<»(o) ~ 
E ((®po(t) - ®pa(0|t) ®pa(t)l«) ~ 
Further, we have 
E ((ait - ®«) ®pa(o) 
E ((art - i:t|t)Xp<,(t)|t) 
= E(E((a;t-it)ip„(()|z)) = E (®p„(j) (®t - ®i)) =0, 
= E (E ((®( - ii|f)ipa(()|t| Zt)) = E (ipa(t)|t(®t|f - = 0. 
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Consequently, we can rewrite (2.17) as 
E ((x, - XT)  (xp„(,) - = E ((xt - xji^) (xp„(,) - Xp„(i)|j)) 
E (^Xpa(j) — ®pa(t)) (®pa(0 ~ ®pa(t))) 
E ((®pa(t) ~ ®po(t)|i) (®pa(0 ~ ®pa(Ou)) • 
It follows that 
rj,pa(o = 
= rt,pa(t)|f + rt|jj3jrp^jjj|jrpa(t) - Tt\tBf 
Since 
rt,pa(0|t = COV (xt, Xp„(()| = COV (Xt, BtXt ) = r^i^S't, 
we obtain 
^'.pa(') ~ ^'l'-®«^pa(0|«^P<'(')' (2.18) 
2.4 Graphical Markov Models 
In this section, we describe graphical Markov models, and develop a new optimal-prediction 
algorithm for Gaussian graphical models. A graphical Markov model is defined by a collection 
of conditional independence relations among a set of random variables (vectors) in the form of 
a graph, where the set of random variables (vectors) are inde.xed by the nodes of the graph. 
For example, tree-structured models described in the previous section are a special class of 
graphical Markov models. The generalized Kalman-filter algorithm we shall derive does not 
work directly on the graph, but on an associated tree, called an extended junction tree. Each 
node on an extended junction tree contains clusters of variables obtained from the graphical 
structure. 
Let G = {V, E) be a graph. We consider a (multivariate) stochastic process {x„ : v S V} 
with K as an index set. For A C V, denote x^ = {xu : v £ A}. For .4, B CV, denote p (x .4)  
as the probability density of x.4, and denote p(x^ |®s) as the conditional probability density 
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of XJX given XB - For disjoint sets .4, B , C  C  V ,  denote the conditional independence relation, 
XA conditionally independent of xs, given xci as 
XA -L XB \XC ; 
that is, 
P |®c) = P (®.4 |®c) P (®B |a!C) • 
Without loss of generality, we assume throughout the chapter that G is connected, since all 
the results can nevertheless be applied to a disconnected graph by applying them successively 
to each connected component. We shall consider only undirected graphical models and acyclic 
directed graphical models. More general graphical chain models (see Lauritzen and Wermuth. 
1989; Frydenberg, 1990; Whittaker, 1990; Wermuth and Lauritzen, 1990; Cox and Wermuth. 
1993), that contain both undirected edges and directed edges, will not be discussed here. 
A graph is complete if all pairs of distinct nodes are joined by an (directed or undirected) 
edge. A subset is complete if it induces a complete subgraph. A complete subset that is not a 
proper (genuine) subset of any other complete subset is called a clique. 
For -4, B , S  C  V ,  we say S  separates A and B  if all paths from an element a 6 .4 to an 
element b £ B intersect 5. A pair (.4, B) of nonempty subsets of K = .4 U 5 is said to form a 
decomposition of G if ACIB is complete, and ACIB separates A\B and B\A. If the sets .4 
and B are both proper subsets of V, the decomposition is proper. An undirected graph G is 
said to be decomposable if it is complete, or if there exists a proper decomposition (.4, B) into 
decomposab le  subg raphs  GA and  GB-
A chord in a cycle is an edge connecting two nonconsecutive nodes in the cycle. .A.n 
undirected graph is chordal (or triangulated) if every cycle of length greater than three has a 
chord. A well known result states that an undirected graph is decomposable if and only if it 
is chordal (see Golumbic, 1980; Lauritzen et al., 1984; Whittaker, 1990). 
For an acyclic directed graph G, we define its moral graph C" as the undirected graph 
obtained from G by "marrying" parents, that is, by placing undirected edges between all 
nonadjacent parents of each node and then dropping the directions from all directed edges. 
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2.4.1 Graphical Markov Models Over Undirected Graphs 
Let G  = (V, E )  be an undirected graph, and x v  = be a stochastic process 
with index set V .  Associated with this graphical structure, there are at least three Markov 
p r o p e r t i e s  f o r  x y -
Defimtion 2.1 A stochastic process xy = {®v : v E V} on an undirected graph G = (V. E] is 
said to have the local Markov propeHy if, for any v E V, 
it is said to have the pairwise Markov property if, for any nonadjacent nodes {vi,V2), 
it is said to have the global Markov property if, for any disjoint subsets .4, B,S C V such that 
S separates A from B in G, 
We call XV a graphical Markov model over G if any one of the Markov properties above is 
satisfied. 
Note that by the definition above, it is clear that the global Markov property implies the 
local Markov property, and the local Markov property implies the pairwise Markov property. 
Though the three Markov properties are in general different (some discussion can be found 
in Speed, 1979), and thus may lead to different graphical Markov models, they are equivalent 
under quite general conditions. For example, the following proposition is due to Lauritzen 
et al. (1990). 
Proposition 2.2 Suppose that xy is a stochastic process with index set V. Let G = (V, E) 
be an undirected graph, and let p{xy) be the joint probability density of xy mith respect to a 
product measure. Then xy satisfies the global Markov property over G if p {xy) factorizes, 
namely 
-L ^y\cl{v) \^bd( v )  !  
xa -L XB |®5 -
p{xy) = n ' 
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for some nonnegative functions {$.4 : .4 € A}, where A is a collection of subsets ofV that are 
complete. 
Note that a result known as the Hammersley-Clifford theorem (Hammersley and Clifford, 
1971) shows that when xv satisfies the positivity condition (i.e., p{xv) is strictly positive), 
any one of the three Markov properties imply that p{xv) factorizes. Therefore, the three 
Markov properties are equivalent under the positivity condition. Since Gaussian processes we 
are focusing on obviously satisfy the positivity condition, we shall consider only the global 
Markov property throughout the chapter. 
A graphical model over an undirected graph G is called a decomposable graphical model 
(Frydenberg and Lauritzen, 1989) if G is decomposable. This class of models is crucial for 
the rest of this chapter, and is the key to deriving a fast optimal-prediction algorithm for 
Gaussian graphical models. An important structure associated with computational aspects of 
decomposable graphs is a junction tree defined as follow: 
Definition 2.2 Let Hj denote the set of cliques of an undirected graph G = {V,E). Then 
T j  =  { H j ,  € j )  i s  c a l l e d  a  j u n c t i o n  t r e e  f o r  G ,  w h e r e  £ j  i s  t h e  s e t  o f  e d g e s  o f  T j ,  i f  T j  i s  a n  
undirected tree and Tj satisfies the clique-intersection property, namely for every two cliques 
K,K' 6 Tij, all cliques of the undirected tree on the path between the clique K and the clique 
K' contain all the elements of K fl K'. 
Buneman (1974) and Gavril (1974) independently proved that a connected undirected graph 
G is decomposable if and only if there exists a junction tree for G (i.e., there is an associated 
tree Tj = {Kj,€j) for which the clique-intersection property holds). Pearl (1988) showed 
that, given a junction-tree representation for a decomposable graphical model {xy : v € V''}, 
the joint probability density can be written as 
(K.,A-j)eSj 
For any two cliques A',-, R'j € Kj such that (A',-, Kj) 6 £j, their intersection A',- n Kj is called 
their separator. 
(2.19) 
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Though many undirected graphs of interest may not be decomposable, one may always 
identify a decomposable cover G' of an undirected graph G, by an addition of appropriate edges, 
called a filling-in. For example, the complete graph is a decomposable cover for any undirected 
graph. However, by filling in new edges, we may obscure certain conditional independencies, 
whereas we do not introduce any new conditional independence relations. So, the underlying 
probability distribution is unaffected. A filling-in is said to be minimal if it contains a minimal 
number of edges. Tarjan and Yannakakis (1984) gives various methods for testing whether 
an undirected graph is decomposable. .A.lgorithms for finding minimal decompositions can be 
found in Tarjan (1985) and Leimer (1993). 
2.4.2 Graphicsd Markov Models Over Acyclic Directed Graphs 
Consider the same setup as in Section 2.4.1, the previous section, except now that G = 
(V, E) is assumed to be an acyclic directed graph, where V is the set of nodes, and E is the 
set of directed edges. 
Definition 2.3 We say that xy is a graphical Markov model over an acyclic directed graph 
G = (K, E) if each x^; v 6 V, is conditionally independent of its nondescendents given its 
parents, where the nondescendents of v are those v' 6 V such that there is no directed path 
from V to v'. 
Note that acyclic directed graphical models are also referred to in the literature as recursive 
graphical models, Bayesian networks, belief networks, causal networks, influence diagrams, 
causal Markov models, and directed Markov fields. In the spatial context, these models are 
called partially ordered Markov models (Cressie and Davidson, 1995; Davidson and Cressie, 
1993, 1996). Some asymptotic properties of the maximum likelihood estimators for partially 
ordered Markov models will be proved in Chapter 6. 
Assume that p  { x y )  is the joint probability density of x y  with respect to a product measure. 
It follows from the conditioning rule that 
(2.20) 
VEV\VO 
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where V o = { v :  p a ( v )  =  0} is the set of minimal elements. 
The following lemma enables us to transform an acyclic directed graphical model to an 
undirected graphical model. 
Lemma 2.4 Suppose that xy is a graphical Markov model over an acyclic directed graph G. 
Then xy satisfies the global Markov property over the moral graph G"*. 
Proof: The result follows directly from Proposition 2.2 and ('2.20), since for each v 6 V, the 
set V U pa{v) is complete in G^. • 
Note that by filling in appropriate undirected edges, the moral graph G"* can then be 
converted into a decomposable graph G'. Therefore, we can make any acyclic directed graph 
decomposable by marrying parents, dropping directions, and adding new undirected edges. 
2.4.3 Kalman Filter for Gaussian Graphical Models 
We shall now derive the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm for Gaussian graphical models 
over an undirected graph or an acyclic directed graph. Recall from Section 2.4.1 and Sec­
tion 2.4.2 that any graphical Markov model over an undirected graph or an acyclic directed 
graph G has a decomposable cover G'. With this in mind, we concentrate in this section on 
Gaussian decomposable graphical models. 
Let G = { V , E )  be a connected decomposable graph and let x y  = : u € V'} be a 
Gaussian graphical model over G; that is, xy is a Gaussian process with index set V, and 
it satisfies the global Markov property over G (Definition *2.1). We assume that the data are 
observed, perhaps incompletely, according to 
= C y X y  + V 6 V ,  (2.21) 
where { C y  : u € K} are deterministic matrices, and {e^ :  v  £  V }  is a Gaussian white-noise 
p r o c e s s ,  i n d e p e n d e n t  o f  x y .  
In Section 2.4.1, we have shown that, for a graphical Markov model over a connected 
decomposable graph, there e-xists a junction tree Tj = {Hj^Ej) for G. By adding all the 
separators in a junction tree as new nodes, we obtain a new tree; that is, we create new nodes 
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Ki n Kj between any two adjacent (adjacent according to the junction tree) cliques /v', and 
Kj by removing the undirected edge (A',-, Kj) between A",- and Kj and replacing it with two 
u n d i r e c t e d  e d g e s  ( A ' , - ,  A " , - n  A ' j )  a n d  ( A y ,  A " , - D  A j ) .  W e  c a l l  t h e  r e s u l t i n g  t r e e  T E  =  { ' H e , € e )  
an extended junction tree for G, where 
U E ^ i H  - . H  e U j  o v  H  =  K i  n K j ,  (A,, K j )  €  £ j }  
is the set of nodes which consists of all the nodes of the junction tree and their separators, and 
BE = {(A.-, K i  n K j )  : (A-.-, K j )  6 S j )  U {(A.- D K j ,  K i )  : (A.-, K j )  e  £ j }  
is the set of undirected edges. We have the following proposition: 
Proposition 2.3 Let G = {V, E) be a connected decomposable graph and T E = (^E, £e) be an 
extended junction tree forG. Suppose that xy = {®u : v G V'} satisfies the global Markov prop­
erty over G. Then the stochastic process {xfj : H 6 TIE} satisfies the global Markov property 
o v e r  T E ,  w h e r e  X f i  =  { x y  :  v  6  H } .  
Proof: Let X, 5, and S  be disjoint subsets of He such that S  separates A from B in 
TE- Define A = {v E H : H E A), B = {v ^ H : H E B}, S = {v E H : H E S}. By 
Definition 2.1, it is enough to show that S separates A\S from B\S in V. Suppose that 5 
does not separate A\S from B \ 5 in K. Then there exists a path (i;o» • • •> F^K) in G with 
uo  €  A  \  S ,  Ufc  6  5  \  5 ,  and  Vi  E  V  \  S;  i  =  0 ,1 , . .  . k  — 1 .  Hence ,  we  can  f i nd  Hi  6  A,  Hk e  B,  
a n d  H i  e  7 { E \ S ;  i  =  2 , . .  . , k —  1 ,  s u c h  t h a t  y , }  C  H i ;  i  =  1 , . .  . , k .  F o r  e a c h  i  =  2 , . .  . , k ,  
since (i?,-! fl Hi) \ S 7^ 0, it follows from the clique-intersection property that the path from 
Hi-i to Hi in TE does not intersect S. Therefore, the path from Hi E A to Hk € B does not 
intersect S. This contradicts the assumption that S separates A from B in TE- • 
By choosing a node Hq of the tree T E root, and directing all edges away from this root, 
we obtain a directed tree 7b = {'HEI£D)I where SQ is the set of the corresponding directed 
edges of £e- Since from Proposition 2.3, {xfi : H E "He} satisfies the global Markov property 
over TE, it follows from Definition 2.3 that {xh '• H G He) 's an acyclic directed graphical 
model over the directed tree 7b-
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For each H € denote pa{H) as the parent of H in To, let yf[ = {y^  : v 6 H} and 
ejj = {e„ : v € H}. We have, 
= ^H^pa(H) + VH'^ H eTIEXIHO}, (2.22) 
Vh = CH^H + ^ H] H ey-E, (2.23) 
for some matrices {A// : H  € H E  \  {^o}} and { C F J  :  H  £  H E } ,  where (2.23) is obtained from 
(2.21), and {RJFF : H € HE \ {^o}} are zero-mean, independent Gaussian vectors with 
var {RFFF)  = var (XH |a;pa(/f)) ; H  £  H E  \  
We therefore obtain a Gaussian tree-structured model given by (2.22) and (2.23). Thus, 
the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm constructed in Section 2.3 can now be used to compute 
the optimal predictors and their prediction variances for the state vectors {XFJ : H € HE}- In 
particular, we obtain the optimal predictors and their prediction variances for the state vectors 
{XY : V € V'}. In practice, choices of Af/, CFJ and var (77;/), var(€//) follow from a physical 
model for the individual random variables {xi,} and {j/y}. 
For computational convenience, nodes that have only one child on the directed tree 7d can 
be removed to simplify the tree structure without affecting the global Markov property. When 
a node H is removed, the edges between H and its parent and children are also removed, and 
new directed edges from the parent of H to each child of H are added. Moreover, for a terminal 
n o d e  H  o n  t h e  d i r e c t e d  t r e e  7 b ,  w e  c a n  r e d u c e  t h e  s i z e  o f  H  b y  r e p l a c i n g  H  b y  H  \ p a { H ) .  
In both cases, the strong Markov property of {XFJ : H € HE} over TE guarantees that we still 
have an acyclic directed graphical model over the new reduced directed tree TR. 
Note that nodes can be removed only if no information is lost. For examples, all the 
separators {/l, n KJ : {KI,KJ) 6 £y}, which are intersections between two adjacent cliques, 
c a n  b e  r e m o v e d  w i t h o u t  l o s i n g  a n y  i n f o r m a t i o n ,  s i n c e  A ' , -  n  K j  i s  a  s u b s e t  o f  b o t h  A ' , -  a n d  K j .  
A node H with no data observed can also be removed if we are not interested in obtaining the 
optimal predictor for x//, or we can obtain the optimal predictor for XM through other nodes. 
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2.5 Exsimples 
We give two examples in this section. The first example is a time-series model given by 
the following: 
where {j/i,.. . ,  f / n }  are observed time series, {7^0,771,..., is a Gaussian AR^IA(1,1) station­
ary process, {^i,.. .,e„} is a Gaussian white-noise processes, and {xi,..., x„} and {co,... .en} 
are independent. The goal is to predict {rjo, rji,..., rjn} and {xi,...,ar„} based on the data 
{l/it • • M2/n}- From (2.24) and (2.25), it is not difficult to see that {xi,...,ar„} is a Gaussian 
ARMA(1,2) process. 
Figure 2.1 (a) shows the graphical representation G of the hidden state variables. To 
app ly  the  gene ra l i zed  Ka lman- f i l t e r  a lgo r i t hm,  we  f i r s t  cons t ruc t  t he  mora l  g r aph  G"*  o f  G 
shown in Figure 2.1 (b). Recall from Section 2.4.1 that a connected undirected graph is 
decomposable if there e.xists a junction tree. Figure 2.1 (c) displays a junction tree TJ obtained 
from the moral graph C". It is not difficult to see that TJ satisfies the clique-intersection 
property (Definition 2.2), which also proves that the moral graph G'"* is decomposable. .4 
reduced directed tree TR obtained from a junction TJ is shown in Figure 2.1 (d). .Assume that 
var (iTi) = (T^, we have for i = 0,1,..., n — 1, 
T]t = aiT]t-i + wt + a2Wt-i; t = (2.24) 
xt = T]t + l3T]t-i; f = l, ...,n, (2.25) 
yt = xt+sr, t = (2.26) 
^ L+A^+2AIA2 
1-af {L±AIA2}^L±22LAL (ai-f-a2)a2^ 
(l+QlQ2)(Ql+a2) _2 
L-AJ  
l+Q?+2aia2 _2 
1 - q 2  "W 
^  {QI  +  02)  / 
and for f = 1,..., n — 1, 
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Figure 2.1 (a) An acyclic directed graph G; (b) The corresponding moral 
graph (c) A corresponding junction tree Tj of the decom­
posable moral graph C", where the separators are drawn as 
rectangular boxes; (d) A corresponding reduced directed tree 
TR. 
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Sf,t+i = cov ({rjt, Tjt-i, , (j/i+i. riti 
/ (l+aiajXoi+aj) _2 l+Q|+2aiQ2 _2 _2 \ 13^2 (TU, 
— ai(l+QiQ2)(ori+a2) _2 (l+oiajKai+or?) _2 n 
—V=I\ nsf 0 
ai («! + aa) 0-2 {ai+a2](Tl 0 ^ 
Based on TR (Figure 2.1 (d)), the corresponding tree-structured model of (2.24), (2.25), and 
(2.26) is given by 
x t  =  { 1 , 0 , 0 )  t  =  l , . . . , n ,  
yt = Xi+et; i=l,...,n, 
where for f = 1,..., n — 1, 
= (^ti I t-i ,  Wt-i) '  — (nt+ii Vt,  7 
is independent of (t/j+i,//<, lUt)'. We can now apply the generalized Kalman filter for this 
Gaussian tree-structured model. 
Note that the standard Kalman-filter algorithm can still be applied in this problem if we 
rewrite the state variables in (2.24) and (2.25) as a vector Markov chain. The main purpose here 
is to show that there e.xists an alternative optimal-prediction algorithm, and to demonstrate 
how to apply our generalized Kalman-filter algorithm. 
For the second e.xample, we consider a more complicated acyclic directed graphical model 
with its acyclic directed graph G shown in Figure 2.2 (a). We assumed that the data are 
observed only at the finest scale by 
yk — dk Sk', k — 1,..., n, 
where {t/i,..., i/n} are observed data, {di,..., rf„} is a Gaussian process, and {si,..., e„} is a 
Gaussian white-noise process independent of {rfj,.. .,</„}• The goal is to predict {di,.. .,£?„} 
based on the data {j/i,..., t/n}-
The corresponding moral graph G"* is shown in Figure 2.2 (b). A decomposable graph 
G", obtained by filling in undirected edges from C", is shown in Figure 2.3 (a). .A. junction 
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(a) 
Cr 
(b) 
Figure 2.2 (a) An acyclic directed graph G'. (b) The corresponding moral 
graph G^. 
tree TJ  composed of cliques of G'  is shown in Figure 2.3 (b). Finally, a reduced directed 
tree TR, upon which the generalized Kalman filter will proceed is shown in Figure 2.3 (c). A 
Gaussian graphical model with this acyclic directed graphical structure will also be described 
in Section 4.2.2. 
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(a) 
(oi , 62» C3i C5) 
(a i ,  61,62,  C3) (ci, 62, 63,  C5) 
(  bi ,c i ,c2 )  (ai ,6i ,C2,"^ (62,  C3,  C4,  C5J (a i , l>3,  C5,  f  63,  ce ,  C7 )  
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(c) 
Figure 2.3 (a) A decomposable graph G'  obtained from G"* in Figure 2.2 
(b); (b) A corresponding junction tree TJ of G'; (c) A corre­
sponding reduced directed tree TR-
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3 WAVELETS AND MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSES 
Wavelets are recently developed mathematical tools with great potential in statistical 
methodology. They have been applied extensively in diverse applications, including data com­
pression, signal processing, image analysis, object detection, turbulence, numerical analysis, 
neural networks, and statistics. In fact, wavelet theory has been developed as a unifying 
framework from several different research areas, including harmonic analysis (Calderon for­
mula, Littlewood-Paley theory), quantum physics (coherent states), image analysis (Laplacian 
pyramid schemes), and communications in electrical engineering (subband coding, quadrature 
mirror filters). Good references for wavelets and their properties are Daubechies (1992), Chui 
(1992), and Meyer (1992, 1993). A nice overview of wavelet-based multiresolution analyses is 
also given by Jawerth and Sweldens (1994). 
Wavelets are functions with varying scales and locations obtained by dilating and translat­
ing a single basic function called a "mother wavelet". For certain functions ip 6 the 
family, 
= 2-"'^0 (2^x - A:) ; j,ke Z, 
constitutes an (orthonormal) basis of L^{1R) .  Wavelet methods have advantages over tradi­
tional Fourier methods in signal processing, especially if a signal contains discontinuities, or 
the frequency content of a signal changes over time. Fourier basis functions are localized in 
frequency but not in time, whereas wavelets are local both in frequency, via dilations, and in 
t i m e ,  v i a  t r a n s l a t i o n s .  O n e  u s e s  v e r y  n a r r o w  w a v e l e t s  ( c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  a  l a r g e  s c a l e  i n d e x  j )  
for the fine features, and much wider ones (corresponding to a small scale index j) for coarse 
features. Thus, many classes of functions can be represented by wavelets in a more compact 
way. This sparse (parsimonious) representation makes wavelets an excellent tool for data com­
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pression and statistical applications. Furthermore, wavelet algorithms process data at different 
scales and are simple and fast. So, they are well suited for problems with large amounts of 
data. 
This chapter briefly introduces wavelets and multiresolution analyses. Section 3.1 describes 
wavelets on jR. An extension to higher-dimensional wavelets is discussed in Section 3.2. Some 
statistical applications of wavelets are outlined in Section 3.3. 
3.1 Wavelets on IR 
We start with some notations. Consider the space of real-valued, square-integrable func­
tions L^{M) with the inner product given by 
if, 9)= f{x)9(x)dx, JR 
for f,g 6 L^ {]R). Let ||/j| = f € and let Z denote the set of integers. 
sequence of functions {/t : K 6 Z} in L^{1R)  is said to be a Riesz basis of L'^{1R)  if every 
function / G L'^{R) can be written as f = Ckfk (in the sense), and there exist positive 
Jtgz 
constants .4 and B such that 
A E < 11/11' < B E l«l'-
KEZ A-ez 
Note that an orthonormal basis (i.e., a basis with (/jt, J i )  = S k i  = 1 if Ar = /, and 0 otherwise) 
is a special case of a Riesz basis, where A = B = 1. 
For a £ ]R, let [a] denote the integer part of a. A real-valued function / is said to be 
Holder continuous of order a > 0, denoted by / € C°[1R), if / is [a]-times differentiable, and 
| / {W) (A;  ^ H ) -  / (T°^^(S) |  =  O  ;  X^R.  
3.1.1 Multiresolution Analysis 
Wavelets are closely related to the concept of "multiresolution analysis", introduced by 
Meyer (1986) and Mallat (1989). Roughly speaking, features of a signal can be viewed using 
different levels (scales) of focus. More details of a signal can be seen as one goes from one 
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approximation to the next finer one ("zoom in"), and tiie resolution is reduced as one goes 
from one approximation to the next coarser one ("zoom out"). 
Definition 3.1 A multiresolution analysis in L^[]R) is defined as a sequence {V} :j 6 Z} of 
closed subspaces of L^{IR) with the following properties: 
(Ml) VjCVj+,; jeZ. 
{M2) UjgzV} is dense in and Hjgz Vj = {0}. 
(M3) f { x ) e V j ^ f { 2 x ) £ V j + i ;  j  e  2 1 .  
(M4) f i x )  e V j ^  f ( x -  - l - ' k )  e V y ,  j ^ T L ,  k  ^ T L .  
(M5) There exists a function 4> €. VQ with a nonvanishing integral such that 
{<f ) {x  — k )  :  k  £  Z }  i s  a  R ie s z  bas i s  o f  Vq .  
The function <t> is often called a scaling function (or father wavelet), and normally integrates 
to unity. 
Write < l>j,k{ x )  = 2J^0(2-'x — k ) ;  j  ^ T Z . ,  k  £  T L .  It follows that : k G 7L] is also an 
orthonormal basis of V}; j 6 Z. So, the orthogonal projection of a function / 6 into 
Vj, denoted by f, can be written as 
Jt62Z 
for some constants {cj,jk - j . k E  Z}. By property (Ml), { P ^  f  :  j  € Z} can be viewed as suc­
cessive approximations to / as the resolution index j increases. 
Definition 3.2 A scaling function (f> is said to be r-regular if (f> £ CilR), and if (!> and its 
derivatives have fast decay, 
d' 
< c„i(l-t- |x|)  m 6 iV, /  = 0,l , . . . ,r ,  
where c^ is  a  c o n s t a n t  d e p e n d i n g  o n l y  o n  m  £  N  =  { 1 , 2 , . . . } .  
Since 0 € Vq C V'l and {</>(2i — k) : k £ Z} is a Riesz basis of Vi, there exists a unique l^ 
sequence {hk : k 6 Z} (i.e., ^ hi < oo), called the two-scale sequence of 4>, that satisfies the 
KEZ 
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two-scale equation 
<t>{x) = •2^ /2 ^  hk4>{2x - k). 
K^LL 
Notice that 4> has a compact support if and only if hk differs from 0 for only finitely many of 
them (Chui, 1992; Daubechies, 1992). 
A simple example of <j) is the indicator function for [0,1), namely, 
(f>{x) = /(O < X < 1). 
Other examples can be found in Daubechies (1992). 
3.1.2 Orthonorm£d Wavelets 
.A.n orthonormal wavelet is a particular function V € L^{St) such that 
i^ jk{x) = - k); j, k 6 Z, 
constitutes an orthonormal basis for L^{R). Usually an orthonormal wavelet can be con­
structed via a multiresolution analysis {Vj : j G Z}, as follows. 
For each j € Z, define Wj to be the orthogonal complement of Vj in Vj+i; that is, 
Vj ® Wj and VjLWj, where the symbol @ denotes the direct sum. Thus, the space VVj for each 
i 6 Z contains the "detail" information needed to go from Vj to Vj+i- By property (M2), we 
have 
L^ (IR) = Vj ® Wj 0 Wj+i © • • •; j E Z. (3.1) 
Given a multiresolution analysis, Daubechies (1988) showed that there exists an orthonor­
mal wavelet basis {ipj,k '• E Z} such that {ipj^ k '• k 6 Z} forms an orthonormal basis of Wj 
for each j 6 Z. In fact, the wavelet can be constructed explicitly (but not uniquely) in 
terms of a scaling function 0: 
V'(X) = 2^ /2 - k), 
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where {hk '• k € Z} is the two-scale sequence of the scaling function <i>, given above. The 
wavelet is known as the mother wavelet associated with the scaling function 0. Hence, with 
j = Jo in (3.1), we have the following orthonormal representation for a function / 6 L'^ {1R): 
CO 
k^ TL j=Jo k&L 
where cj^^k = (/i <f>Jo,k),  and dj^k = (/, V'i.fc); j  > Jo- This gives the function / an approximation 
at resolution JQ in terms of ^ cjg,k4>Jo,k, plus all the details given in terms of dilated and 
fcez 
translated wavelets. The orthogonal projection of / on Vj can be written as 
J - i  
pJf = pJ.f +Y.Y. '^ j^ ktj,k, (3.2) 
j=Jo 
for any given JQ <  J .  Figure 3.1 shows the multiresolution decomposition of a Doppler signal 
based on (3.2). 
If 0 is r-regular (Definition 3.2), the wavelet ^ is also Holder continuous of order r and has 
vanishing moments up to the order r (see Daubechies, 1992 , Corollary 5.5.2); that is. 
f x^ {^x)dx = 0; 0 < I < r. 
JR 
This implies that polynomials of degree up to r can be written e.xactly in terms of a linear 
combination of scaling functions {^(ar - A:) : A: 6 Z}, since = 0 for all j,k G Z, 
/ = 0, l,...,r. 
A typical example of an orthonormal wavelet is the Haar wavelet given by 
1; 0 < X < 1/2, 
Hx) = -1; 1/2 < X < 1, 
0; otherwise. 
The corresponding scaling function is 
4>{x) = /(O < X < 1). 
Perhaps the most commonly used orthonormal wavelets are the family of Daubechies wavelets 
: N = 1,2,.. .| (Daubechies, 1988), defined from scaling functions : N = 1,2,.. 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Figure 3.1 Multiresolution decomposition of a Doppler signal /. From the 
top to the bottom: /, F®/, E4,fcV'6,;t, 
E<^3,i^3,Jt, E <^2,A:^2,Jk, E and PV, where FV is the 
projection of / at the j-th resolution. 
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respectively. For each N 6 N = {1,2,...}, the Daubechies wavelet is supported on 
an interval of length 2N — 1, and it has N vanishing moments (i.e., FP^X'IL^^{X)DX = 0; 
/ = 0,1,..., AT — 1). Some of them are displayed in Figure 3.2. Other examples of orthonormal 
wavelets can be found in Daubechies (1992). 
3.1.3 Pyramid Algorithm 
Let {Vj : j € 2Z} be a multiresolution analysis generated by the scaling function 0 with the 
two-scale equation of <t> given by 
(^(x) = 2^^^ ^ 2 HI4>{2X — /). 
l&S. 
Recall that Wj is the orthogonal complement of Vj in V}+i; j 6 Z, and : A; 6 Z} is an 
orthonormal basis for Wj] j € Z, where 
ipix) = 2^/2 ^  gi<f>{2x -  /) 
/6Z 
is the associated mother wavelet, and GK =  {—!) ' 'H^K+I ' ,  K  £  7L .  It follows that the two-scale 
equation of <pj,jk is 
(F>J ,K{^)  = 2-'/^0(2-'i - k) 
= 2^/2 J 2^/2 hi<(>{2{2^x - k ) - l )  
[ 
= - 2k - I) 
/6Z 
/ez 
=  X ! j , k e 2 L ,  (.3.3) 
/6Z 
and the two-scale equation of il^j^k is 
<pjk{x) = 2^^^'4j{2^x — k) 
{ = 2^^^L2' '^YG[4>I2{2^^-K) -L) \  J 
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(a) 
aa * e t s 2.0 2.B 
(b) 
c) 
a 
• 
•2 a 
(d) 
Figure 3.2 Some scaling functions (given on the left) and associated com­
pac t ly  suppor t ed  wave l e t s  f rom the  Daubech ie s  f ami ly  w i th  N 
vanishing moments (given on the right), (a) N=l; (b) N=2; (c) 
N=3; (d) N=5. 
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= Y1 - -Ik - I) 
/6Z 
= X 9l<f>j+U+2k 
/6Z 
= 9i-2k4>i+i.lix); j,ke'2Z.. (3.4) 
/€2 
Since fg^ 4>{x)dx = 1 and tj}{x)dx = 0, integrating both sides of the two-scale equations (3.3) 
and (3.4), we have 
= 21/2, (3 5J 
KETZ 
J29k = 0. (3.6) 
fcgZ 
Pyramid Decomposition Algorithm 
Given / 6 L^{R), let the coefficients of scaling function 4>j^k and wavelet ibj^k of / be 
Cj,k = (/, <t>j,k) and dj^k = (/, respectively, for j, k 6 Z. By (3.3) and (3.4), 
Cj,k = (/, 0i,Ar) 
= ( /' XI ^l-2k((>j+l,l ) 
\ /6Z / 
and 
LETZ. 
= X ^ i-^kCj+i^; j, fc G Z, (3.7) 
/ez 
— (/i 
=  ( / .  ^9L-2K4>I+U) 
\ L^TL / 
= ^9l-2k{L 0i+l./> 
leTZ. 
= X 9i-2kCj+i,i; j, keH. (3.8) 
/6Z 
Therefore, given the scaling-function coefficients •" ^ 6 Z} at the J-th level, all the 
lower level scaling-function coefficients {cj^k '• ^ € Z} and wavelet coefficients {dj^k '• k € Z}; 
j < 7, can be obtained recursively by (3.7) and (3.8). This recursive algorithm is called the 
pyramid decomposition algorithm (Mallat, 1989). 
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Thus, if a function can be written as / = ^ we can obtain the wavelet represen-
tation, 
J-1 
f ~ XT ^Jo,k + 
k&'Z i=Jo 
where JQ <  J .  
Pyramid Reconstruction Algorithm 
Conversely, given the lower level scaling-function coefficients {cj^k '• k 6 2} and the wavelet 
coefficients {dj,k '• k 6 Z}, the higher level scaling-function coefficients : k 6 2} can be 
obtained. Since Vj^i = Vy 0 Wj; j € Z, we have from (3.3) and (3.4), 
/62 Ie2i 
= v hi/^2i4>j+ij ')  +y] ((I>J+I,KI <7/'-2z<t>i+i./') ^i,/ 
'6Z \ /'6Z / /6ZZ \ /'ez / 
= hi!_2i {(f>j+i,k, 4>j+i,l') <l>i,l-'r ^ gi' -2l {<l>j+i.k, ^i+1,/') 
zj'ez 
= ^ hk-2i4>j, i  +  ^  gk-2li 'j4-
/eZ /62Z 
Therefore, 
Cj+i,fc — (/, <?i'j+i,fc) 
= ( /' 13 ^ k-2l<^j,l + X] 9k-2l1pj,l ) 
\ IpTL lP2Z / /€2 /ez
= Yi  ^ ^-21 (/ ,  0i,f> + gk-2i i f ,  
/ez /gz 
= ^ hk-2iCj,i -I- Y 9k-2idj,i. (3.9) 
/6Z Z6Z 
Thus, by successively repeating this reconstruction for j = JQ,  J  — 1, for a function / 
given by the wavelet representation, 
J-1 
/ = Yt ^•fo,k + 
fcgZ i=Jo 
we can obtain a representation, / = ^ cj^k<f>J,kj as a linear combination of scaling functions at 
k&TL 
the level J .  This recursive algorithm is called the pyramid reconstruction algorithm (Mallat, 
1989). 
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3.1.4 Biorthogonal Wavelets 
A generalization of orthogonal wavelets can be obtained by relaxing the orthogonality 
condition. Instead of considering an orthonormal wavelet basis, we consider two Riesz bases 
^ € Z} and j,k £ z|, generated from functions tj) and respectively, by 
dilation and translations, and having the following dual (biorthogonal) relation: 
4^j'k') = Sjj'Skk'; j, f, k, k' € Z. 
The functions ^ and 0, with one the dual of the other, are called biorthogonal wavelets. 
It is known that the Haar wavelet is the only real-valued orthogonal wavelet that is sym­
metric (or anti-symmetric) and compactly supported (Daubechies, 1988). The generalization 
to biorthogonal wavelets has been considered to give more flexibility in the representation of 
functions in L^{1R). 
Like orthonormal wavelets, biorthogonal wavelets can be generated via multiresolution 
analyses. Here, two multiresolution analyses {Vj :j E 2Z} and |v} : j 6 Zj with subspaces 
{Wj : j G Z} and ^Wj : j € generated by a wavelet 0 and a dual wavelet ^ are involved, 
such that 
V j  L  V V j  and V j  L  W j ;  j  G Z, 
where for each j € 7L, Vj+i = V} @ Wj, and = Vj Q  Wj. Hence, any function / € L ^ { R )  
can be written as 
f  =  4 >Jo,k +  ^(/. J o  6  Z .  
fcez J>JO fcsz 
Typical examples of biorthogonal wavelets are spline wavelets. The two-scale equation of 
the m-th order cardinal B-spline scaling function is given by 
/ „ \ 
^Vm(x) = 5;2-'"+l 
k=l 
m  
\  k  J  
N m { 2 x  -  k ) .  
Figure 3.3 shows the cardinal B-spline father and mother wavelets of order 2 and 3. For more 
details, see Daubechies (1992, Chapter 8), or Chui (1992, Chapter 6). 
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•••O 0.0 e 
(a) 
o .ft ao z.o •«.o o 
(b) 
Figure 3.3 Cardinal B-spline wavelets of order m. (Left: scaling functions; 
right: mother wavelets), (a) m=2; (b) m=3. 
3.1.5 Finite Discrete Wavelet Transform 
Let be an orthonormal wavelet in L^{1R) with the corresponding scaling function ct>. We 
assume that tp and </> have compact support. Given a function / € L^{1R), we can compute 
the wavelet coefficient of by simply taking the wavelet transform via the inner product 
^j,k = (/i j, k £ 7Z.. In practice, only the values of / at a finite number of points are 
usually available. It is necessary to obtain an approximate wavelet transform for this situation. 
Suppose that we have data Y = (Vo, . . . ,  Vn- i ) ' ,  where  Yi = /{ti): i = 0,1,..., re - 1. 
with n = 2'^. We consider only equally-spaced points {£,}; that is, we assume that t{ = i/n; 
i = 0,1,.. .,n - 1. The scaling-function coefficients and the wavelet coefficients of / are given 
by 
/
oo 
j,ke7Z., 
•OO 
/
oo 
-OO 
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respectively. However, computation of these coefficients is not practicable because / is not 
known everywhere. 
One way to approximate the scaling-function coefficients and the wavelet coefficients is by 
1 
" i=l 
1 " 
= - 53 H KETL.  
" .=1 
Another way usually used in practice, and referred to as the discrete wavelet transform (fast 
wavelet transform, empirical wavelet transform, or finite wavelet transform) is based on the 
following. For each fc = 0,1,..., n — 1, the integral / 4>jk{x)dx — and <pjk is 
JR 
supported near k/'2^. Hence, behaves much like the sample Vt. Therefore, the discrete 
wavelet transform is to treat the data as the top-level (the J-th resolution level) scaling-function 
coefficients of where / is an empirical version of /. That is, 
n^/2/(i) = ^  Yi4>j^k{t) « t 6 [0,1). 
i=l fc€Z 
So, the pyramid decomposition algorithm given by (3.7) and (3.8) can be successively applied 
in order to compute the scaling-function coefficients and the wavelet coefficients of at 
the lower levels. The resulting coefficients are called the empirical scaling-function coefficients 
and empirical wavelet coefficients. In particular, we can write 
D' =  {{CIY ,  (DXY ,  , . . . ,  (d}_i) ' ) '  =  
where d'  is the vector of empirical scaling-function coefficients and empirical wavelet coeffi­
cients of /, and >Vn is the corresponding (ra x n) discrete wavelet transform matrix. Specifically, 
are the empirical scaling-function coefficients at the Jo-th level, and for j = Jq, ..., J — 1, 
are the empirical wavelet coefficients at the j-th level. 
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From (3.7) and (3.8), we have 
Cj—1 — Hj—iCj] j — Jq-{-1.^... 1 Jf 
dj_i = Gj-ic'j; j = Jo + 1,.. .,J. 
where Hj and Gj are (2^ x 2-'^^) matrices based on (3.7) and (3.8), respectively. Hence, we 
can decompose >V„ into 
/ / 
>V„ = 
\ 
0 
\ 
^ F FT ^ TLJ~2 
\ 
0 
Gy-
(3.10) 
1 
Note that when applying the fast pyramid decomposition algorithm to compute the scaling-
function coefficients and wavelet coefficients d', the top-level scaling-function coefficients have 
to be extended in order to compute the scaling-function coefficients and wavelet coefficients 
near the boundary of [0,1]. If / , and thus V, is extended periodically (i.e., f{t) = f{t — [<]); 
t £ R), we obtain a periodic discrete wavelet transform, resulting in an orthogonal matrix VV„ 
(e.g., Daubechies, 1988, 1992). In particular, we have 
HjH'j = GjG'j = I; j = (3.11) 
HjG'j = 0; y = /o,...,J-l. (.3.12) 
The inverse discrete wavelet transform can also be represented as 
/ 
^ ^ H,  ^ TLJ-2 
GJ-2 J 
0 
\ 
/ 
\ 
0 0 
0 0 
Furthermore, from (3.5) and (3.6), 
Hjl = 2^/21. j = 1, 
Gjl = 0; j = -I. 
(3.1.3) 
(3.14) 
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Other boundary handing techniques can be found in Daubechies (1992), Cohen et ai (1993a, 
1993b), Jawerth and Sweldens (1994), and Unser (1996). 
In practice, we do not use these matrix multiplications to compute the discrete wavelet 
transform and the inverse transform. They are carried out directly using the pyramid decom­
position algorithm given by (3.7) and (3.8), and the pyramid reconstruction algorithm given 
by (3.9). Both of them require only 0{n) operations (see Mallat, 1989), even faster than the 
fast Fourier transform algorithm. Methods for dealing with the problem when the sample size 
n is not a power of two can be found in Cohen et al. (1993b) and Ogden (1997). 
3.2 Multidimensional Wavelets 
So far, we have discussed only one-dimensional wavelets. In order to analyze higher-
dimensional data, we need higher-dimensional wavelets. The extension of wavelets to higher 
dimensions is actually quite simple. In fact, wavelets have been widely used in image analy­
sis, including image denoising, image compression, image segmentation, object detection, and 
human-vision problems. 
Consider the space L^{]R^) of real-valued, square-integrable functions on two-dimensional 
Euclidean space with the inner product given by 
for f '.g € We start with a one-dimensional multiresolution analysis {Vj : j G 2} in 
L^{IR). For each j 6 Z, let {<i>j,k '• k 6 2} and {'4}j,k '• ^ € Z} be scaling functions and wavelets 
forming orthonormal bases for Vj and Wj, respectively, where = V} 0 Wj and VjlWj. 
Then a two-dimensional scaling function can be given by the following separable form: 
/
OO roo 
/ f{x,y)9{x,y)dxdy, 
•OO y—OO 
^{x,y) = (t>{x)(t>{y); x,yeJR. 
Define 
y,- = Vj ® Vj = {Mx)gi{y) : fi,gi G Vj}; j 6 Z, 
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where the symbol ® denotes the tensor product. Then it is easy to check that { V j  : j  6 2} 
constitutes a multiresolution analysis of L^{1R^); that is, {Vj : j 6 Z} satisfies 
(1)  VjCVj+i ;  jeTL;  
(2) UjgzVj is dense in L^{1R^), and Dygz Vj = {0}: 
(3) f i x )  6 V j  ^  f { 2 x )  6 V j + i ; j  €  Z; 
(4) f i x )  e Vj ^  / (x - 2--'fc) e V j ;  j € 7 L ,  k e  
(5) j  ^ ^ ( x ) d x  ^  0, and |$(® —  k )  :  k  £  is a Riesz basis of Vq. 
As in the one-dimensional case, for each j  €  7L,  define Wj to be the orthogonal complement 
of Vj in Vj+i- Since 
Vj+i = Vy+i ® Vj+i 
= [VJ © WJ) ® [VJ © WJ) 
= [Vj ® Vj) © (V) 0 WJ) © {WJ 0 VJ) © {Wj ® Wj) 
= Vj®{{Vj®Wj)®{Wj®Vj)®iWj®Wj)}: jeTL, 
we have 
W J  = {Vj ® WJ )  © (WJ  ® Vj) © {Wj ® ; y € z. 
Therefore, corresponding to the scaling function there are three wavelet functions given by: 
= <?i(x)^(i/), '9^^'>{x,y) = xp{x)<l>{y), 
For j, ki,k2 6 2, write 
Y) = (2-'i - A:i, -L^Y -  K-^ , 
{2^x - ku 2^y - ko) ; m = 1,2,3. 
It follows that 
{^S!,Jk2 • ^1' ^2 6 Z, m = 1,2,3} 
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constitutes an orthonormai basis for Wy, j  E TL.  Hence, any function g € L^{R^)  can be 
expanded as 
(X) 3 
9{x,y) = Y, 
fcl M j=Jo  k i  , k2  m=l 
where Cki,k2 = id^^Jckuki)  and = (ff. j  > Jo for some fixed integer Jo, and 
ki ,k2 6  Z,  m=l ,2 ,3 .  
Note that the three sets of wavelets correspond to different spatial orientations in an image; 
specifically, horizontal edges correspond to vertical edges correspond to ;t2}' 
diagonal edges correspond to and the scaling functions {$Jb,Jti,^2} capture the 
smooth features. 
The wavelet representation can be computed using a two-dimensional pyramid algorithm 
similar to the one-dimensional algorithm described in Section 3.1.3. Moreover, the discrete 
wavelet transform described in Section 3.1.5 carries over to two-dimensional cases. Recall that 
the key to derive the one-dimensional pyramid algorithm is the two-scale relations given by (3.3) 
and (3.4). For example, by applying the two-scale equation (3.3) twice to the two-dimensional 
scaling function we obtain the two-scale equation for $ given by 
^I,KUK2I^-'Y)= YH Y  ^H--IKIHI2-2K2^J+UI,L2' '> i ,A: i ,A:2 ,e  Z .  
'i 62 /jSZ 
A more complete description of these can be found in Mallat (1989). 
The extension to a higher-dimensional wavelet can be accomplished through tensor products 
in a similar manner. Note that it is also possible to construct a d-dimensional wavelet via a 
(/-dimensional multiresolution analysis with a corresponding scaling function not given in a 
separable form. For details and examples, the reader is referred to Kovacevic and Vetterli 
(1992), and Cohen and Daubechies (1993). 
3.3 Some Statistical Applications 
Wavelet-based methods have been appearing in a growing number of areas of statistics, 
especially in non-parametric regression and density estimation. The book by Ogden (1997) 
gives an excellent introduction to the use of wavelets in statistical applications. 
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3.3.1 Non-Parametric Regression 
In a series of papers, Donolio and Johnstone (1994, 1995, 1997), and Donoho et al. (1995) 
developed the viravelet shrinkage method for the problem of nonparametric regression. Let 
Yi = f{ti) + cr£i; i = 0,..., n - 1, 
where / is the unknown function of interest, ti = i/n- ^ = 0,1,..., n — 1, are equispaced points, 
and {e,-: j = 0,1,..., n — 1} is a Gaussian white-noise process. 
The wavelet shrinkage approach to reconstruct / proceeds as follows. First, the data 
{Vo,..., Vn-i} are transformed using a discrete wavelet transformation, yielding the empirical 
wavelet coefficients, as explained in Section 3.1.5. Next, the empirical wavelet coefficients 
are "shrunk" toward zero based on a shrinkage rule to suppress the noise. Usually wavelet 
shrinkage is done by thresholding the wavelet coefficients; that is, the wavelet coefficients 
that have an absolute value below a prespecified threshold are replaced by zero. Finally, the 
processed empirical wavelet coefficients are transformed back to the original domain using the 
inverse wavelet transform. 
With a properly chosen shrinkage method, Donoho and Johnstone (1994, 1995, 1997) and 
Donoho et al. (1995) show that the resulting estimate / is nearly minimax over a large class of 
function spaces and for a wide range of loss functions. More importantly, / is automatically 
adaptive to the smoothness of the function / (i.e., / is smooth where / is smooth, and / has 
sharp spikes where / has sharp spikes) without the need to adjust the "bandwidth" as in the 
kernel smoothing method. This property is usually referred to as spatial adaptivity or local 
adaptivity. 
Therefore, the crucial step of this procedure is the choice of a thresholding (or shrinkage) 
method. Several approaches have been proposed including minimax (Donoho and Johnstone. 
1994, 1995, 1997), cross-validation (Nason, 1996), hypothesis testing (Abramovich and Ben-
jamini, 1995,1996; Ogden and Parzen, 1996a, 1996b), and Bayesian methods (Vidakovic, 1994; 
Clyde et al., 1995, 1996; Ruggeri and Vidakovic, 1995; Chipman et ai, 1995). Some discussion 
for choices of threshold rules can also be found in Nason (1995), and Hall and Patil (1996a). 
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In practice, the discrete wavelet transform and its inverse transform can be connputed in 
only 0(n) operations using the pyramid decomposition and reconstruction algorithm, respec­
tively. 
The usual assumptions are equally spaced design points and independent and identically 
distributed zero-mean Gaussian errors. The wavelet shrinkage method has also been studied 
when the design points {foi • • •> ^n-i} are from a irregularly spaced design (Antoniadis et ai, 
1994; Hall and Patil, 1996b; Hall and Terlach, 1997), and the noise {^o, - • is correlated 
(Wang, 1996; Johnstone and Silverman, 1997). 
3.3.2 Density Estimation 
Let be independent and identically distributed observations drawn from an 
unknown distribution with density /. The problem is to make inference on this probability 
density function /. 
Wavelet shrinkage for this problem has been studied by Donoho et al. (1993), Hall and Patil 
(1995a, 1995b), Pinheiro and Vidakovic (1995), and in the Bayesian framework by Miiller and 
Vidakovic (1995), and Vidakovic and Miiller (1995). 
Following Hall and Patil (1995b), we assume that / can be represented by the wavelet 
decomposition of the form 
OO 
/(^) = JZ CQ,K(F>0,K{PX) + S 
J—0 
where p is a smoothing parameter. A nonlinear wavelet estimator of / has the form 
9-1 
F{^)  = S ^ 0,K4>Q,K{PX) + ^  ^I,K{PX),  
k^TL i=0 keTL 
where for j, k G Z, 
co,Jt = -^<I>Q,K{^I)Y 
" 1=1 
are unbiased estimators of co.jt and dj^ki respectively, q is a truncation parameter, and A is the 
threshold value. 
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Hall and Patil {1995b) show that for appropriately chosen parameters p,q and A, the 
estimated density / achieves the mean-squared convergence rate, even when / is 
not continuous but only r-times piecewise differential. Note that such a convergence rate can 
not be achieved by the kernel density estimation method when / is only piecew^ise continuous. 
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4 MULTISCALE SPATIAL MODELING 
In this chapter, we propose multiscale models for spatial data observed on a finite subset of 
the d-dimensional lattice, TZ.^. Multiscale models are graphical Markov models composed of a 
series of hidden stochastic processes with various scales, where the variables evolve from coarser 
to finer scales in a Markov manner on an acyclic directed graph. In Section 4.1, we introduce 
multiscale models constructed from multiresolution analyses. We show that the optimal pre­
dictor (i.e., conditional expectation) based on this model is a level-dependent (scale-dependent) 
wavelet shrinkage predictor and it can be computed using the fast pyramid algorithm (Sec­
tion .3.1.3). We consider a Bayesian approach using the Gibbs sampler when there are missing 
data. More general multiscale graphical models will be introduced in Section 4.2. The general­
ized Kalman-filter algorithm derived in Chapter 2 can be used to obtain the optimal predictors 
for these models. Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation of the parameters via the EM algo­
rithm is also developed. 
4.1 MuItiscEile Wavelet Models 
The motivation for multiscale wavelet models comes from multiresolution analyses intro­
duced in Chapter 3 (Definition 3.1). A multiscale wavelet model consists of a sequence of 
stochastic processes with various scales defined on the d-dimensional lattice, Z''. Each process 
corresponds to the coefficients of scaling functions at a particular resolution. 
Let {Vj : j € 2Z} be a multiresolution analysis in and let 4> G be the corre­
sponding scaling function that satisfies a finite two-scale equation (Section 3.1.1), 
( f>{x )  =  2^ / ^  ^  /i jb0 (2x  -  k) ,  
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where M4, is a finite subset of Z. Let Vj = Vj 0 .. .QVj C j 6 Z. From Section 3.2, 
we know that the subspaces { V j  :  j  € Z} define a rf-dimension multiresolution analysis, and 
the corresponding scaling function is given by 
d 
$(®) = jj0(x;), 
/=! 
where x = (zi,..., zj). So, the two-scale equation of $ is 
$(a;)=2''/2 /ifc$(2a;-fc), 
d 
where x • • • x C Z'' is a finite index set, /i^ = JJ hk^, and k = {ky,.. ..kj). 
j=i 
Therefore, 
= ^ (2(2-'-is - fc) - Z) I 
I / 6 M+ J 
= ^ HI2^'^^^^(2^S-2K-CJ 
LEMI,  
= X! H^I,L+2K 
= H-2K^H-
L€M^+2K 
It follows that for a function f = ^ for some j GTL with ^ < 00, we have 
AseZ"' fcgz'' 
/ = S 
K&TL'^ 
= Z] E H-2K^I,I  
ibgz'' L&M^+2K 
= S X] '^/-2fcafc [ J € Z. (4.1) 
ZgZ'' [afcef-Mfl. J 
That is, / can be expressed as a linear combination of the next finer-scale scaling functions 
: I € Z"'! with the coefficient of given by ^ f^l-2k'^k'^ ' € 2Z''. 
2K^L-M^ 
Using (4.1), we now define a multiscale wavelet model as follows. For each scale index j, 
let fc : k 6 Z''| be a hidden zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process at the scale j. The 
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stochastic processes evolve in a Markov manner from coarser (smaller j )  to finer (larger j )  
scales based on 
H ^-i,£ + ^ j,k:  j  = Jo + l , . . . ,J ,  kelL^,  (4.2) 
2LEK-M^ 
where 
Yj^,k ~ independently for fc € 2'^, 
?j,fc ~ N ^0, , independently for j  =  J Q +  I , . . J ,  f c  6 Z'', 
and |lOo jk : k £ Z'^J  and j = Jo + 1, • • k € 2Z'^J are independent. Note that if we 
let 
V  =  { ( j , k ) : J  =  J o , . . . , J , k e Z ' ' } ,  
F  =  { j , k ) ) : j  =  J o - \ - l , . . . , J ,  k - 2 l ^ M i ,  k , l e 7 L ' ^ ] . .  
then, for any finite set .4 C V ,  the random variables :  { j , k )  € .4| define a Gaussian 
acyclic directed graphical model over the graph G = (.4, F4), where F4 = Ffl (.4 x .4). 
Assume that the data are observed only at the finest scale (the ./-th scale) based on 
= Sj,k + -A: 
= fJ'0 +  yj ,k+^ki  k  e  D,  (4.3) 
where fiQ is a constant, : k € is a Gaussian white-noise process, independent of 
{K/,*! • ^ € Z''|, with variance and D is a finite subset of Z''. The goal is to predict 
:  k  € based on the  data  Z = {Zf^  :  k  G D}.  
Multiscale recursive models, introduced by Chou (1991), have been studied by Basseville 
et al. (1992a, 1992b, 1992c), Bouman and Shapiro (1992, 1994), Luettgen et al. (1993), Chou 
et al. (1994a, 1994b), Fieguth et al. (1995), Luettgen and Willsky (1995), Daniel and Will-
sky (1996) Fieguth and Willsky (1996), Jaggi (1997), Menemenlis et al. (1997), and Fosgate 
et al. (1997). However, these researchers focus mainly on Gaussian tree-structured models. In 
this chapter, we shall consider more general Gaussian acyclic directed graphical models. 
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4.1.1 Level-Dependent Wavelet Shrinkage 
For notational simplicity, we consider only one-dimensional processes (i.e., d = 1) in this 
section. The extension to a higher-dimensional case introduces only notational rather than 
mathematical complexity. 
Suppose that for each j = Jo, J, {yj,k • k 6 2} is a periodic process with period 2^ (i.e., 
Yj^k = yj,k-2j)i {^k '• ^ € Z} is a periodic process with period n = 2"^ (i.e., Zk = Zk-n'i 
k G Z). The processes therefore can be regarded as defined on a circle. Unless otherwise 
specified, assume that we observe the complete data Z = (Zq, ..., that is, there are no 
missing values. By assuming this periodic structure, an efficient algorithm for prediction based 
on a periodic discrete wavelet transform can be obtained. However, by wrapping the data into 
a circle, we also introduce some artificial structure around the edge points. The problems of 
edge effect and missing data will be considered in Section 4.1.2 using a Bayesian approach. 
Let V € L^{1R) be an orthonormal wavelet with the corresponding scaling function <ji>. 
Suppose that ib and <t> have compact support, and they satisfy the finite two-scale equations 
(Section .3.1.2): 
<t>{x) = 2^/^ hk(i>{2x-k), 
ip{x) = 2^/2 -k), 
KEL—M^ 
where = {0,1,.. . ,  i V / , } .  
Recall from (3.10) that the periodic discrete wavelet transform matrix can be written as 
\ 
vv„ = 
GJ,  
0 
0 
0 
0 
/ / „ \ TLJ-2 
GJ-2 / 
0 
\ 
GJ.  
(4.4) 
1 / 
where for each j = JQ, . .  . ,J  — I, Hj and Gj are (2-' x 2''+^) matrices. Recall also from (3.11) 
and (3.12) that 
HjH'j = GjG'j = I; j = Jo,...,J-h (4.5) 
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Define 
We can write (4.2) as 
HjG'j = 0; j = 
• • • 1 ^7,2-' —l) ) J — "AJJ • • • 1 
= (^',07• • • 7j = 
SJ =  • •  • )  I )  T J  ~  JQI •  •  •  1 J -
YJ = H'J_IYJ-I  + fj-;  j  =  JQ +  1 , . . . ,  J ,  
(4.6) 
which yields the following representations: 
YJ =  • •  •  H\)  YJ,  +  («•;_ , .  + . . .++ (J,  (4 .7)  
for y = JQ +  1, . .  . ,J .  Using (4.4) and (4.7), together with the orthogonal relations (4.5) and 
(4.6), we obtain 
AJ =  VAR(W„YJ)  
^2^0 0 
0 0 
/ 
+ 
'^%+\^2-'O+^ 0 ^3-1^2-'-' 0 
/ 
diag (u^Q I2J0 , UJo4-ll2-^o T ^•A3+2l2*'o+i' • • *' ' (4.8) 
where denotes the (m x m) identity matrix, Im = (1,1, • • - , 1)' is an m-dimensional vector, 
and 
J 
VK =  Y^(T];  K =  JO, . . . ,J .  
j=k 
It follows that 
var(>V„Z) 
=  var  (W„yy)+ o- | /„  
= Ay + (T^In 
= diag ((ujo + crj)l2jo, (ujo+i + £7-^)12^0, (i'yo+2 + o'E)12.'O+J 
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That is, the data Z are decorrelated by the periodic discrete wavelet transform VV„, and the 
transformed data >V„Z in the wavelet domain have homogeneous variances within each wavelet 
scale. 
Consider now the expectation of VVn^. Recall from (3.13) and (3.14) that 
G j l  = 0; j  =  J Q ,  . . .  J  J  —  1 .  
Therefore, from (4.4), 
VV„ln =  ( I ' 2 ^ ^ , o 0 ' .  ( 4 . 1 0 )  
Further, from (4.3), 
E( W „ Z )  =  f l o W n l n  =  ( l U ' O ' ) ' -  ( 4 . 1 1 )  
Simple Kriging 
Suppose that all the parameters//Q) ^5o ' ^"50+1' known. Then the optimal 
(minimal mean-squared error) predictor of S j  =  //q I  + Y j ,  based on data Z ,  is 
= cov(yy ,Z )(var(Z) ) -^(Z-/iol). 
Now by (4.8), 
cov { W n Y j ,  W n Z )  =  var (W„Yj) = Aj. (4.12) 
Consequently, from (4.9) and (4.12), the optimal predictor can be written as 
S J  = cov( Y J , Z ) ( v a r ( Z )r' ( Z - M o l )  
= W;cov (W„Yj, WnZ) (var(VV„Z))-^ Wn ( Z  -  MO I )  
= VV;AVV„ ( Z  -  f i o l ) ,  ( 4 . 1 3 )  
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where 
A = COv{WnYj,WnZ) { V B .T{WnZ))-^ 
Aj (Ay + A^IN) 
^ 0 
0  Ajn+l /  ^Jo+1^2-^0 0 
0 XJG+2L2-'O +  I 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 (4.14) 
\ 0 0 0 • • • Xjl2J-l j 
Further, the optimal predictor of a'5j, for any a 6 is a'Sj .  
Note that Sj is actually a level-dependent (scale-dependent) wavelet shrinkage predictor 
(e.g., Chipman et ai, 1996) obtained by first transforming [Z — /zqI) into the wavelet domain 
using yVn, shrinking the empirical wavelet coefficients toward zero using A, then transform­
ing back to the original domain using >V^. Note that the wavelet transform >V„, and the 
inverse wavelet transform VV^ can be computed using the pyramid decomposition and pyra­
m i d  r e c o n s t r u c t i o n  a l g o r i t h m s ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y  ( S e c t i o n  3 . 1 . 3 ) .  E a c h  o f  t h e m  r e q u i r e s  o n l y  0 { n )  
operations. 
Using (4.8), (4.9), and (4.12), the covariance matrix of the mean-squared prediction error 
of Sj is 
var (^Sj -  Sjj = var( 5j| Z )  
var(yj |Z)  
var(yj) - cov { Y j ,  Z )  (var(Z))-^ (cov ( Y j ,  Z ) ) '  
W;var(VV„yj)VVn 
-W^cov [WnYj, WnZ) (var(>V„Z))-^ cov (>V„yy, VVnZ)' >V„ 
>V; AjW„ - W;Aj (AJ -t- alln) A-'jWn 
w;A">V„. (4.15) 
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where 
A-  =  Aj-Ay(Aj  +  a2/„)  'A: ,  
XJ^ 12^0 0 0 
® KJO+1^2-'O 0 
® ® KIO+2^2^O + ^  
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
• • • ) 
A: =  ujk-
VK + CRL Uj^^ + (o"|)' 
In particular, the mean-squared predictor error (kriging variance) of a'Sj  for any a 6 IR^ is 
var (a 'SJ -  a'Sj)  = (>V„a)'A*W„a. 
Again, the pyramid decomposition algorithm given by (3.7) and (3.8) can be applied for this 
computation. 
Ordinary Kriging 
Suppose that fio is unknown, but that Cj} and cj] are known. The minimal 
mean-squared error, unbiased predictor of a'Sj  for any a 6 jR is (Goldberger, 1962) 
a'S J = a' ^/iol +  cov { Y j ,  Z )  (var(Z))~^ [ Z  -  /iol)) ,  
where, by (4.10) and (4.11), 
fLo = (l'(var(Z))-^l)"^l'(var(Z))-^Z 
= ((VV„l)'(var(VV„Z))-' Wnl)"' (W„l)'(var(>V„Z))-^ >V„Z 
= (l^y„, 0')' {^J + all) , OOI ' (1^,„, 0')' (Aj + crUy' >V„Z 
= |2-^(i;J„-FC72)''| i l '^ j , ,0 'yyV„Z 
= {l '^ j , ,0 ' )WnZ.  
It follows from (4.9) and (4.12) that 
a'Sj  = a'( j iol+cov{Yj ,Z){vaTiZ))-^{Z-f iol))  
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= a' (/iol + >V;cov [ W n Y j ,  W r ^ Z )  (var(>V„Z))-^ W„ { Z  -  f i o l ) )  
= a' (jiol + W;Ay (Aj  + a j )  W„ { Z  -  Aol)) 
= a'  i f iol  + VV;AW„ (Z - /iol)) 
= fioa'l + (>Vna)' AWn {Z - /iol), 
where A is given by (4.14). The mean-squared prediction error (Icriging variance) of a'Sj  is 
(Goldberger, 1962) 
var (^a'Sj — a'Sj^ 
(l - a'cov { S j ,  Z )  (var(Z))-' l)^ 
= a'vs-v  {Sj \  Z)  a  •\-
1 '  (var(Z))-^l 
,  f .  .  (l -a 'VV;cov(>V„yj ,VV„Z)(var(VV„Z))- '>V„l) '  
= a 'var(5j-5j)a- |--^^ i — 
^ ' l'>V^(var (VV„Z))-^VV„l 
(l-(Wna)'AVVnl)' 
= (W„a)'A"VV„a + ^ 
(VV„l)'(Aj + a|/„)-'W„l 
= (VVna)' A"VV„a + 2-^ {vj, + al) (l - (VV„a)' , O')')' , 
where we have used (4.9), (4.10), (4.14), and (4.15). Note that a'Sj  and var [a 'Sj  — a'Sj^  
can both be computed in 0{n) operations using the pyramid decomposition algorithm given 
by (3.7) and (3.8). 
Parameter Estimation for Variance Components 
In practice, l^jot ^3o+i'• •-'""j} generally unknown, and have to be estimated from 
the data Z. In what follows, we assume that '[o'jb > ®'3b+i' • • •' unknown, but that cr? is 
assumed to be known; otherwise cTJ and cr^ are unidentifiable from the data. We shall derive 
the maximum likelihood (ML) estimators for • - - tO'j}-
Let Z'  = WnZ, and define 
where Z\^ is a 2"^''-dimensional vector and, for each j  = JQ, . .  . ,J  — I ,  ZJ is a 2''-dimensional 
vector. By (4.9) and (4.11), the likelihood function of {ujo,..., uy} can be written as 
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—2-'o-' 
So, the ML estimators of {ujo» • • • > ^j} ^ •re 
^ I i-* (z'j^ - 2-'«l'zy {z\ - 2-'n'ztJ - „l; if J = Jo, 
I  2- i i - ' ) (z ;_ , ) 'z ;_ , -<7j ;  i f j  =  J„  +  1. . . . ,X 
Since a] = vj and aj = Vj — Uj+i; j = Jo? • •therefore, the ML estimators of 
,..., (Tyl can be obtained by 
< 
- "j+i; ifi = Jo,. • -,- 1, (4.16) 
uy - (T^; if j = J, 
provided 
However, if (4.17) does not hold, we may obtain negative estimates, which no longer are the 
ML estimators, for some variance components. A standard method for dealing with this is 
based on pooling, which can be used to yield the exact ML estimators, (e.g., Herbach, 19-59; 
Thompson, 1962). For e.xample, if (4.17) holds e.\cept Vj < vj^i (i.e., aj < 0) for some 
j = Jo + 1,.. .,J — 1, then the ML estimators of • • •, fy} still given by (4.16), 
except now both vj and uy+i are replaced by 
+(2>)' 2;} -
4.1.2 Bayesian Inference for Incomplete Data Using the Gibbs Sampler 
In this section, we consider the situation when the data Z are incomplete (i.e., there are 
missing data). The kriging methods and the ML estimation for parameters developed in the 
previous section fail to work here, because complete data are needed in order to apply a discrete 
wavelet transform. We shall use a fully Bayesian approach by putting a prior on parameters. 
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The joint posterior distributions will be obtained using the Gibbs sampler. As in the previous 
section, only the one-dimensional case will be described; the extension to higher dimensions is 
analogous. 
Suppose that the model is given by (4.2) and (4.3); that is, 
Yj,k = hk-2iyj-i,iJ  =-/o  +  • • -7-A k^TZ., (4.18) 
2lek-\u 
Zk = + K/,Jt + k ^ D, (-I-IQ) 
where £> C 2 is a finite domain of interest. Suppose that for each j  =  J o ,  • • • ,  J ,  :  k  6 Z} 
is a periodic process with period 2-', and {Zk : k 6 2} is a periodic process with period n = 2'^. 
The goal is to predict {Yj^k '• k E D} based on the data 
Zobs = {Zk •• k 6 D'} , 
where D' C D C {0,1 , . . . ,  ra  — 1} .  ."Vs ment ioned in  the  previous  sect ion,  by assuming th is  
periodic structure, we may introduce certain artifacts near the edge points. However, we may 
always choose the origin 0 and a large enough n so that any element in D is far away from the 
edge points 0 and 2-^ — 1. Therefore, the inference for {Yj^k '• € D} will not be effected by 
these periodic assumptions. 
Define 
Z m i s  =  { Z k : k e { 0 , l , . . . , n - 1 } \ D ' } ,  
Z = Zoba^ Zmia = {Zk : k = 0,1,.. .,n — 1} , 
•  •  •  1 —l) '  J ~  "A)) •  •  • IJI  
^I  =  (X/ .O'  •  •  ••> ^ ' ,2- '  —L) 1 J  ~  JQI •  •  •  > 
^obs — '• k E D } .  
emis = {ejk : Ar 6 {0, l,...,n-1}\D'} . 
Then (4.18) and (4.19) can be expressed as, 
Yj = H'j_iYj-i + j = JQ +  I,. .  . ,J ,  
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Zobs = /^ol + + eo6s' 
^ mis — -{• C2YJ ^mi5? 
where ..., Hj-i are matrices associated with the discrete wavelet transform >V„ 
given in (4.4), and Ci and C2 are matrices whose entries are O's and I's indicating whether a 
datum is missing. 
Let 
E=[^O,  AL A\ , (T\^I 
denote the vector of all the parameters, and assume that the prior distribution of 0 is given 
by the simple product, 
J 
p (0) = p ino) p JJ p 
j=Jo 
« exp(-iM§) (<-?)"""" n (-J)""". 
j=Jo 
where i; > 0, a, > 0, and aj  > 0;  j  = JQ ,  J ,  are known constants. Therefore, by Bayes' 
theorem, the joint posterior densities of 9,Yj^, Vjo+i,.. .,YJ, and Z^is can be written as 
p {E ,Yj , ,Yj ,  +  ! > • • • )  t  Zmis \Zobs) 
^ P {^1 ^ JQ t + I ) • • • ? ^mis^ ^ obs) 
= P[ZOBS,ZMIS\YJ,^IO,AL)\  n P{YJ\YJ-U^]) \P(YJ, \A%)P{E)  
[.i=Jo+l J 
oc (a2)""^%xp F^OL - YJY {Z -  ^IOL -  YJ)^ 
I ._n ^ (-^ (^i - HUYI-I) '  {YJ -  HUYJ-S)  } 
K) ' '  ° exP exp n  • H-20)  
\ Jo /  ^ ' j=JG 
The corresponding graphical representation of this model is shown in Figure 4.1. 
We use the Gibbs sampler (Geman and Geman, 1984; Gelfand and Smith, 1990) to sample 
from this posterior distribution. The Gibbs sampler successively samples from each condi­
tional distribution and, when iterated, it generates a Markov chain that converges to the joint 
posterior distribution under mild conditions (e.g., Tierney, 1994). 
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ajo ajo+i 
YJO+IF 
77115 
Z OBS f T2 1, a. I (JR 1 
Figure 4.1 Graphical representation of a multiscale wavelet model. 
In what follows, we use to denote conditioning on all other variables. From (4.20) 
and Figure 4.1, we can compute the conditional distributions for Gibbs sampling as follows: 
Random Variate Generation from //o| • * • 
oc exp - F^OL - YJY [Z - FIOL - exp 
[ ' ( ^ + ^  'J ^ 0  H }  •  
That is. 
/^o| N V [I 'Z -  I'YJ)  VCRL 
nu + cr? ' nv + erf / 
Random Variate Generation from <7j| • • • 
OC p{z\Yj,HQ,(Tl^p{(Tfj 
{af) exp ^IOL - YJ)' {Z - F^OL - Vy)) (af) 
exp ( - ^ { Z -  F I Q L  -  Y J ) '  { Z  -  ^L O L  -  Y J ) ^  [ A L )  
That is, 
cr j | - - -  ~  InvGamma +  ^ ,  i  (Z-/ /qI  -  - / io l  -
OC 
OC 
"(a. + l) 
-(ac+n/2+1) 
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Random Variate Generation from • • • 
« {"IT" '"p K) 2 
That is, 
^3o InvGamma ^ajo + 2-''' \ ^Y 'JQY• 
Random Variate Generation from • • •> for j = Jo + 1, • • •, •/ 
a {CFJ""' exp (y^ - [YJ -
That is, 
Random Variate Generation from Vjg | • • • 
P { Y J J - - - )  « p(^Jo+l|"^Jo^O"Jo+l)p(^Jo I'^Jo) 
« exp {Yj,+i - H'j^Yj,y{Yj,+i - ) 
\ ./o + l / 
xexpl-^n^-.) 
YJ,  + i / )  YJ,  -  J--Y'J^HJ„YJ,^,  oc exp < —; 
=  exp - -
'JO +  L Vo + 1 
Y\ JO ZA I^—I\YJ,- -^Y'JHJ,YJ,  
^JO+L ^JA 
Jo+1 
Vo+1 
That is, 
N 
.< + ^^50+1 ^3O+^3O+I J  
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Random Variate Generation from Yj\- • •, for j  = + J — 1 
« (YIH -
oc exp --
-21'; 
exp< {-i [(;^+4) ~'''' ^ 
That is, 
y , | . . - N -- v.. 
j+i 
Random Variate Generation from Yj\ 
p[Yj\---) oc p[Yj\Yj.uCT])p[z\Yj,txo,<Tl) 
« exp { Y J  -  H ' J . I Y J . R ) '  ( Y J  -  H ' J _ , Y J . I ) ' J  
X exp (Z - /zol - yj)' (Z - /iol - yj)) 
oc exp<-- i i) y'jyj - 2yi ( ' fl-i_,yj_, + i (Z - ,,01) 
.<^5 
That is, 
N 
.o-z  +  o-f  
^H'J_IYJ. ,+  
'}+<'?' '^°'• .'S + 'l j' 
Random Variate Generation from ZmisI 
piZjnis} ' ' ' )  OC P  ^ ^mt5 A 'Ot O'j ^ 
<x exp (Zmis - f^ol -  C2Yj)' {Zmis " /^ol " C2Yj)^ 
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That is, 
• • •  ~  N ( / io l  +  C2YJ,  a l l )  .  
Note that all the conditional distributions derived above can be drawn easily from the 
standard Gaussian and inverse Gamma distributions. The matrix multiplications HjYj+i 
and H'JYj for j = Jq, . ..,J — 1 can be computed using the fast pyramid decomposition and 
pyramid reconstruction algorithms (Section .3.1.3), respectively. 
4.2 Multisceile Graphical Models 
In this section, we consider a general multiscale model that might not be associated with 
a multiresolution analysis. This class of models is much richer than the class of multiscale 
wavelet models considered previously. Although, we may not be able to apply the fast pyra­
mid algorithm associated with a multiscale wavelet model, we can still use the generalized 
Kalman-filter algorithm developed in Section 2.4 for general multiscale graphical models. The 
applications we focus on are time-series or geostatistical problems where the data may be ob­
served irregularly or sparsely. That is, we assume that the data are observed on a very fine 
regular lattice with possibly many missing values. 
As in Section 4.1, we consider a series of hidden zero-mean Gaussian stochastic processes 
'• k 6 with scales j = The stochastic processes evolve in a Markov manner 
from coarser (smaller j) to finer (larger j) scales based on 
^j,k = X] j = Jo + l,...,J, k e TZ.^, (4.21) 
where jt j- are finite subsets of Z, constants, 
, independently for k € 7L^, 
^j,k ~ N ^0, cT^i^ , independently for j = Jo + 1, • • •, /, k £'SL, 
and : k € and jt : j = Jq + 1, - • •, J, fee are independent. 
Note that the model given by (4.21) is a generalization of the multiscale wavelet model given 
by (4.2), because we do not restrict the coefficients to be the two-scale coefficients of 
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some scaling function. As a result, the fast discrete wavelet transform algorithm may no longer 
be available here. 
Let D be a finite subset of 71^. Define Dj = D, and 
Dj = {(j, fc) : ((j, fc), (j + l,f)) 6 F, / € ^j+i} ; j  = Jo, . .  . ,J  — I .  
For each scale j  = JQ,—,J,  we assume that the data are observed (perhaps incompletely) 
only on Dj according to 
^J,K — ^J,K "I" 
= fiQ + Yj^k+Sj^k; k e Dj, (4.22) 
where (IQ is a constant, and ' •  j  = JQ, •  •  • •J ,  k £ is a Gaussian white-noise process, 
independent  of  |v} , fc  ' •  j  = Jo,  •  •  - iJ ,  k  £ with  var iance  A^.  Define ,  for  J =  JQ,  . .  . ,J ,  k £ 
D J ,  
= 
1; if Zj f. is observed, 
0; otherwise. 
The goal is to predict ^SJ H :  j  = JQ, . . . ,  J ,  k £ Dj j- based on the data Z — ^ZJ K :  •'FJ ^  =  l|-
Let 
V  =  { { j , k ) : j  = JQ , . . . ,J ,  keTL'^} ,  
F = {(( i - l ,Z) ,  ( j , fc) ) :y  =  +  fc ,Z€Z' '} .  
It follows that for any finite set A  C  V ,  the random variables : [ j ,  k )  € .4| define a 
graphical Markov model on an acyclic directed graph G  =  [ A ,  F A ) ,  where F4 = Fn (.4 x .4). 
For example, consider a multiscale graphical model with the hidden processes given by 
YJ,2K = YJ-I ,K + ^J,2K'I  j  = JQ-'T 1, . .  . ,J ,  A; € Z, (4.23) 
YJ,2K+\  = , , + Q'j^-i.fc+i) +^j,2fc+i; j  = JQ-\- \ , . . . ,J ,  k £7L ,  (4.24) 
1 "t~ Ocj 
w^here aj > 0;  j  = JQ +  1, . .  . ,J ,  are constants. The associated acyclic directed graph of this 
model is shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2 Graphical representation of a muitiscaie graphical model. 
Write 
Yj = j = Jo,...,J, 
Y = (Y'J^, . . . ,Y'JY,  
• k € '  j = Jo -{• l-, •••, J, 
e  =  :7j , fc  =  l} .  
Then, (4.21) and (4.22) can be written as 
Yj = AjYj-i + j = Jo + (4.25) 
Z = fiol "l" CY 6, (4.26) 
for some matrices A j g ^ i , . . A j  depending on parameters .. .,cxj, respectively, and 
for some matrix C. When necessary, we shall write Aj (oty) to emphasize its dependence on 
ocj. In what follows, we assume that = (Tj; j = Jq, J, fc € Dj. The parameters 
{ajg+i,.. .,aj}, {o'jo. fjo+it • • •» ""j}' f^Oi and aj are assumed to be unknown, and have to 
be estimated from the data Z. 
When all the parameters are known, the optimal predictor of 5 = /z qI + OY based on the 
data Z is 
S = ^lol + CE{Y\Z) 
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= /z qI + Ccov (y, Z) (\-ar (Z)) 'V 
= / iol  +  C'var(y)C' (Cvar(y)C'  +  c7f / )~V.  
Note that from (4.25) and (4.26), we have the following representation: 
• • •-Ajo+i) ^Jb + • "•^Jo+2) Oo+i "I ^ +^j> 
for J = Jo + li • • •, Therefore, for j = Jo + li • • •, J ,  
var {Yj) = <T\  (AJ •  •  •  A j q+ i)  {AJ •  •  •  AJ^+IY +  [AJ • •  •  AJ^^2)  (Aj  •  •  •  Ajo+2)' 
+ (TJ_^AJA'JO'^I .  (^-27) 
4.2.1 Maximum Likelihood Estimation Using the EM Algorithm 
The vector of unknown parameters 0 = ^\jrv • • •»""3'/^o,o"?) can be 
estimated by maximum likelihood (ML). In what follows, we derive the ML estimator for 0 
using the EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm (e.g., Dempster et al., 1977). 
From (4.25) and (4.26), the joint distributions of V and Z can be written as 
p i Y , Z ) = p i Y j , ) \  n  p { Y ^ Y i . A p { Z \ Y ) .  
Let Tij  =  \Yj \ ;  j  = Jo,..., J, and let n = \Z\ ,  where | • | denotes the cardinality (dimension) 
of a vector. The log-likelihood function bcised on Y and Z is 
iogi (9)  =  
Jo 
j=Jo + l I j J 
- J  logcr^ - ^ ( Z - f i o l -  C Y ) '  ( Z  -  M o l  -  C Y ) ,  (4.28) 
where c is a constant. 
The incomplete likelihood based only on Z is a complicated mixture, and would be difficult 
to maximize directly. Instead, we apply the EM algorithm and treat {YJ : j = Jq, ..., J} as 
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missing data. The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure starting with some initial estima­
tor Each iteration consists of two steps, the expectation step (E-step) followed by the 
maximization step (M-step). At the i-th iteration, the E^-step consists of evaluating 
E._i  ( logL|Z) ,  (4 .29)  
where E,_i denotes the conditional expectation based on the parameter 6^' obtained from 
the {i — l)-th iteration. We then find the that maximizes (4.29) in the M-step. The 
procedure is repeated until convergence. It has been shown that the likelihood always increases 
at each iteration and the algorithm is guaranteed to converge for an exponential family (see 
Dempster et al., 1977; Wu, 1981; Boyles, 1983). 
El-Step 
Let 
Y j  =  E i Y j l Z ) ;  j  =  
Y  =  E i Y \ Z ] ,  
Tj = var(y_, |Z) ;  j = Jo,...,J, 
r = var(y|Z), 
Tjj, =  GOV ( y J ,  Y 'j\z); = 
Upon taking conditional expectations in (4.28), conditional on the observed data Z,  we have 
J 
E(logZ.  |Z)  =  c+F -|-  ^  Gj H ,  (4 .30)  
j=Jo + l 
where, 
^("3.) = - ^ E ( Y \ Y J , \ Z )  
JQ 
= ({Yj, - Yj, + Yj,)' {YJ, - Yj. + Vj,)|z) 
= - 2^ {E ((y^o - y^)' {YJ.  -YJ,) \Z'^+V-SoV-J.} 
= -^\OGC%-^[MTJ,)  +  Y'J,YJ,) ;  
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for each j = Jq + 1, • • •, •/? 
and 
= log,.? - {(y, - AjYj.,Y{Yi - AiVi,,)! Z) 
= -  Y log"! -  ((y,- -  Yj -  Aj (yj . ,  -  y-^_,) + y> - A,y,.,)' 
(y, - Y j -  A j  { Y j . ,  -  y,_,) + y, - A,y,.,) | z) 
= "T '"S"?  -  -  AIYJ-' ) '  (YI  -  AIYJ-I)  
+E ((y^ -Yi-Aj (y^., - yy.,))' (y, - y, - a, {yj., - v";)) | z) } 
= -^loga] -  ~ {Y'jYj + y^j_,A'jAjYj. ,  -  iY'jAjYj. ,  
+tr(ry) + tr [AiTj-yA-j) - 2tr(Ajrj-,j)} 
= iog»J- -^{tr(A,r;-,A;) + y;.,A;Ajy,_i 
j 
-2 (tr {AJTJ.IJ)  + Y 'JAJYJ .I ) + tr {TJ)  +  Y' JY ' J}  ;  
H ( /IO,  (RFJ 
=  LOGCR^ -  ((Z -  NOL -  CY)'  [Z -  /^OL -  CY)\Z)  
= -|ioga2-^E((z-/:oi-cy + cy-cy)' 
[z - ^LOL -CY + CY-  CY )  I z) 
= -f log<7= - ^  { (Z - Mol - CY )' {Z - //ol - CY ) 
+E{^{Y -Y) 'C'C {y - Y )  
= -f - ^  {(^ - +1'" (C'<^r)}. 
Note that the terms {yy}, {trCFy)}, |tr (AjTj_i {tr(AjTj_ij)}, and {tr(C'Cr)} 
can be computed in the i-th iteration, assuming the parameter value 0^' using the gener­
alized Kalman-filter algorithm developed in Section 2.4 for Gaussian graphical models. 
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M-Step 
Clearly, we can maximize (4.30) by maximizing each of the components F,  GJ^+I ,  
and H separately. We shall use the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1 Suppose that A is an [m x m) posit ive definite matrix,  and n is a posit ive integer.  
Then the maximum of 
f{V) = -nlog\V\-tr{y- 'A),  
for a nonsingular matrix V exists,  and occurs at  V = ^  A. 
Proof: See Anderson, Lemma 3.2.2 (1984). • 
By Lemma 4.1, the maximum of F (o'jg j occurs at 
'5. = S7("(rA) + yj.n)-
For any given j  = J Q +  I ,  . .  . , J ,  and any fixed crj, it is easy to see that G J  (aj ,  crfj  achieves 
its maximum at 
dy = argmf {tr (AJTJ .IA 'J ) + Y 'J_^A 'JAJYJ .I  - 2 (tr  {AjTj . ,J)  + 
which does not depend on a^.  Also, by Lemma 4.1, the maximum of Gj = Gj 
occurs at 
+tr(ry) + yjy';}, 
ioT j  = JQ +  1,J,  where 
Aj ~ Aj (otj) ,  j  = JQ 1,^ J. 
Therefore, Gj is maximized at aj and o"|, for j  .  . ,J .  
Similarly, for any fixed Ug, it is easy to see that H (/xq, c?) achieves its maximum at 
Ao = -1' IZ -  CY) ,  72 \ J 
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which does not depend on CR^.  Also, by Lemma 4.1, the maximum of H' (A^)  =  H(/IO,A^)  
occurs at 
^2 = i  I (Z -  fiol -  CY)'  (Z -  f lol  -  CY)  + tr (C'CF) | .  
Therefore, ff (f io,  a\)  is maximized at and ai.  
4.2.2 Multiscale Graphiccd Models for One-Dimensional Processes 
We give two examples of multiscale graphical models for one-dimensional processes in this 
section. For the first example, we consider a multiscale graphical model with the hidden 
processes given by (4.23) and (4.24). The associated acyclic directed graph of this model is 
shown in Figure 4.2. Note that when aj^ = • • • = aj = 1, we obtain a multiscale wavelet model 
based on the second-order B-spline scaling function. For ./o = 0, ./ = 5, ctq = 10, af = 8. 
o"! = 6, (Tj = 4, o"! = 2, cTg = 1, and ai = a2 = • • • = as = 2, the correlation function of the 
latent process, 
f{t ,  s)  = corr (Vs.i, ; f, s = 0,1,..., 96, 
is shown in Figure 4.3. The generalized Kalman-filter procedure for this model has been 
described in Section 2.5. 
For the second example, we consider a multiscale graphical model with the hidden processes 
given by 
Yj,2k = y——; + ajYj^i^k) + j  = Jo + I, . .  . ,J ,  k (4.31) 
Yj,2k+i = T——; + X7-I,A:+I)  +  ^ j,2k+ij  j  = JQ + 1, J,  A: € Z, (4.32) i "t* Oij 
where aj > 0; j  = Jq ,  J ,  are constants. The associated acyclic directed graph of this model 
is shown in Figure 4.4. Note that when qj^ = • • • = aj = S, we obtain a multiscale wavelet 
model based on the third-order B-spline scaling function. For Jq = 0, J = 6, (Tq = = 8, 
(72 = 6, (73 = 4, <74 = 3, (7g = 2, (7g = 1, and = a2 = • • • = = 2, the correlation function 
of the latent process, 
f{t ,  s)  = corr {Ye ,t, Ye,s) ; s = 0,1,..., 129, 
i ! 
SSIP 
k*i>v\\\^\\\«\\\v.\Vvr«v»v:.*» 
o 0 
Figure 4.3 Correlation function f( t ,  s) = corr (Vs^^, Vs.s) of : t  6 2} 
for a multiscale graphical model. 
is shown in Figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.6 shows several correlation functions of this model with JQ =  0 ,  J  =  6,  and 
Qfi = a2 = • • • = as = 2. Each is generated from only one particular scale (i.e., only one of 
{cTq, cf,. ..,(Tg} is non-zero). Note that from (4.27), a linear combination of these correlation 
function, plus the white-noise correlation function generate the correlation function shown in 
Figure 4.5. It is easy to see from these multiscale features how different covariance structure 
can be constructed from this model. 
4.2.3 Multiscale Graphical Models for Two-Dimensional Processes 
Consider a two-dimensional multiscale graphical model with the corresponding acyclic di­
rected graph having a graphical structure illustrated in Figure 4.7. From the scale JQ to the 
scale Ji, a non-tree acyclic directed graph is assumed (Figure 4.7 (a)) but from the scale 
- i -  1  to  the  sca le  J ,  a  quadt ree  s t ruc ture  (F igure  4 .7  (b ) )  i s  assumed,  where  JQ <  JI  <  J;  
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U -  1, k) {j  - 1, A: + 1) 
[ j , 2 k - l )  X ( i , 2 f c )  { j ,2k+l) X0' .2^ + 2) 
Figure 4.4 Graphical representation of a muitiscale graphical model. 
o 0 
Figure 4.5 Correlation function = corr ^,3) of {Ve.t : t 6 2} 
for a muitiscale graphical model. 
O 0 
(d) 
(c) (f) 
Figure 4.6 Correlation functions /(f,s) = corr (Ve.tt Ve.s) of {Ve.t •' t € Z} 
for the model given by (4.31) and (4.32) with Jo = 0, J = 6, 
aj = 2; j = 1,...,6, and (r| = 0; j = 0,1,..., 6, except (a) 
= 1; (b) 0-2 = 1; (c) = 1; (d) = 1; (e) aj = 1; (f) 
= 1. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.7 (a) An acyclic directed grapii. (b) a quadtree. 
Specifically, for j = Jq + !> • • - 5 ^i, ^ 2 € Z, we assume 
YJ,2KI ,2KI 
YJ,2KI,2KI +  L 
YJ,2KI+L,2K2+L 
^ —li'-'l .'"'z ,2^21 
1 
1 + Qrj.i 
1 
(ij-l,A:i,fc2 + -|-0.2fci + l,2i-2> 
+ »j,2^j-l,ti,fc2+l) +Ci,2A-i,2fc2 + l7 1 + Oij^2 
YJ-L,KI,K2 + + Q!j,4^-l,fei,A:2 + I + 0'J,SYJ-L,KI+L.K2+L 
1 + Q!i,3 + ai,4 + 0!j,5 
+^J,2KI+L,2K2+L^ 
and for y = Ji + 1,..., J ,  KI ,K2  6 2Z, we assume 
YJ,KI<K2 — ^•-l,[fci/2],[fc2/2] 
where a j ^M >  0;  j  = JQ +  1,...,Ji,m = 1,...,5, are constants. Recall that the data are 
observed (perhaps incompletely) according to (4.22). 
Note that the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm (Section 2.4) for a two-dimensional pro­
cess is usually difficult to implement, except for a tree-structured model. However, by treating 
all the variables at each scale, from the scale JQ to the scale Ji as a single node on the graph. 
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we obtain a tree-structured model that consists of a multivariate Markov-chain structure from 
the scale JQ to the scale Ji, a multi-branch tree structure between the scale JI and the scale 
Ji 4-1, and a univariate quadtree structure from the scale Ji + 1 and to the scale J. 
We can now apply the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm (Section 2.4) to this tree-
structured model to compute the optimal predictors of {Yj^k : j = Jo,.. .,J, Ar 6 Dj}. Note 
that the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm involves multivariate updates for state vectors 
from the scale JQ to the scale JI. However, these multivariate computations are not all that 
computationally intensive, because the number of variables in coarser scales are relatively small. 
In fact, the number of variables in each scale is around one fourth the number of variables at 
the next finer scale. Hence, the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm is still computationally 
efficient for this model. 
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5 STATISTICAL MODELING FOR LATTICE DATA BASED ON 
DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORMS 
In Section 3.3, we have outlined the wavelet shrinkage technique. In this chapter, we pro­
pose a new rationale and a new formulation for wavelet shrinkage, based on the assumption 
that the underlying process can be decomposed into a large-scale deterministic trend plus a 
small-scale Gaussian stochastic process. Our method consists of four steps. First, the data 
are transformed into the wavelet domain using a discrete wavelet transform. Second, the 
deterministic trend components of the wavelet coefficients are estimated based on potential 
outliers in the normal probability plot at each level. Third, the optimal predictors for the 
stochastic components of these wavelet coefficients are obtained based on a zero-mean Gaus­
sian model. Finally, the modified coefficients are transformed back to the original domain 
using the corresponding inverse wavelet transform. We call this procedure the determinis­
tic/stochastic wavelet decomposition (DSWD) method. Section 5.1 describes how to capture 
the deterministic trend in the wavelet domain. Two different models are proposed for the 
stochastic components of wavelet coefficients. In Section 5.2, a simple stochastic model, which 
operates on a level-by-level basis, is described. In Section 5.3, we model all the wavelet coeffi­
cients at different scales together in a multiscale graphical model. Maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimation for the parameters is also developed. Some applications are given in Section 5.4. In 
Section 5.4.1, we compare our method with the hard-thresholding, the soft-thresholding, and 
the SURE-thresholding methods proposed by Donoho and Johnstone (1994, 1995), using some 
test signals. In Section 5.4.2, the DSWD method is applied to image-denoising problems. 
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5.1 Decomposition of Stochastic Processes Using Discrete Wavelet Trans­
forms 
5.1.1 One-Dimensional Processes 
Consider a real-valued stochastic process {Zt :  t  6 Z}. Assume that we have the following 
decomposition: 
ZT = ST +  (T£T 
= fit  + Vt + ^ € Z, (5.1) 
where St = f G 2, is the process we are interested in (i.e., the state process), {fi t  :  t  € 2} 
is the deterministic mean process, {rjt  '  t  € 2Z} is a zero-mean Gaussian process, f e 2Z.} 
is a standard Gaussian white-noise process independent of {77^ : i € Z}, and c > 0 is a scaling 
constant. Our goal here in one dimension is to predict S = (So,..., 5„_i)' based on the data 
Z = {ZQ ,  . . . ,  Z„_i) ' ,  where  n = 2"^.  
Note that this model is different from the nonparametric regression model considered in 
many statistics articles dealing with wavelets (e.g., Donoho and Johnstone, 1994, 1995, 1997; 
Antoniadis et al., 1994; Abramovich and Benjamini, 1995, 1996; Nason, 1995, 1996; Hall and 
Patil, 1996a; Ogden and Parzen, 1996a, 1996b). In these articles, the standard assumption is 
r/( = 0 in (5.1). 
Let Wn be the periodic discrete wavelet transform matrix based on an orthonormal wavelet 
(see (3.10)). The discrete wavelet transform of Z can be written as 
, (z;j' (z;.,)')' = WnZ, 
where JQ is the low-resolution cutoff parameter, 
Zj.,2^-0' 
are the empirical scaling-function coefficients at the Jo-th level, and for j  = ./q, - 1, 
^,1' • • •' 
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are the empirical wavelet coefficients at the j-th level. 
Similarly, the discrete wavelet transform of ^ = {fio, . . f in-i) ' ,  rj  = (%»• •-i'/n-i)'- and 
e = (eo,...,£-„-i)' are 
=YVNN, 
v'  = ((^y Avjj  =yVnri,  
= ((4o)''(^}o)''---'(E}-I)') =>V„€. 
Applying the discrete wavelet transform Wn to (5.1) yields 
Z'= fx 'ri 'ere' .  (5.2) 
We therefore obtain a decomposition in the wavelet domain, where n' is the deterministic 
mean structure that accounts for "large scale" variation, r]' is a Gaussian stochastic process 
that accounts for "small scale" variation, and e" is noise. Note that since >V„ is an orthogonal 
matrix, e" is also a standard Gaussian white-noise process. 
It follows from (5.2) that the scaling-function coefficients and the wavelet coefficients at 
each level have the following decompositions: 
Z'j  = n'j  + ri'^ + ae'^\  j  = Jq, . .  . ,J  -  I.  
Note that by applying a periodic discrete wavelet transform VV„, if {//t : i € Z} is a sta­
tionary process, then ri\ = 'Zjo.i'• • '= fe'^i.i'* • fo"" 
j = Jo,...,J-l, are also stationary processes (Cambanis and Houdre, 1995), except for some 
points near the boundary. 
With only one realization available, the deterministic trend and the stochastic structure of 
Z (or Z') often cannot be extracted unambiguously from the finite amount of data observed. 
As mentioned by Cressie (1993, p.114), "one person's deterministic mean structure may be 
another person's correlated structure". However, significant trend components usually stand 
out in the wavelet domain. Therefore, our idea is to look for the trend components in the 
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wavelet domain and model the remaining process, after the trend has been removed, as a 
zero-mean Gaussian stochastic process. 
We first estimate the deterministic mean structure in the wavelet domain. Since the scaling-
function coefficients correspond to large-scale features of the discrete wavelet transform 
Z", we estimate by 
A Jo = • 
Further, we shall assume that 77^^ = 0 for modeling the stochastic part 77'. That is, we declare 
the scaling-function coefficients to be purely deterministic. For the wavelet coefficients 
at the j-th level, the deterministic trend Hj could be considered coming from components 
that are potential outliers in the normal probability plot of Z'^ Specifically, our proposal is 
to regress the ordered values of Z'j on the corresponding standard normal quantiles with no 
intercept using least trimmed squares regression (Rousseeuw, 1984), and look for outliers in 
the residuals. Let Vj = (rj,o,rj^i,...,rj2j-i^ be the corresponding residuals obtained from 
the least trimmed squares fit, (-Zj.co)!• •-i •^j,(2.'-i)) be the ordered values of Zj, and 
(''i,(o)> '*j,(2J-i)) be the corresponding residuals of Zj^^i),..., Zy_(2J-i)) • That 
is, 
~ ^2i -I- 1/4) ' ^ 1) • • • 12-' ~ 1, (5..3) 
where aj minimizes the sum of the smallest half of the squared residuals, and denotes the 
inverse of the standard normal distribution function. We estimate for A: = 0,1,..., 2-' - 1, 
by 
^J,K^ if 
[0; \i\Zl,\<8^, 
where the threshold value is determined by 
5J = 1.645 X &J,  
which is a robust estimator of the 95-th percentile of the distribution of {Z^Q , ZJ^, ..., ZJ^J_^J 
based on the Gaussian assumption. Note that if ^ZJQ, Zji,..., are actually normally 
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distributed, the residuals of about 10% of these points will be estimated as deterministic trend 
components, but these residuals will be small. 
Finally, we estimate by 
where /zj = AJ.ii • • =  J o ,  • . J  —  1 -  We then remove the estimated trend f t '  
from the data Z'  and model the resulting residual as a zero-mean Gaussian process according 
to the model: 
This model will be further developed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 in order to find a predictor 
rj' of T]'. Therefore, if we have an estimator ft' and a predictor f/', we can use the inverse 
wavelet transform to obtain a predictor of 5 given by 
Note that the low-resolution cutoff scale JQ has to be chosen in practice. If JQ is small, 
less of the variability will be explained by the scaling coefficients and hence more is likely to 
be attributed to the stochastic process rj' than the deterministic trend fi'. Also note that the 
periodic discrete wavelet transform VV„ and the inverse transform VV^ can be carried out using 
the pyramid decomposition algorithm and the pyramid reconstruction algorithm, respectively 
(Section 3.1,3). Each algorithm requires only 0(n) computations (Mallat, 1989). 
5.1.2 Two-Dimensional Processes 
The same idea given in the previous section can be extended to the higher-dimensional 
case. For notational simplicity, we consider only two-dimensional processes in this section. Let 
: fc 6 [ be a real-valued stochastic process on the lattice Assume that we have the 
Z 'J  -  ft 'J  = rjj  + ae]; j  = JQ,  . .  . , J  -  1. 
S = (A' + FI') .  
following decomposition: 
= Sk 4- o-ejb 
(5.4) 
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where |/ifc : k 6 is the deterministic mean process, : fc 6 is a zero-mean Gaus­
sian process, and |£-jt • ^ ^ 's a standard Gaussian white-noise process, independent of 
{77fc : fc € Z^}. Let 
D= ( 0 , 1 , . . . ,  n i  -  1 )  X  ( 0 , 1 , . . . ,  7 1 2  -  1 ) .  
The goal is to predict 5fc = Hk + A; 6 D, based on the data Z = {Zjt :  k  ^  D} observed 
on an (ni x n2) rectangular lattice of grid points, where ni = 2*^ and na = which is a 
common problem in image processing. 
Let >V„ (n = 711x12) be the two-dimensional periodic discrete wavelet transform matrix 
based on an orthonormal wavelet ^ (Section 3.2). The discrete wavelet transform of Z can be 
written as 
Z- = (^(ZL)' , {ZJJ, . . . ,  (ZUYJ = WNZ, 
where Jo is the low-resolution cutoif parameter. 
are the empirical scaling-function coefficients at the Jo-th level and, for j =  J Q,  . .  . , J  —  1, 
are the empirical wavelet coefficients at the j'-th level. Recall from Section 3.2 that, at each 
level j and location k = iki,k2), there are three corresponding wavelets with specific spatial 
orientations. That is, for each j, ki, k2, 
•7" — {7(1)* 7(2)" 7(3)« 
M =  ,KI'  ^J ,KI  M'  ^ I ,ARI  M J '  
where corresponds to the horizontal direction, corresponds to the vertical di­
rection, and corresponds to the diagonal direction. 
Similarly, the discrete wavelet transform of /x = :  k  e  D}, 77 = {% : k 6 D}, and 
6 = {£-fc : k £ D} are 
) 
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= ((4o)''(e}o)''---'(«j-x)') =>Vne-
From (5.4) and applying the discrete wavelet transform VV„, we have 
Z' = n'  + rf '  + ae' .  (5.5) 
We therefore obtain a decomposition in the two-dimensional wavelet domain, where /Li" is 
the deterministic mean structure that accounts for large-scale variation, if is a zero-mean 
Gaussian stochastic process that accounts for small-scale variation, and e' is a white-noise 
process. Note that since Wn is an (n x n) orthogonal matrix, e* is also a standard Gaussian 
white-noise process. 
It follows from (5.5) that the scaling-function coefficients and the wavelet coefficients at 
each level have the following decompositions: 
ZJ = fi]-i-T}] + ere]; J  =  JQ,  . . . ,  J  -  I .  
Note that by applying a periodic discrete wavelet transform >V„, if : fc 6 is a 
stationary field, then = 0,1,...,- 1, k2 = 0,1,. ..,2-'°'^' - l| and 
rij = [rtlkiM : ^ 1 = 0,1,..., 2-' - 1, A:2 = 0,1,..., 2-'+' - 1 j-; j = Jo, • • •,«/ - 1, are also sta­
tionary fields (Cambanis and Houdre, 1995), e.xcept for some points near the boundary. 
As in the previous section, we first estimate the deterministic mean structure in the wavelet 
domain. For the scaling-function coefficients at the Jo-th level, is estimated by 
F^JO — ^JQ • 
For the j-th level wavelet coefficients { j  =  JQ ,  J  —  I ) ,  v / e  estimate 
= 0,1,..., 2-' - 1, ^2 = 0,1,..., 2^+' - l} 
for m = 1,2,3, separately. For fixed j  and m, we regress the ordered values of 
: ^ '1 = 0,1,..., 2^ - 1, A:2 = 0,1,..., 2^+' - l} 
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on the corresponding standard normal quantiles with no intercept using least trimmed squares 
robust regression (Rousseeuw, 1984). Let be the fitted slope, and corre­
sponding residuals. We estimate and m by 
0; if \  ' I JM »«2 I — J ' 
where for each j  =  J o ,  . . . , J —  1 and m = 1,2,3, the threshold value is determined by 
4"^' = 1.645 X 
which is a robust estimator of the 95-th percentile of the distribution of 
: fci = 0,1,...,2^' - 1, fc2 = 0,1,...,2^+' - l} 
based on the Gaussian assumption. 
After the trend fx '  is estimated, we then remove it from the data Z' and model the resulting 
residual as a zero-mean Gaussian process according to the model: 
Z] -  ft] = Ti' j+<Tej; j  = Jo, . . . ,J-l ,  
where, for each j  =  J o ,  . . . , J —  1, 
= ^(^i,0,o) ' (/*i,0,l) > • * •' (Aj,2J-l,2'+'-l) ^ ' 
Am,A = *1=0,*2 = 0,1 s'+'-i. 
This model will be further developed in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 in order to find a predictor 
rj' of T]'. Therefore, based on 
and 77', we can use the inverse wavelet transform VV^ to obtain a predictor of 5 given by 
5 = >v;(/i" + n')-
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5.2 Scale-Independent Models 
We have estimated the trend components fx' in the previous section. In this section, 
we consider modeling 77" = > (VJQ) '--m ^ 'he wavelet domain, where we 
assume that /x" is known; without loss of generality, we assume fj.' = 0. From (5.2), we have 
Z' = r]'  + ere' .  
We also assume that the noise variance is known, the scaling-function coefficients rjj^ = 0, 
and the wavelet coefficients T7J; j = 1, are statistically independent (i.e., scale 
independence). Therefore, we can model t/J at each level j  separately, based on 
Zj='n' j+(Tej;  j  = Jo,. . . ,J  - I .  
Note that the assumption r]j^ = 0 is in line with an earlier assumption that all the scaling-
function coefficients Z' are attributed to the deterministic trend components (Section 5.1). 
If Tf' is a temporal process (i.e., d = 1), it is natural to assume a multivariate Gaussian 
autoregressive moving average (ARABIA) model for each ryj; j = JQ, 1. If 77" is a </-
dimensional process, we could specify a Gaussian Markov random field model for each rjj: 
j = 1. Then the optimal predictor (conditional expectation) of 17" based on the 
data Z" is given by 
f i '  = cov (77-, Z') (var (Z"))"^ Z'.  (5.6) 
When fx' is unknown, we can estimate it using the methods described in Section 5.1. When 
the noise variance cr^ is unknown, it can be estimated from the finest scale wavelet coefficients 
using the fitted slope in the normal probability plot as given in (5.3). That is, 
0- = CTJ-L.  
We then plug in this estimated value of <7^ into the models for all the other levels. 
Note that the wavelet coefficients are usually sparse (i.e., most of the coefficients are essen­
tially zero), and have a distribution which is highly non-Gaussian with heavy tails. We are able 
to consider a Gaussian model here, because we have removed the non-Gaussian components 
as an estimated deterministic trend in Section 5.1. 
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5.3 Scale-Dependent Graphical Markov Models 
Though the discrete wavelet transform is an excellent decorrelator for a wide variety of 
stochastic processes, it does not yield completely uncorrelated wavelet coefficients. In practice, 
the wavelet coefficients of an observed process are still somewhat correlated within each level. 
Furthermore, large values of wavelet coeflBcients tend to propagate across scales, especially for 
processes with abrupt changes (e.g., edges in an image). These kinds of behaviors can be well 
described by a multiscale graphical model, such as the one developed in Section 4.2. 
One advantage of using a multiscale Gaussian graphical model is that it takes the depen­
dencies, both within scales and across scales, into account. Moreover, the optimal predictor of 
TJ' based on a multiscale graphical model can be computed using the fast generalized Kalman-
filter algorithm developed in Chapter 2. 
As in the previous section, we consider the following decomposition in the wavelet domain: 
Z' = Tj'  + ae' ,  
where Z' are observed wavelet coefficients, rj '  is the hidden zero-mean Gaussian process of 
interest, and e* is a standard Gaussian white-noise process. Note that the large-scale variation 
H' = 0; Section 5.1 shows how this can be achieved and, as a consequence, we also assume 
that T]j^ = 0. 
The multiscale graphical model we consider here consists of a series of hidden processes 
given by 17J; j = JQ, .. .,J — 1. Specifically, we can write the model in the following state-space 
form: 
V j  =  j  =  +  
Zj = RI ' j  + crej;  j  = JQ ,  . .  . ,J  -  I,  
where {Aj : j  = JQ + 1,. .  . ,J  -  1} are deterministic matrices describing the causal relations 
between scales, 
V'JO ~ 
~ N ^0, crj/j , independently f o r  j  = JQ +  1 , . .  . , J  — 1, 
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r}j_i and are independent for j = Jo + 1, • • and rjj  and e"- are independent for 
j  = Jo,. .  . ,J  — 1. An example based on a multiscale Gaussian tree-structured model is 
described in Section 5.3.1, the following subsection. Maximum likelihood estimation for the 
parameters of this model is also given in Section 5.3.2. Some other examples of multiscale 
graphical models can be found in Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3. 
5.3.1 Tree-Structured Models 
In this section, TJ' is assumed to be a two-dimensional process, however, the same procedure 
applies for the one-dimensional case, and the extension to higher-dimensional models is also 
straightforward. Denote k = (^1,^2), and for a fixed / 6 Z, define 
D J  = { { k i , k 2 )  :Ari =0,l,...,2-'-l, ^2 = 0,1,..., 2-'+'- l}; j  =  J Q ,  . . J  -  I .  
Assume that 
Vj,k — ^JV'j- i ,[k/2] + j = Jo + 1, . .  . ,J  -  1, k e  Dj,  (5.7) 
= "N'JM + y = Jo, •••,./- 1, KE DJ,  (5.8) 
(5.9) 
where [k / 2 ]  = ([fci/2], [A:2/2]), 
~ ^ ' independently for k  e  D j ^ ,  
{ M j  :  j  =  J o  +  1 , . . J  —  1 }  are (3 x 3) unknown deterministic matrices, 
^j ,k ~ N (0, Vj), independently for J = Jo + 1» ••• ,J — 1, k e  D j ,  
^ j , k  ~ ^  '  independen t ly  fo r  j  =  J Q  + 1 , . . . ,  J  — 1 ,  k  €  D j ,  
^' j- i  [k / 2 ]  independent for j = Jo + 1,..., J — 1, A; G D j ,  and and are 
independent for j = Jo,..., J - 1, fc € D j .  The covariance matrices { V j  : j = Jo,1} 
and the noise variance are also assumed to be unknown. The graphical representation for 
the hidden vectors 
•  j  ~  JQI • • •, j ~ 1, fc G 
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Figure .5.1 Graphical representation of a quadtree model. 
is displayed in Figure .5.1. 
From Figure 5.1, it is clear that the hidden vectors j  = JQ^ . .  . ,J  — fc 6 define 
a tree-structured model on the quadtree T = (F, E), where 
F = { ( j , f c ) : y  =  J o , . . - , . / - l ,  k e D j }  
is the set of nodes, and 
E = {((y - 1, [k /2 ] ) ,  (j ,  k))  : j  = JQ +  1 , . . . , J  -  1,  FC €  DJ}  
is the set of directed edges. So, for each j  = Jq, J -2,  k £ D j ,  the children of {j ,  k)  are 
{(j + 1,2A:i, 2^2), (j H" 1,2A:i + 1,2^:2)) (j + It 2A:i, 2A:2-1-1), (j-f-1,2A:i + 1,2A;2-f-1)} . 
5.3.2 MEiximum Likelihood Estimation for Tree-Structured Models 
The set of parameters 0 = {Mjo+i,..., Afy_i, ..., Vj_i,cr} can be estimated by 
maximum likelihood (ML). In what follows, we derive the ML estimator for 9 using the EM 
(Expectation-Maximization) algorithm (e.g., Dempster et al., 1977). 
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From (5.7) and (5.8), the joint distributions of -  '"•"d Z' can be written as 
J - i  
= P(NJO){  n P{V'J\VJ-I) \PIZ' \VJO,-- - ,VJ-I)  
L J—AJ+1 
n pfe-fc) 
K&DJ^ 
J-I  
n n p(^i.fchi-i.[fc/2]) j=Jo+l K^DJ 
J-I  
n n p{^ik\vik) 
j = J o  k e D j  
So, the log-Iikeiihood function based on |t7j :  j  = JQ,  . . . .  J  — and Z' is 
log 1(0) 
o2«/o^^ 1 , v / 
= c-—-log\Vj, \--  Y: ilX.k) 
KEDJ^ 
- E ^-iog|Vil + iE 
j = J o + l  (  k e D j  
5 E (5-10) 
3—•A} HSDJ 
where c is a constant. 
The (marginal) likelihood based only on Z' is a complicated mixture, and would be difficult 
to maximize directly. Instead, we apply the EM algorithm and treat ^ 77}^,..., } as missing 
data. The EM algorithm is an iterative procedure starting with some initial estimator 0^°'. 
Each iteration consists of two steps, the expectation step (E-step) followed by the maximization 
step (M-step). At the f-th iteration, the El-step consists of evaluating 
E._i(logL|Z"), (5.11) 
1) 
where E,_i denotes the conditional expectation based on the parameter 9  obtained from 
the (i — l)-th iteration. We then find the 9^'^ that maximizes (5.10) in the M-step. The 
procedure is repeated until convergence. It has been shown that the likelihood always increases 
at each iteration and the algorithm is guaranteed to converge for an exponential family (see 
Dempster et ai, 1977; Wu, 1981; Boyles, 1983). 
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Ei-Step 
For j ,  f  = Jo, . . . ,J—l,  k,  k '  6 Dj, let 
^IK = E(77-fc|z-), 
^I.K = var (77- ^ 1 
Upon taking conditional expectations in (5.9) conditional on the observed data Z", we have 
E{\ogL\Z') = c+F[Vj,)+ ^ Gj(Mj,Vj) + ff(cr), (5.12) 
j=Jo+l 
where, 
K€DJ„ 
Fiyj,)  = -^log|VjJ-i Y. e((>7U)'v;x.i. |z-)  
22JO+' 
= ^loglVjJ 
E E ( {RI\ ,K -  VX,K +  V'J„K)'VJ^^ (T7}o,fc - ^}o,fc + V'J^,K)  I 
fceDjo 
log I VvJ - 5 ^  {e ( IZ' 
+{'IJ , ,KYVX'IX.K}  
2 -, „ KEDJG 
Q^JO+L 
log|VA|-J E + 
fc€r»/o 
for each j = Jo + 1, ...,</ — 1, 
G,(M,-,Vy) 
=  ~IOG\VJ\- \ -£  E  ( ( , - 4 Z -
fceDj 
22J+/ 
= loglVyl 
E E ( (»7j,jb - v l k  -  M j  { v ] - i , [ k / 2 }  -  V ] - u [ k / 2 ] )  + v l k  -  Mjf, ' j -u[k/2 ] ) ' v - '  
keDj ^ 
{^Ik -  ^Ik -  {v'j- i ,[k / 2 ]  -  V ' j - i , [ k / 2 ] )  +  Vlk -  ^ j V j - i , [ k / 2 ] )  I  ^ ' )  
1 , \f / \ 
= ~ 2 ^ ~ ^ J V ' j - i , [ k /2] )  [FLJ,K -  ^JF}J-U[K/2])  
keD, 
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E E ((»?;,& - FLLK -  {RI]-I , [K/2]  -  ^ 'J-HLK/2])YVJ '  
KEDJ ^  
{rilk - fl'j,k - Mj {vU,[k/2] - ^J-i.[&/2l)) I ^') 
^ Y1 {fefc) ^7^^LK+ {VJ-I , [K/2])  ^JVJ^^I^'J-I , [K/2]  
K^DJ 
-5 E 
K^DJ 
Q^J+L 
K^DJ 
^ ^  {j^j-l ,[k/2] + V'j-u[k/2] {f l ' j - l ,[k/2]) )  
-2 (r(j,fc),(;-l,[fc/2]) + vlk (jl ' j -u[k/2]) ) + ^ j ,k  + vlk {vlk) }  
and 
J=JOKEDJ ^  ^ 
3 j 
2 
J-i 
log 0-2 
E E E ( {Zj.t - fl-jM + «lh - i;,t)' {Z]M - fllk + flh - lh) ^') 
J=JOK^DJ ^ 
j=JokeDj ^ '  
"2^ E E E(fe-'7;A)'fe-n-,;k)|z-) 
log 0-2 
I=J^ KEDJ 
3 ^2^-^+' - 2^'^''+'^ 
2 
J-i  
-2^ E E (r^)} • 
j=Jo fceDj ^ 
Note that the terms In^jb}, {ry^fc}) and be computed in the j-th 
iteration, assuming the parameter value 0^' using the generalized Kalman-filter algorithm 
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developed in Section 2.3 for tree-structured models. 
M-Step 
Clearly, we can maximize (5.11) by maximizing each of the components F, Gj^^i ,..., , 
and H separately. By Lemma 4.1, the maximum of F {Vj^) occurs at 
VJo =  ^ 2Jo+/ {^-^0,*: +^}o,fc (^}o.A:) }  '  
For any given j  = J Q + I, . .  . ,J  — 1, and any fixed V J ,  it is easy to see that Gj [Mj,  Vj)  
achieves its maximum at 
= Y1 (R(I ,FC), (J-I , [FC/2])  +  {VJ-U[K/2]))  
K€DJ ^  ^ 
H (rj_i,[fc/2] + ^ i-l,tfc/2] (^i-l,[fc/2]) 
KEDJ ^  
which does not depend on V j .  Also, by Lemma 4.1, the maximum of G'J { V j )  = Gj {MJ ,  Vjj 
occurs at 
(^J-i.[*:/2] +^J-i,[ib/2l (^i-i,[jk/2]) ) 
FC^DJ 
(^i_i,[*:/2]) ) + fllk {vlk) } 
=  S  { "  +  v l k  { n j - i , [ k / 2 ] )   +  ^ J,K +  f l j , k  ( j i j , k )  }  •  
K^DJ 
Therefore, G j  { M j ,  V j )  is maximized at M j  and V j  for j = Jo + 1. 
Finally, by Lemma 4.1, the maximum of H (tr^) occurs at 
~ 3 (2' iJ+i _ 22^0+') 51 { {^j,k ~ Vj,k) {^j,k - + tr (j^j,k) I • 
^ '  j=Jo k e D j  ^ ^ 
5.4 Applications 
In this section, we apply our deterministic/stochastic wavelet decomposition (DSWD) 
method for signal-processing and image-denoising problems. 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
(d) 
Figure 5.2 Four test functions ( n  = 2048, S D ( f )  = 7): (a) Blocks; (b) 
Bumps; (c) Heavisine; (d) Doppler. 
5.4.1 Signal Processing in One Dimension 
We use the four test functions, "blocks", "bumps", "heavisine", and "Doppler", created 
by Donoho and Johnstone (1994). Figure 5.2 illustrates these four test functions with the 
sample size n = 2"^ = 2048 and the sample standard deviations SD{f) = 7. The functions 
with standard Gaussian white noise (i.e., = 1) added are shown in Figure 5..3. We also use 
a stochastic signal generated from an AR(1) stationary process 
= 0.97/,_i + 6; i = l,...,n, 
a stochastic signal generated from a random walk, and four mixture signals containing both 
deterministic and stochastic components obtained from each of the four test functions plus the 
AR(1) stochastic signal. We consider four different sample sizes (n = 2048, 1024, 512, 256), 
and two different noise variances (c^ = 1, (7/3)^). The signals are rescaled so that the 
sample standard deviations are all equal to 7. The goal is to reconstruct the original signals 
S = {Si, . .  . jSn}'  from noisy signals Z = (Zi, . .  . ,Zn)'-
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 (b) 
Figure 5.3 Four test functions with standard Gaussian white noise added 
{n = 2048, SD[f) = 7): (a) Blocks; (b) Bumps; (c) Heavisine; 
(d) Doppler. 
To apply our DSWD method, the data Z are first transformed using a periodic discrete 
wavelet transform VV„. We chose Jo = «/ — 6 for all sample sizes, and a nearly symmetric 
wavelet with 4 vanishing moments from a family of wavelets, called symmlets (Daubechies, 
1992). The symmlet mother wavelet with 4 vanishing moments is plotted in Figure 5.4. The 
wavelet coefficients and the scaling-function coefficients of the four test functions, and the four 
mixture signals for n = 2048 and <7 = 1 are shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, respectively. 
Recall from (5.2) that we have the following decomposition in the wavelet domain: 
Z' =n'  + ri '  + ae' .  
We estimate the deterministic trend n' by /x" based on the method described in Section 5.1. 
After the estimated trend has been removed, we then find the optimal predictor of rj' based 
on a very simple model given as follow: 
r)j,k ~ N ^0, (Tj^ , independently for all J = JQI A: = 0,1,..., 2-' — 1. 
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Figure 5.4 Symmlet orthonormal mother wavelet with 4 vanishing mo­
ments. 
The model is a special case of the scale-independent model described in Section 5.2, because 
we assume that the random variables : j = JQ, J — 1, A- = 0,1,..., 2-' — l| are inde­
pendent not only between scales, but also within each scale. For each j = I, the 
parameter crj is estimated by &j from (5.3), where aj is the slope of the fitted line in the normal 
probability plot. We assume that the noise variance is unknown, and is estimated by <t3_i 
based on the finest-resolution wavelet coefficients. Thus, from (5.6), the optimal predictor of 
can be obtained by 
- 2 2 
Tjlk = i = Jo,.. ^ - 1, A: = 0,1,..., 2-' - 1. 
Finally, the processed coefficients are transformed back to the original domain using the inverse 
wavelet transform W^, resulting in the estimated signal, 
5 = W;(A- + n'). 
The decomposition of the ''Blocks4-AR(I)" signal based on our DSWD method for n = 2048 
and cr = 1 is shown in Figure 5.7. 
We compare our DSWD method to three commonly used wavelet thresholding methods: 
the hard thresholding with the universal threshold (Hard), the soft thresholding with the 
universal threshold (Soft), and the SURE thresholding (SURE), based on the model given by 
(5.1) with T]t = 0. For a wavelet coefficient ZJf. and a threshold A, the hard-thresholding value 
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Figure 5.5 Empirical wavelet coefficients of four noisy test functions 
(n = 2048, SD[f) = 7, tr = 1). From the top to the bot­
tom in each figure: data Z, wavelet coefficients Z\Q, ZQ, Zg, 
•2^71 •^6) •^5» and scaling-function coefficients Zg. (a) Blocks; 
(b) Bumps; (c) Heavisine; (d) Doppler. 
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Figure 5.6 Empirical wavelet coefficients of four noisy test functions 
(n = 2048, SD{f) = 7, cr = 1). From the top to the bottom in 
each f igure :  da ta  Z,  wavele t  coeff ic ients  ZIQ,  ZG,  ZL,  ZJ,  Z^,  
Zl, and scaling-function coeflRcients Zg. (a) Blocks+AR(l); (b) 
Bumps+AR(1); (c) Heavisine+AR(1); (d) Doppler+AR(l). 
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Figure 5.7 Decomposition of the ''blocks+AR(l)" signal using the DSWD 
method: (a) Blocks+AR(l) signal {n = 2048, SD{f) = 7, 
cr = 1); (b) deterministic component obtained from DSWD; 
(c) stochastic component obtained from DSWD; (d) noise com­
ponent obtained from DSWD. 
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is given by 
{ 
mzim) = 
0 ;  i f 2 7 , i < A ,  
and the soft-thresholding value is given by 
^,K ~ 
Ts{Z-j^k) = ^ 0; if |Z; J < A, 
ZJjt + A; if < -A. 
The universal threshold proposed by Donoho and Johnstone (1994) is A = cTyJ'l log n. The 
SURE thresholding (Donoho and Johnstone, 1995) operates on a level-by-level basis using the 
soft-thresholding function. For a given level j, the threshold is chosen to minimize Stein's 
unbiased risk estimate (SURE) if 
Otherwise the universal threshold is used. The noise parameter a for the hard-thresholding, 
the soft-thresholding and the SURE^thresholding methods is estimated by a robust estimator 
(Donoho et aL, 1995), 
changed). The reconstructions from the DSWD, the hard-thresholding, the soft-thresholding, 
and the SURE-thresholding methods for the four test functions are shown in Figure 5.8, Fig­
ure 5.9, Figure 5.10, and Figure 5.11, respectively. 
The performance of these methods is compared using the mean-squared error (MSE) cri­
terion: 
The results are displayed in Table 5.1 through Table 5.8, where the values in parentheses are 
the sample standard deviations for MSEs based on ICQ replications, and the relative efficiency 
is given in terms of MSE performance with respect to the SURE-thresholding method. 
medianjt ~ median^ 
0.6745 
Note that the scaling-function coefficients Z]j^ f,; k = 0,1,. ..,2^° — 1, are not shrunk (i.e., un-
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Figure 5.8 DSWD reconstructions { n  = 2048, S D { f )  = 7, cr = 1): (a) 
Blocks; (b) Bumps; (c) Heavisine; (d) Doppler. 
Figure 5.9 Reconstructions using the wavelet hard-thresholding method 
with the universal threshold (n = 2048, SD{f) — 7, a = 1): 
(a) Blocks; (b) Bumps; (c) Heavisine; (d) Doppler. 
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J 
Figure 5.10 Reconstructions using the wavelet soft-thresholding method 
with the universal threshold (n = 2048, SD{f) = 7, cr = 1): 
(a) Blocks; (b) Bumps; (c) Heavisine; (d) Doppler. 
\ 
o.o 0.2 
Figure 5.11 Reconstructions using the wavelet SURE-thresholding method 
(n = 2048, SD{f) = 7, CT = 1): (a) Blocks; (b) Bumps; (c) 
Heavisine; (d) Doppler. 
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Table 5.1 MSE performance of simulated examples using various wavelet 
shrinkage techniques based on 100 replications (ra = 2048, 
SD{f)/a = 7). The values in parentheses are the sample stan­
dard deviations of MSEs. The relative efficiency is given in terms 
of MSE performance with respect to the SURE-thresholding 
method. 
71 = 2048, S D { f )  =  7, tr = 1 
DSWD Soft Hard SURE 
MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency 
Blocks 0.269 1.053 0.520 0.544 0.220 1.286 0.283 1.000 
(0.023) (0.046) (0.021) (0.017) 
Bumps 0.301 0.848 0.725 0.352 0.245 1.043 0.255 1.000 
(0.021) (0.034) (0.019) (0.039) 
Heavisine 0.065 1.399 0.095 0.956 0.089 1.020 0.091 1.000 
(0.007) (0.008) (0.009) (0.007) 
Doppler 0.165 1.018 0.280 0.601 0.168 1.003 0.168 1.000 
(0.019) (0.016) (0.024) (0.014) 
AR(1) 2.604 1.281 10.570 0.316 6.733 0.496 3.337 1.000 
(0.211) (0.272) (0.255) (0.880) 
Random 0.338 1.130 0.702 0.545 0.602 0.635 0.382 1.000 
Walk (0.015) (0.018) (0.020) (0.020) 
Blocks 1.548 1.313 5.930 0.343 3.952 0.514 2.032 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.111) (0.160) (0.161) (0.478) 
Bumps 1.673 1.051 6.631 0.265 4.087 0.430 1.758 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.107) (0.174) (0.145) (0.277) 
Heavisine 1.472 1.477 5.580 0.390 3.710 0.586 2.175 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.097) (0.133) (0.132) (0.260) 
Doppler 1.549 1.474 5.979 0.382 3.930 0.581 2.283 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.102) (0.146) (0.152) (0.313) 
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Table 5.2 MSE performance of simulated examples using various wavelet 
shrinkage techniques based on 100 replications (n = 1024, 
SD{f)/(T = 7). The values in parentheses are the sample stan­
dard deviations of MSEs. The relative efficiency is given in terms 
of MSE performance with respect to the SURE-thresholding 
method. 
n  =  1024, S D { f )  =  7 ,  a  =  l  
DSWD Soft Hard SURE 
MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency 
Blocks 0.394 1.127 0.849 0.523 0.353 1.2.58 0.444 1.000 
(0.032) (0.069) (0.033) (0.056) 
Bumps 0.549 0.937 1.514 0.340 0.465 1.006 0.514 1.000 
(0.055) (0.114) (0.043) (0.040) 
Heavisine 0.100 1.149 0.128 0.897 0.107 1.078 0.115 1.000 
(0.017) (0.015) (0.019) (0.014) 
Doppler 0.282 1.081 0.521 0.585 0.253 1.204 0.305 1.000 
(0.029) (0.043) (0.033) (0.040) 
AR(1) 2.828 1.437 10.704 0.380 6.780 0.599 4.063 1.000 
(0.260) (0.326) (0.263) (0.818) 
Random 0.705 1.231 1.844 0.471 1.442 0.602 0.868 1.000 
Walk (0.052) (0.063) (0.080) (0.049) 
Blocks 1.914 1.435 6.921 0.397 4.220 0.651 2.747 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.190) (0.268) (0.222) (0.453) 
Bumps 1.838 1.035 7.341 0.259 4.106 0.463 1.902 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.149) (0.349) (0.223) (0.118) 
Heavisine 1.601 1.471 5.744 0.410 3.753 0.628 2.356 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.124) (0.191) (0.167) (0.240) 
Doppler 1.727 1.492 6.6.35 0.388 4.076 0.632 2.577 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.148) (0.227) (0.184) (0.343) 
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Table 5.3 MSE performance of simulated examples using various wavelet 
shrinkage techniques based on 100 replications (n = 512, 
SD{f)/a = 7). The values in parentheses are the sample stan­
dard deviations of MSEs. The relative efficiency is given in terms 
of MSE performance with respect to the SURE-thresholding 
method. 
n  = 512, S D { f )  =  7 ,  C T  =  1  
DSWD Soft Hard SURE 
MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency 
Blocks 0.565 1.033 1.498 0.389 0.536 1.089 0.583 1.000 
(0.062) (0.174) (0.062) (0.073) 
Bumps 0.740 0.717 2.561 0.207 0.723 0.7.34 0.531 1.000 
(0.121) (0.270) (0.100) (0.045) 
Heavisine 0.150 1.118 0.190 0.884 0.166 1.014 0.168 1.000 
(0.027) (0.023) (0.029) (0.025) 
Doppler 0.467 1.074 0.893 0.561 0.406 1.235 0.501 1.000 
(0.057) (0.101) (0.066) (0.084) 
AR(1) 3.332 1.539 12.087 0.424 7.717 0.665 5.129 1.000 
(0.354) (0.564) (0.680) (0.957) 
Random 0.453 1.285 0.983 0.593 0.776 0.751 0.582 1.000 
Walk (0.039) (0.056) (0.052) (0.088) 
Blocks 2.403 1.481 8.186 0.435 5.099 0.698 3.558 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.291) (0.406) (0.337) (0.737) 
Bumps 2.511 1.122 10.597 0.266 5.366 0.525 2.818 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.264) (0.657) (0.388) (0.181) 
Heavisine 1.521 1.467 5.010 0.445 3.515 0.634 2.231 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.168) (0.207) (0.269) (0.107) 
Doppler 2.092 1.491 7.431 0.420 4.450 0.701 3.119 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.236) (0.414) (0.380) (0.567) 
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Table 5.4 MSE performance of simulated examples using various wavelet 
shrinkage techniques based on 100 replications {n = 256, 
SD{f)f(T = 7). The values in parentheses are the sample stan­
dard deviations of MSEs. The relative efficiency is given in terms 
of MSE performance with respect to the SUR&thresholding 
method. 
n  = 256, S£>(/) = 7, a = l  
DSWD Soft Hard SURE 
MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency 
Blocks 0.844 0.984 2.719 0.305 0.942 0.881 0.830 1.000 
(0.150) (0.444) (0.177) (0.251) 
Bumps 1.282 0.621 4.370 0.182 0.496 0.533 0.796 1.000 
(0.399) (0.580) (0.2.50) (0.112) 
Heavisine 0.209 1.052 0.250 0.880 0.219 1.007 0.220 1.000 
(0.037) (0.033) (0.047) (0.031) 
Doppler 0.739 0.955 1.718 0.411 0.542 1.302 0.706 1.000 
(0.130) (0.286) (0.088) (0.219) 
AR(1) 3.029 1.558 10.274 0.459 6.721 0.702 4.721 1.000 
(0.349) (0.609) (0.674) (0.313) 
Random 0.633 1.270 1.708 0.471 1.013 0.794 0.804 1.000 
Walk (0.086) (0.191) (0.083) (0.101) 
Blocks 2.140 1.082 8.681 0.267 4.995 0.463 2.315 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.218) (0.412) (0.339) (0.417) 
Bumps 2.928 0.729 10.662 0.200 5.730 0.373 2.135 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.396) (0.530) (0.386) (0.596) 
Heavisine 1.838 1.500 6.721 0.410 4.367 0.631 2.7.56 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.155) (0.224) (0.200) (0.328) 
Doppler 2.008 1.373 7.137 0.386 4.426 0.623 2.758 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.207) (0.330) (0.286) (0.602) 
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Table 5.5 MSE performance of simulated examples using various wavelet 
shrinkage techniques based on 100 replications (ra = 2048, 
SD{f)/a = 3). The values in parentheses are the sample stan­
dard deviations of MSEs. The relative efficiency is given in terms 
of MSE performance with respect to the SUR&thresholding 
method. 
n = 2048, S D { f )  =  7 ,  a  —  l f Z  
DSWD Soft Hard SURE 
MSE EfKciency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency 
Blocks 1.005 1.131 
(0.034) 
1.554 0.734 
(0.042) 
1.125 1.014 
(0.044) 
1.141 1.000 
(0.030) 
Bumps 1.271 0.948 
(0.038) 
2.591 0.465 
(0.065) 
1.245 0.969 
(0.053) 
1.206 1.000 
(0.032) 
Heavisine 0.230 1.699 
(0.017) 
0.391 0.999 
(0.019) 
0.404 0.966 
(0.022) 
0..390 1.000 
(0.019) 
Doppler 0.595 1.254 
(0.022) 
0.835 0.894 
(0.025) 
0.693 1.077 
(0.029) 
0.747 1.000 
(0.031) 
AR(1) 4.175 1.304 
(0.093) 
13.263 0.411 
(0.151) 
9.702 0.561 
(0.169) 
5.445 1.000 
(0.047) 
Random 
Walk 
4.139 1.313 
(0.085) 
13.299 0.409 
(0.147) 
9.735 0.558 
(0.168) 
5.433 1.000 
(0.046) 
Blocks 
+AR(1) 
2.966 1.199 
(0.062) 
7.946 0.448 
(0.079) 
6.415 0.554 
(0.103) 
3.5.57 1.000 
(0.041) 
Bumps 
+AR(1) 
3.141 1.220 
(0.069) 
9.295 0.412 
(0.120) 
6.819 0.562 
(0.140) 
3.834 1.000 
(0.041) 
Heavisine 
+AR(1) 
2.820 1.175 
(0.070) 
7.492 0.442 
(0.070) 
6.170 0.537 
(0.108) 
3.314 1.000 
(0.038) 
Doppler 
+AR(1) 
2.901 1.188 
(0.061) 
8.013 0.430 
(0.073) 
6.446 0.535 
(0.098) 
3.447 1.000 
(0.035) 
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Table 5.6 MSE performance of simulated examples using various wavelet 
shrinkage techniques based on 100 replications (n = 1024, 
SD{f)/a = 3). The values in parentheses are the sample stan­
dard deviations of MSEs. The relative efficiency is given in terms 
of MSE performance with respect to the SURE-thresholding 
method. 
n = 1024, S D { f )  = 7, cr = 7/3 
DSWD Soft Hard SURE 
MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency 
Blocks 1.444 1.122 
(0.049) 
2.4.50 0.661 
(0.079) 
1.612 1.005 
(0.083) 
1.621 1.000 
(0.098) 
Bumps 2.183 0.889 
(0.093) 
5.121 0.379 
(0.176) 
2.262 0.858 
(0.106) 
1.940 1.000 
(0.135) 
Heavisine 0.333 1.322 
(0.036) 
0.444 0.991 
(0.028) 
0.462 0.9.53 
(0.033) 
0.440 1.000 
(0.028) 
Doppler 0.964 1.066 
(0.041) 
1.504 0.683 
(0.055) 
0.975 1.054 
(0.047) 
1.028 1.000 
(0.035) 
AR(1) 4.391 1.290 
(0.136) 
13.657 0.415 
(0.210) 
9.825 0.577 
(0.262) 
5.665 1.000 
(0.051) 
Random 
Walk 
1.560 1.183 
(0.046) 
2.589 0.713 
(0.037) 
2.443 0.755 
(0.054) 
1.846 1.000 
(0.063) 
Blocks 
+AR(1) 
3.445 1.193 
(0.105) 
9.561 0.430 
(0.156) 
7.195 0..571 
(0.173) 
4.110 1.000 
(0.058) 
Bumps 
+AR(1) 
3.576 1.272 
(0.091) 
10.999 0.414 
(0.201) 
7.080 0.643 
(0.157) 
4..550 1.000 
(0.158) 
Heavisine 
+AR(1) 
2.942 1.185 
(0.082) 
7.741 0.450 
(0.107) 
6.355 0.548 
(0.131) 
3.485 1.000 
(0.047) 
Doppler 
+AR(1) 
3.166 1.195 
(0.094) 
9.134 0.414 
(0.146) 
6.973 0.542 
(0.177) 
3.783 1.000 
(0.048) 
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Table 5.7 MSE performance of simulated examples using various wavelet 
shrinkage techniques based on 100 replications (n = 512, 
SD{f)/a = 3). The values in parentheses are the sample stan­
dard deviations of MSEs. The relative efficiency is given in terms 
of MSE performance with respect to the SURE-thresholding 
method. 
ra = 512, S D { f ]  =  7 ,  <7=7/3 
DSWD Soft Hard SURE 
MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency 
Blocks 2.078 1.237 4.439 0.579 '2.547 1.009 2.570 1.000 
(0.089) (0.196) (0.142) (0.175) 
Bumps 3.352 0.910 8.659 0.352 3.557 0.858 3.050 1.000 
(0.238) (0.383) (0.210) (0.121) 
Heavisine 0.480 0.981 0.474 0.994 0.518 0.909 0.471 1.000 
(0.048) (0.0.33) (0.053) (0.033) 
Doppler 1.517 0.954 2.505 0.577 1.357 1.066 1.447 1.000 
(0.065) (0.109) (0.081) (0.084) 
AR(1) 5.126 1.345 14.826 0.465 11.118 0.620 6.895 1.000 
(0.219) (0.289) (0.356) (0.091) 
Random 5.095 1.363 15.635 0.444 12.002 0.578 6.942 1.000 
Walk (0.153) (0.150) (0.173) (0.088) 
Blocks 4.181 1.265 11.052 0.478 8.187 0.646 5.288 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.154) (0.250) (0.303) (0.100) 
Bumps 4.740 1.309 15.211 0.408 9.275 0.669 6.203 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.203) (0.391) (0.372) (0.534) 
Heavisine 2.938 1.232 6.552 0.5.53 5.764 0.628 3.621 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.119) (0.100) (0.158) (0.279) 
Doppler 3.798 1.229 10.280 0.454 7.839 0.596 4.668 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.182) (0.209) (0.268) (0.100) 
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Table 5.8 MSE performance of simulated examples using various wavelet 
shrinkage techniques based on 100 replications (n = 256, 
SD{f)/a = 3). The values in parentheses are the sample stan­
dard deviations of MSEs. The relative efficiency is given in terms 
of MSE performance with respect to the SURE^thresholding 
method. 
n = 2.56, 5£>(/) = 7, c<
? II b 
DSWD Soft Hard SURE 
MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency MSE Efficiency 
Blocks 3.221 1.160 7.927 0.471 4.096 0.913 3.737 1.000 
(0.193) (0.435) (0.319) (0.191) 
Bumps 4.895 0.900 11.348 0.399 5.602 0.786 4.404 1.000 
(0.367) (0.593) (0.334) (0.448) 
Heavisine 0.742 0.781 0.590 0.982 0.678 0.854 0.579 1.000 
(0.087) (0.051) (0.081) (0.053) 
Doppler 2.722 1.065 5.066 0.572 2.771 1.046 2.899 1.000 
(0.182) (0.313) (0.235) (0.148) 
AR(1) 4.738 1.249 12.768 0.463 9.394 0.630 5.916 1.000 
(0.269) (0.358) (0.159) (0.269) 
Random 1.699 1.270 3.604 0.599 2.907 0.742 2.158 1.000 
Walk (0.043) (0.069) (0.088) (0.051) 
Blocks 3.943 1.282 12.208 0.414 8.554 0.591 5.055 1.000 
-f-AR(l) (0.191) (0.303) (0.257) (0.140) 
Bumps 5.436 1.094 15.618 0.381 9.846 0.604 5.946 1.000 
-l-AR(l) (0.345) (0.465) (0.417) (0.534) 
Heavisine 3.367 1.171 8.990 0.439 7.007 0.563 3.944 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.152) (0.159) (0.199) (0.091) 
Doppler 3.579 1.208 9.941 0.435 7.171 0.603 4.323 1.000 
+AR(1) (0.156) (0.237) (0.193) (0.098) 
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The results show that our method, which assumes a simple independence model, performs 
better than the soft-thresholding method, and is competitive with the hard-thresholding and 
the SUREI-thresholding methods for purely deterministic test signals in terms of MSE. Our 
method outperforms all the other methods for signals containing stochastic components. We 
believe that our DSWD method will perform even better if we use a graphical Markov model 
for 17" that takes the dependencies, both within scales and between scales, into account, and 
that is the subject of future research. 
5.4.2 Image Denoising 
In this section, we apply our DSWD method to image denoising. We use a two-dimensional 
symmlet wavelet, constructed from the one-dimensional symmlet wavelet with 4 vanishing 
moments, using the tensor product method (Section 3.2). The mother wavelet corresponding 
to the diagonal direction is shown in Figure 5.12. 
Similar to the previous section, we assume that 
~ independently for all J = Jo,..., J — 1, k&Dj, 
where D j  = (0,1,.. .,2-' — 1) x (0,1,..., 2-' — 1). Therefore, the optimal predictor of TJ" can 
be obtained in a similar way. 
Two images are used in this section. The original peppers image and the original boat 
image are shown in Figure 5.13 (al) and Figure 5.14 (al), respectively. Each image consists 
of 256 X 256 picture elements (pixels). The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is used as quantitative 
measure of image quality, and is expressed in "db" units as 
r,,rT-, ,«i variance of signal S N R  =  10 logio ^ t-A—• 
variance of noise 
Figure 5.13 (bl) and Figure 5.13 (cl) show the peppers images with added Gaussian white 
noise (SNR = 5.5 db and 2 db, respectively). Figure 5.14 (bl) and Figure 5.14 (cl) show the 
boat images with added Gaussian white noise (SNR = 5.5 db and 2 db, respectively). 
The images reconstructed from Figure 5.13 (al), (bl), (cl), and Figure 5.14 (al), (bl), (cl) 
based on our DSWD method are shown in Figure 5.13 (a2), (b2), (c2), and Figure 5.14 (a2). 
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Figure 5.12 Two-dimensional Symmlet orthonormal mother wavelet with 
4 vanishing moments. 
(b2), (c2), respectively. Here, J = 8, and we choose JQ = 4. The residual images based on 
the absolute differences between the original image and the reconstructed images are shown in 
Figure 5.13 (a3), (b3), (c3), and Figure 5.14 (a3), (b3), (c3). 
The results show that the images reconstructed from the original image with no noise added 
(i.e., Figure 5.13 (a2) and Figure 5.14 (a2)) are as good as the original images, and SNR is 
gained when they are reconstructed from noisy images. For example, for the peppers images 
shown in Figure 5.13 (bl) and Figure 5.13 (b2) we see an increase in SNR from 5.5 db to 13.3 
db, and for Figure 5.13 (cl) and Figure 5.13 (c2) we see an increase from 2 db to 11.6 db. 
The whole procedure is fast. It takes only 15 minutes to reconstruct a 256 by 256 image 
on a seven-year-old SUN Sparc-1 workstation. 
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(bl) (b2) (b3) 
(cl) (c2) (c3) 
Figure 5.13 (al), (bl), (cl): Original peppers images (256 x 256 pixels) 
with SNR = c?o db, 5.5 db, and 2 db, respectively. (a2), 
(b2), (c2): DSWD Reconstructions with SNR = 27.6 db, 
13.3 db, and 11.6 db, respectively. (a3), (b3), (c3): Resid­
ual ([reconstructed - original!) peppers images. 
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(al) (a2) (a3) 
(bl) (b2) (b3) 
(cl) (c2) (c3) 
Figure 5.14 (al), (bl), (cl): Original boat images (256 x 256 pixels) with 
SNR = oo db, 5.5 db, and 2 db, respectively. (a2), (b2), (c2): 
DSWD Reconstructions with SNR = 27.6 db, 11.7 db, and 10.1 
db, respectively. (a3), (b3), (c3): Residual (|reconstructed — 
original|) boat images. 
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6 ASYMPTOTIC PROPERTIES OF MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD 
ESTIMATORS FOR PARTIALLY ORDERED MARKOV MODELS ON 
A paper submitted to the Journal of Multivariate Analysis 
Hsin-Cheng Huang and Noel Cressie 
Abstract 
Partially ordered Markov models (POMMs) are Markov random fields (MRPs) with neigh­
borhood structures derivable from an associated partially ordered set. The most attractive 
feature of POMMs is that their joint distributions can be written in closed and product form. 
Therefore, simulation and maximum likelihood estimation for the models is quite straightfor­
ward, which is not the case in general for MRP models. In practice, one often has to modify the 
likelihood to account for edge components; the resulting composite likelihood for POMMs is 
similarly straightforward to maximize. In this article, we use a martingale approach to derive 
the asymptotic properties of maximum (composite) likelihood estimators for POMMs. One 
of our results establishes that, under regularity conditions that include Dobrushin's condition 
for spatial mixing, the maximum composite likelihood estimator is consistent, asymptotically 
normal, and also asymptotically efficient. 
AMS 1991 subject classifications: Primary 62M40; secondary 62F12. 
Key words and phrases: Acyclic directed graph, asymptotic efficiency, asymptotic normal­
ity, composite likelihood, consistency, Dobrushin's condition, Markov random field, martingale 
central limit theorem, strong mixing, triangular martingale array. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Partially ordered Markov models (POMMs), introduced by Cressie and Davidson (1995), 
are an extension of one-dimensional Markov chains and a generalization of two-dimensional 
Markov mesh models (Abend, Harley, and Kanal, 1965). The models are actually Markov 
random field (MRF) models with neighborhood structures derivable from an associated par­
tially ordered set (poset). That poset determines the conditional distribution of a datum at 
any site s, conditioned on data at sites that are less than s by the partial order; specifically, 
the conditional distribution depends only on the data at the adjacent lower neighborhood of s. 
This development of POMMs in the spatial context has direct parallels to models on acyclic 
directed graphs and causal network models (e.g., Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988; Lauritzen 
et al., 1990). 
Generally, the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) for a MRP model is analytically in­
tractable and numerical solutions are usually computationally intensive. Therefore, several 
alternative estimation procedures, which are computationally efficient but less efficient than 
maximum likelihood (ML), have been proposed. For example, Besag (1974) proposed the cod­
ing and maximum pseudo-likelihood methods, and Possolo (1986) proposed the logit method 
for binary Markov random fields. However, on a large sub-class of MRPs, namely the POMMs. 
the joint distributions can be written in closed and product form, and hence ML estimation is 
relatively straightforward. In practice, one often has to modify the likelihood to account for 
edge components; the resulting composite likelihood can be similarly maximized in a straight­
forward manner. 
Many authors have considered the consistency and the asymptotic normality of ML estima­
tion. The literature for one-dimensional dependent processes in a multi-parameter framework 
includes Basawa et al. (1976), Crowder (1976), Heijmans and Magnus (1986a, 1986b), and 
Sarma (1986). Unfortunately, only a small proportion of the literature on ML estimation is 
concerned with higher dimensional, dependent random fields. Gidas has proved the consistency 
(Gidas, 1988) and asymptotic normality (Gidas, 1993) of the MLE for a MRF model under 
certain conditions. However, his parameterization is somewhat restricted in the sense that the 
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potential function of his MRF model is linear in the parameters. That is, his MRF model 
belongs to a certain exponential family (which is typically not the case for POMMs). In this 
article, we shall adapt a martingale approach used by Crowder (1976) to derive the asymp­
totic properties of maximum (composite) likelihood estimators for POMMs, without making 
a stationarity assumption. For example, one of our results establishes that, under regular­
ity conditions that include Dobrushin's condition for spatial mixing, the maximum composite 
likelihood estimator is consistent, asymptotically normal, and also asymptotically efficient. 
In Section 6.2, we define a POMM. The consistency and asymptotic normality of the 
maximum (composite) likelihood estimator for POMMs are proved in Section 6.3. Section 6.4 
contains an example in which the results of Section 6.3 are applied to a specific spatial process 
on a two-dimensional square lattice. 
6.2 Peirtially Ordered Markov Models 
We shall now give the basic definitions associated with a partially ordered Markov model 
(POMM); Cressie and Davidson (1995), and Davidson and Cressie (1993, 1996) can be con­
sulted for further details. 
Consider first the notion of a partial order. 
Definition 6.1 Let D be a set of elements. Then [D, •<) is said to be a partially ordered 
set, or poset, mith partial order •<, if for any s,s',s" € D, the follo wing three conditions are 
satisfied: 
(a) s ^ s; 
(b) s -< s' and s' ^ s implies s = s'; 
(c) s < s' and s' -< s" implies s -< s". 
Next, we introduce the notion of directed graphs and briefly discuss the relation between 
directed graphs and partial orders. Birkhoff (1940) noted that there is a correspondence 
be tween  a  pose t  and  acyc l i c  d i r ec ted  g raphs .  A  d i rec ted  g raph  i s  a  pa i r  (K ,  F ) ,  where  V 
denotes the set of vertices (or nodes) and F denotes the set (possibly empty) of directed edges 
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between vertices. A directed edge is an ordered pair ( v ,  v ' )  that represents a directed connection 
from a vertex u to a different vertex v'. A directed path in a directed graph is a sequence of 
vertices vi,v2,...,vk; ^ > 1, such that (ui,Uf+i) is a directed edge for each i = — 1. 
A cycle in a directed graph is a path (vi,v2,...,vk) such that Vi = Vk- An acyclic directed 
graph is a directed graph that has no cycles in it. Note that, by this definition, isolated 
points (corresponding to A: = 1 above) are excluded. We shall use an acyclic directed graph to 
specify the spatial interdependencies between locations for a POMM and, as a consequence, the 
results given here in a spatial context might be adapted to the nonspatial models of Lauritzen 
et al. (1990). 
To construct a poset from an acyclic directed graph (V, F), we define a binary relation 
on V such that v v' if either v = v' or there exists a directed path from v to v'. Then it is 
straightforward to check that (V, -<) is a poset. 
To define a POMM on Z'', the rf-dimensional integer lattice, we consider a real-valued 
random field |2'(s) : s 6 Z''|. For any set D C 2Z'', let Z{D) = {Z{s) : s € D}. The finite-
dimensional distributions are obtained for finite Di C D; let p{z{Di)) denote the probability 
density (or probability mass function) ofZ(Di). For any finite Di, D2 C D, let p (:j(Z)i)|^(D2)) 
d e n o t e  t h e  c o n d i t i o n a l  p r o b a b i l i t y  d e n s i t y  ( o r  c o n d i t i o n a l  p r o b a b i l i t y  m a s s  f u n c t i o n )  o f  Z { D i )  
conditioned on Z{D2) = ^{02). 
For s,s' 6 Z'', let d{s,s') = max |s,- — s'|, where s = [si,...,sd) and s '  =  (sj,...,sj). 
For  any  Z) i ,Z?2  C  2Z ' ' ,  l e t  d{Di ,D2)  =  i n f{d( s i , s2 )  :  S i  €  Di ,  S2  6  ^2} -  For  any  Di  C  
let diam Di = sup{d(s, s') : s, s' 6 Di}. 
Before giving the definition for a POMM, we introduce some notations that are related to 
an acyclic directed graph (Z'', F) and its associated poset ^Z'^, -< j. 
Definition 6.2 For any V C Z'', the cone of V is the set 
cone V=[s'e7^'^\V:s'<s: s 6 , 
and its closure is the set 
cone V = (cone V) U V. 
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Definition 6.3 For any V C the adjacent lower neighborhood of V is the set 
adjlV = (s' e7L^\V-. {s',s) e F; s 6 k} , 
and its closure is the set 
ldjiV = {adjl V) U V. 
Henceforth in this article, we assume that only acyclic directed graphs that yield finite 
adjacent lower neighborhoods are used. 
Definition 6.4 For any V C the dilation ofV is the set 
dil V = U I adjl s : F n adjl s 0|, 
and the excluded dilation of V is the set 
dil'V = {dil V) \ {V}. 
Definition 6.5 For any D C 2Z'', the cover of D is the set 
covrD = G Z'' \ D : adjls C . 
Definition 6.6 The set D C Z'' is said to be bounded below, or a b-set, if its subset of minimal 
elements 
L° = {s E D : for any s' € D, either s •< s' or s, s' unrelated) 
is nonempty. 
Definition 6.7 The set D C 2"^ is said to be a lower set if 
UtLoCOvr'^D = 
where covr^D = D and covr'^D = (covrD); k = 1,2,... . 
It is not difficult to see that the complement of a lower set D C denoted by D'^, is 
bounded below. 
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Definition 6.8 The level sets of the b-set D C are a sequence of nonempty cover sets 
{//" : n = 0,1,...}, defined recursively as: 
L" = cot7r U n £); n = l,2, 
where is defined in Definition 6.6. 
It is straightforward to see that, for D a b-set, = D and L' D U = 0; i 7^: j. 
Also note that the elements in each level set Z"; n = 0,1,2,..., are mutually unrelated by the 
partial order •<, and an element in L' can not be larger than an element in U if i < j. If D 
n 
is a finite b-set, then D = ujJliZ,". Define m„ = ^ n = 0,1,..., M, where | • | denotes 
Jt=o 
the cardinality of a set in Z'', and write 
^ ~ {^mn—1+11 • • • 1 ® m n  } '  R  =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  h/Is 
where m_i = 0. Then D = {si,.. has the property that if two elements are related, 
say Si -< Sj, then i  <  j ;  i , j = l , . . . ,  m \ f .  This kind of ordering based on level sets is important 
later for proving the asymptotic properties of MLEs. 
We now have all the ingredients necessary for the definition of a POMM on 
Definition 6.9 Let (Z'^, be an acyclic directed graph with its associated poset -< j, 
and L' be a nonempty lower set of Suppose {Z," : n = 0,1,2,...} are the level sets of 
Z'' \ L'. Also, let Us denote any finite set such that adjls C Us C cones, and let V's denote 
any finite set of points not related to s by the partial order •<. Then |Z(s) : s € is said 
to be a partially ordered Markov model (POMM) on TZ^ if, for all s 6 Z'' \ L' and for any Us 
and Vs, 
p { z { s ) \ z { U s  U V s ) )  = p { z i s ) \ z [ a d j l s ) ) .  
Notice that the POMM defined by Cressie and Davidson (1995) is on a finite set of sites. 
The existence of a POMM on Z'' can be proved by using Kolmogoroff's extension theorem 
(see KolmogorofF, 1933; Durrett, 1991). A special case of a POMM is the Markov Mesh Model 
defined on Z^. It was introduced by Abend, Harley, and Kanal (1965) and has attracted some 
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interest for fast generation of textures (e.g., Devijver, 1988; Goutsias, 1989; Gray, Kay, and 
Titterington, 1994). 
Definition 6.10 A random field Z{D); D C Z'', is said to be k-Markovian, where k > 0 an 
integer, if 
for any finite set V C  D, and for any finite set U such that {V) k  C  U C  D \V, where 
{ V ) k  =  { s e D \ V :  d { s ,  V )  <  k } .  
Proposition 6.1 Let be a POMM with lower set L' and level sets {L" : n = 0,1,2,...} 
(Definition 6.8). If 
Proof: We first show that dil'V C (V')fc. Suppose t € dii'F. Then, by the definition of dil's, 
there e.xists an s' € dil"K such that t £ adjl s'. Since diam ^adjls'j < k, it follows that 
^ Thus, t € This proves dil'V C (V')fc- Now, for any finite set V C Z'' \ L', 
and any finite set U with (K)fc CU C'Z.^\ {L' U K), let V U t/ = {si, S2,.. .,Sm} such that 
i < j if Si •< Si; i,j = l,..., m. Then 
p { z { V ) \ z (U) ) = p { z i V ) \ z a V )K)),  
then the random field Z \ L'^ is k-Markovian. 
p(^(y)|r(t/)) 
p { z ( U ) )  
m  
nP(2(s,)k(Sl),...,5(s.-_i)) 
1 = 1  
s i s d i l  V  
Si€Clll V  
= p(z(F)i.-(dim). 
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6.3 Limit Theorems for Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
Throughout the paper, we let Z{7Z^) be a POMM with lower set L' and level sets {L" : n = 
0,1,...} (Definition 6.8 ), and let {A„ : n = 1,2,...} be a strictly increasing sequence of finite 
subsets of 7Z^ \ L' that satisfy the following condition: 
ji^m |A;|/|A„| = 1, (6.1) 
where 
a; = {s 6 A„ : adjl s C A„}, 
for n G IV = {1,2,...}. Let 
£•„ = {s e A„ : adjl s \ A„ 7^ 0}; n 6 iV. 
Then An is the disjoint union of En and A.^ for n € N. For each n 6 iV, suppose 
= {^n,l) ^ 71,2) • • • 1 ^n,|An|} (^•"^) 
such that i  <  j  if s„,,- • <  S n j ;  i . j  = 1, - -|A„|. In the spatial context of POMMs, Cressie and 
Davidson (1995) give the joint probability density (or mass) function of Z(A„) as 
|An| 
p(^(An)) = P (~(^n,/:) |-(^n,l)5 • • •)-(Sn,fc—1)) 
Jt=I 
= n P(^(^n,Jfe)k(s„,ij,...,::(s„,)k_i)) JJ p(3(s)|^(adjls)); neN. 
Sn.keEn S6A; 
In the context of graphical models, this result can be found in, inter alia, Kiiveri, Speed, 
and Carlin (1984) and Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter (1988), although it should be noted that 
their results do not deal with the edge effects, z[En), in as much generality. The asymptotic 
properties of maximum likelihood estimators developed below are done so in the spatial context. 
We assume that, for s 6 Z'' \ L', the conditional probability density p (2(s)|2(adjls); 0) 
depends on the vector of parameters 0 G 0, where 0 is an open connected subset of ]R^. 
Hence, for each n G iV, the log-likelihood function of Z(Ati) is 
/„(0) = log{p(Z(s„,i)|Z(5„,i),...,Z(sn,it-i);0)} 
^n,ifc€£'n 
+ log {p (Z(s)IZ(adjl s); 0)} . (6..3) 
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In practice, with only the parametric form of p(r(s)|r(adjls);0) given, we may not know 
the parametric structure of p^)> for ^n,k € En', n € EV. So, we 
consider also just the second part of the log-likelihood function, without edge components, 
given by 
lliS) = j:iog{p(Z(5)|Z(adjls);e)}. (6.4) 
K 
We call (6.4) a composite likelihood after Lindsay (1988). Note that, by (6.1), [Enl/lAnl 0 
as n —)• GO; hence the first part of the log-likelihood function contains comparatively little 
information. 
Suppose that OQ is the vector of the true values of the parameters. For each n € let On 
be a solution of the likelihood equation, dln[0)/dO = 0, and be a solution of the composite-
M 
likelihood equation, dln{0)/dO = 0. We call the maximum composite likelihood estimator 
if 0^ is the global maximum of ln{0)- For each n £ HV and for Sn,k € An; k = 1,..., |A„|, let 
6(">(5„,,.;0) = (6;")(5„,,.;0),...,6(")(5„,fc;0))'' 
=  ^  log {p { Z { S n , k )  \ Z { S n , l ) , . . . ,  Z { S n , k - 1); 0) } • 
Then, by the mean value theorem, the likelihood equation can be written as 
An 
=  5;6(")(S;0O)  +  E^ ^ " ^ ( ^ : ^ O,0)(0-^O) = O;  n € N ,  (6.5) 
An An 
where A^^\s;6o,6) denotes A^"^(s;0) with rows evaluated at possibly different points on the 
line segment between BQ and 0. Notice also that 
^  =  „ € J V .  
An 
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6.3.1 Consistency of the Maximum (Composite) Likelihood Estimator 
Several approaches have been taken in proving the consistency and asymptotic normality 
of the generic MLE. Here, a martingale approach used by Crowder (1976) is adapted to the 
spatial models we are considering. For each n 6 IN, let J"„ o = 0}, and let 
= 0-{w : Z{ S n , l ) ,  2'(s„,2), •  •  -  ,  Z(s„,A:)} 
be the c-algebra generated by Z(s„,i), Z(s„,2)) • for k  =  I , . . | A „ i .  T h e n ,  f o r  e a c h  
n € N, 
^n,0 CTn,lC---C 
and 
P  (^(Sn,A-)l-^n,Jk-l) = p  (2(s„,A:)|2:(adjls„,^.)) ; Sn,A: 6 A^. 
We assume the following regularity conditions: 
(.4.1) The distributions PQ of have common support for all 0 6 0; 
(-4.2) ^log{p(;r(s„,i)|2(s„,i),...,2(s„,fc_i);0)} exists for all 0 6 0, G A„, and 
ne N; 
( ^ * ^ )  J  ( - ( • ® n , f c ) | ' 2 ( s „ , i ) ,  .  .  . ,  z [ S n , k - l ) ]  0 )  —  Q ^ j  J  P  ( - ( 5 n , < : ) | ' 2 ^ ( S n , l ) ,  •  •  • ,  • ^ ( • S n , f c — 1 )  ?  0 )  
= 0, for all 0 € 0, Sn,k € A„, n E. N, and j = 1,2. 
Note that (A.3) implies that the following conditions hold for all Sn,fc € A„; n € iV: 
(A.3a) E {&(") (s„,jt; Oo) } = 0; 
(A36) E{-A("Hsn.;b;0o)|^n,t-i} = var{6(")(s„.jt;0o)|:^n,A-i}. 
Therefore, from (A.3), we have the following result. 
Proposition 6.2 Consider the log-likelihood function given by (6.3) and suppose that the true 
value of the parameter is OQ. Assume that (A.l) through (A.3) hold. For each n £ N, 
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k= 1 , 2 ,  let 
k 
^^n,k ~ i ^o)) j=l 
k 
Wn,k = J^{A{Sn,i;eo)-E{A{Sn,i;eo)\J'n,i-l)}, 
t=l  
where Sn,i's are given by (6.2). Then {Mn,kt ^n,k} and {Wn,k, ^n,k} ore martingales for 
each n € JN- That is, {Mn,ki ^n,k} ond {Wn,k, ^n,k} ore triangular martingale arrays. 
The weak law of large number for martingale array is given by the following proposition. 
Proposition 6.3 Assume that i  =  1, . . A : „ ,  n E iV} is a triangular martingale 
array, where kn oo as n oo. Let Xn,i = 5„4, and = 5„,,- — 5n.i-i; i = 2, 
Suppose that as n oo, 
k„ 
( 0  ^ P ( | X „ , . | > A : „ ) - ^ 0 ,  
1 = 1  
( i i )  ^  0, 
1=1 
Then as n oo, 
S n ,kn/ f ^ n  0. 
Proof: Let 
kn 
S'nM =  E <  A:„); n 6 iV. 
1=1 
Since P  <  ^ P(|,Yn,,| > k n )  —)• 0, as n —)• CO, we only have to show that 
i=l 
S'nkn/^n 0, as n oo. On account of (ii), it suffices to prove that as n—^ oo, 
^ < A:„) - E (Xn,./(|A-„,.| < 0. 
i=i 
This follows from (iii) by using Chebyshev's inequality, which completes the proof. • 
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Corollgtry 6.1 Assume that , n € iV, i = is a triangular martingale 
array, where oo as n oo. Let Xn,i = S„,i and = 5„,,- - i = 2, ...,kn. If 
sup < oo for some ^ > 0. Then as n —>• oo, 
n,t 
Sn.kn/kn ^ 0. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show that Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Proposition 6.3 hold. First, 
note that supE< cx3 for some 5 > 0 implies that {Xn,,- : n 6 W, i = l,...,A:n} is 
n,t 
uniformly integrable. So as n —> oo, 
^ ^(|A'„,.i > K )  < supA:„P(|.Y„,.| > k n )  < supEriA'^.i-l/d-Yn,,! > Ar„)) -)• 0, 
:=1 ' ' ^ ^ 
and 
< ^supE^|A'n..i/(|A'„,,| > Ar„) j ^  0. 
This establishes Conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 6.3. Now, 
< kr.)^ - E(^E(.Y„,./(|A'„..| < Arn)|.F„.._i))'| 
^ ^i;|e(.v„,,-/(|.y„,|<a:„))'} 
< |^i-'E(x„,-/([.Yn,.| < 
<  i s u p  E  | A ' „ , , | ^ ' * " ' ^  — 0 ,  a s  n - ) •  o o .  
k j i  n,t 
So Condition (iii) of Proposition 6.3 is satisfied. This completes the proof. • 
Theorem 6.1 Consider the log-likelihood function given by (6.3) and suppose that the true 
value of the parameter is Oq. Assume that (A.l) through (A.3) and the following conditions 
hold: 
(A.4) limsupy— 
n-)^oo I An I 
[An I 
E{A(")(5n,.-;0)-A(")(5„,.-,0O)} 
1=1 
0, a s  0  9 o ;  
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(14.5) sup E ^o)|') < oo, for some q > 1; 
n , i j  '  
( —I 1 
(14.6) P < ^ c^A^"^(s„,,;0o)c >£>—)• 1, asn-^oo, for all ||c|| = 1, and for some 
e > 0. 
Then there exists a solution On of the likelihood equation (6.5) such that as n —> oo, 
On 00. 
If, in addition, the following condition holds: 
f _i (A.7) P <  ^ is positive-definite for a// 0 € 0 | 1, as n oo, 
(6.6) 
then with probability tending to 1, ON is the MLE. 
Proof: By Proposition 6.2 and Corollary 6.1, (A.5) imply that, as ra —oo, 
i l^nl 
 ^ ->• 0 a.s., 
I ^ n l  -^1 
where {s„,,} are given by (6.2). Recall from (6.5) that for each n £ N, 
fit (n\ l^n| l^nl , . 
= X^6(")(sn,.;0o) + EA^"\s„,.;0o,0)(^-0o) 
1=1 1=1 
I'^nl I An I /• , > 1 
= Y. ^O) + E ^ 00, 0) -  A(")(5„,,-; OQ) [  [0 -  0^) 
1=1 1=1 •' 
|A„| 
+ ;EA(")(SN,.;0O)(0-«O).  
:=1 
1 r Pre-multiplying this by r^(0 — ^o) , then (6.6), (A.4), and (A.6) together imply that there |An| 
exists A > 0 such that as n —oo, 
for ||0 — ©oil = and for any 0 < < A. It follows from Lemma 2 of Silvey and Aitchison 
(1958) that as n oo, 
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for any 0 < 5 < A. Therefore, ON OQ, 3s, n oc. Moreover, if (A.7) holds, then with 
probability tending to 1, is the point of the global maximum of /n(^), and hence the MLE. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
In practice, we use just the second part of the log-likelihood function given by (6.4). For 
each neIN, let = •Sn.mfc : k = l...,|A;|| be the subsequence of 
such that 
^n,2' * • •' ^n,|AJ|}' 
and let i — ^i! ^ € IN, A: = 1,..., |Aj,|, and = J"• Then 
= P (•i('Sn,7nife)|'^(adjlSn,^^)) 
= p(-«fc)l-(adjis;^jt)); € A;, A: = I,...,|A;|. 
Let 
M;, = X^6(s;,;0o), 
1=1 
k 
W l ,  =  5;{a(s;,,;0o)-E(A(S;,,;0O)|:^,-i)}. 
1=1 
Then triangular martingale arrays. We have the follow­
ing corollary. 
Corollary 6.2 Consider the log-likelihood function given by (6.3) and suppose that the true 
value of the parameter is OQ. Assume that (A.l) through (A.3) and the following conditions 
hold: 
(A.4') limsupj^ 
n-foo |A„| 
|A;I 
*'=1 
0, GS 0 — 
(A.5') sup£'r|6j"^(s;;; ,;0o)n < OO, for some q 
n,i,j ' ' ' 
> 1; 
(A.6') P < ^ 0o)c >£•>-> 1, as n CO, for all ||c|| = 1, and for some 
e >  0 .  
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Then there exists a solution 0^ of the composite-likelihood equation, dl'^{O)/d0 = 0, such that 
as n—^ oo, 
K-^Oo .  
If in addition, the following condition holds: 
{ -1 (.4.7') P < 7-^ ^  ,;0) is positive-definite for all 9 E Q ^ I, as n oo, 
\ l^nl ,=i j 
then with probability tending fo 1, is the maximum composite likelihood estimator. 
Proof: See the proof of Theorem 6.1. • 
6.3.2 Asymptotic Normality of the Mztximum (Composite) Likelihood 
Estimator 
Theorem 6.2 Assume that the conditions of Theorem 6.1 hold except that (A.5) now holds 
/|An| \ 
for some q > 2. Define = var n € N. Assume also the following 
condition: 
(A.8) ^1, asn^oo ,  for  a l l  \ \ c \ \  =  I .  
Then as n 00, 
B\l^ ^ m/p). 
Proof: From (A.6), we have 
liminfi inf c > > £•, (6.7) 
n-^oo |^||c||=l VlAnI / j ~ 
for some ^ > 0. It follows that is positive-definite for large n. Moreover, (A.4) and (A.6) 
imply that the inverse of ^ A^"'(s; 0Ot ^n) exists with probability tending to 1. Therefore. 
An 
with probability tending to 1, 
f '^"1 r > 1 1 
= ^_'^'A^")(s„,;«o,0n)j B-"A |s-I/2'X;'6('^)(5„,;0O)| . 
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Applying Slutsky's Theorem, it is enough to show that as tz -f oo, 
/p, (6.8) 
and 
|An 
S-l/2 ..0^) _i^,V(0,/p). (6.9) 
1=1 
/  1  \ - l / 2  
It follows from (6.7) that the largest eigenvalue of is bounded above for n 
large. Therefore, by (A.4), (A.8), Proposition 6.2, Corollary 6.1, and for sufficiently large n, 
we obtain as ra -4 oo, 
lAnI , 
i=l 
|An| 
=  E  A^"\s„,.;0o,0n) -  S n j  
r I 1 -1/2 f _ i  1^"!, \ 1 r 1 1 -1/2 
+ {pQ®-}"'" Ira? - E(A'"l(s„,i;e„)|;r„,_,))| 
r 1 1 -1/2 f , ] 
X 1 + 5-^/2 J - E E (A("'(S„,;0O)|:^N..-I) - B„ | B-'/' 0. 
It follows that 
B~'^' 1 - E 00, ^n) ) B-'/' i Jp, BSn^OO. 
|A„| ^ ^ 
1 = 1  
This gives (6.8). It remains to prove (6.9). It is not difficult to show that (A..5) with q > 2 
implies the following Lindeberg condition: 
^;^EE(|c^6^"Hsn,M«o)f/(|c^6^"'(5n,.;^^ 0, (6.10) 
as ra 00, for all ||c|| = 1 and for any e > 0. Therefore, using (A.8), (6.10), and by the central 
limit theorem for a martingale array (e.g., Durrett and Resnick, 1978, Theorem 2.3; Hall and 
Heyde, 1980, Corollary 6.1), we have 
—  1 / 2  (c^Snc) E ^O) ^V(0, 1), 33 R -)• OO, 
1 = 1  
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for all ||c|| = 1. Since 
matrix r„ such that 
B]l'c 
[C^BnC)  172 = ||c|| = 1, for all n 6 there exists an orthogonal 
C^Si/2 
(c^SnC) 1/2 
= c 
It follows that as n —>• oo, 
|An| I An I 
1=1 [c^BnC)  '  ,=I 
|An| 
1=1 
for all ||c|i = 1, which is equivalent to 
|A„| 
T-IB-1/2 h^^\sn,i:eo) iV(0, /p), as n oo, 
1=1 
by the Cramer-Wold device (see Cramer and Wold, 1936: Durrett, 1991). Since r„ is an 
orthogonal matrix for all n G N, (6.9) then follows. This completes the proof. • 
Note that in the statement of Theorem 6.2 is actually the Fisher information matrix 
o f  O Q  c o n t a i n e d  i n  Z ( A „ ) .  F u r t h e r ,  w e  h a v e  a s  n  — o o ,  
|An| 
RE^ - 6 o -  B-' 0o) 
t=l 
lAnl r|A„| )  |A„1 
= Bl/^ { - A^"^(s„,.-; eo,K)\ ^ E 6<"^(Sn,.-; Oo) - B-"^ Y. eo) 
«=1 
|A„| 
1=1 1=1 
-1 
B\!^ I - Y A^"^(s„..;0o,0n) I B\'^ - I, 
1=1 
|A„| 
5 - I / 2 ^ 6 ( n ) ( 5 „ . . 0 „ ) l _ ^ O .  
1=1 
Therefore, On is also asymptotically efficient (see Basawa and Rao, 1980, Section 7.2.4; Rao. 
1973, Section 5c.2). 
|An| 
Corollary 6.3 Assume the conditions of Theorem 6.2. Let 
n € iV. Then as n oo, 
1=1 
(0„-0o) -^iV(0,/p), 
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and a 100(1 - a)% asymptotic confidence region of OQ is given by 
where Xp;i-a 100(1 — or) percentile of a Xp distribution. 
Proof: Using the same arguments as for (6.9) in the proof of Theorem 6.2, it can be shown 
that /p, as n —> cx). It follows that Ip, as n -i- oo. 
Therefore, by Slutsky's Theorem, we have 
(0„ - Oo)  = _ 0o) A N(0, Ip ) ,  as ra -> 00. 
and 
{On - ^o) Bn {On " ^o) Xp, aS 71 -)• OO. 
This completes the proof. • 
In practice, we use just the second part of the log-likelihood function given by (6.4); we 
have the following corollaries. 
CorollEiry 6.4 Assume that the conditions of Corollary 6.2 hold except that (A.o') now holds 
/ IK \  \  
for some q > 2. Define B'^ = var\ ^ ^o) 1»' " € IN. Assume also the following 
condition: 
1 / / \ 2 \ (•4-8') forall\\c\\ = l. 
Then as n -i- oo, 
{B ' ^ ) " '  { e l - eo ) - ^N{o , ip ) .  
Proof: See the proof of Theorem 6.2. • 
A comment is in order regarding asymptotic efficiency of 0^. Note that 
S„ = var j 6("H5;0o)] =-E f E 
\Se^n ) \S6.\„ 
= -EIy,  A(")(s;0O)+ E 
\ S€En  seA-  /  
=  - E (  2  A ( " > ( s ; 0 o ) )  + 5 - ;  n e N .  
\S£E„ J 
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1 From (6.7), the smallest eigenvalue of is bounded away from zero for large n. Therefore, 
l^nl 
if 
we have 
|An| 
seE„ 
—)• 0, as n —>• oo, (6.11) 
In, as ra oo. 
So, 
|A„| 
Bi/' { » ;  -  9 „  -  B-' ''"'(S"..;®") 
«=1 
.  |A;|  )  |An| 
= -Bi" { - E ^  9o. I E i - B-"-' E ''"'(s..,; So) 
1=1 1=1 « = l 
. \ K \  1"W|A;| ^ Kl 
1 = 1  1 = 1  
+Op(l) 
|An| -1  
(S;)"' I - E I (s;)"' - /, 
1=1 
|(s; I A; I )-'/'E6(")«,i;^o) 
1=1 
+Op(l) 0. 
Hence, under the condition stated above, 0„ is asymptotically efficient (see Basawa and Rao, 
1980, Section 7.2.4; Rao, 1973, Section 5c.2). 
|A*| 
1=1 
Corollary 6.5 Assume the conditions of Corollary 6.4. Let ^ for 
all n 6 JEV. Then as n 00, 
(B;)"'(e;-eo) Ajv(0./p), 
and a 100(1 — 0;)% asymptotic confidence region of OQ is given by 
{ e : { e - e : Y K { e - K ) < x U - , } .  
where Xp;i-a 100(1 — a) percentile of a Xp distribution. 
Proof: See the proof of Corollary 6.3. 
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6.3.3 Mixing Conditions 
In this section, we shall show that under a certain mixing condition, a solution d'^ of the 
composite-likelihood equation, dln[0)/d0 = 0, is consistent and asymptotically normal. We 
shall also introduce Dobrushin's condition which can be used to ensure this mixing condition. 
Consider a random field Z{D) ,  D  C TZ.^. Let !Fg denote the tr-algebra generated by Z{B)  
for B C D. The strong mixing coefficients for Z{D) are defined as 
l {m)  =  sup  {az {B i ,B2 )  :  | f i i |  <  A; ,  | 52 |  < / ,  d{B i ,B2 )  >m,  B i ,B2CD} ,  (6.12) 
where m £  N ,  k , l  £  N  U {oo}, and 
az(5x,B2) =sup{|P(Ain.42) -P(Ai)P(A2)| : .4i G A2 € . 
For k , l  E  I tV :  let k Al = min{A:, /}. 
Proposition 6.4 Consider a random field Z{D), D C • Assume that there is a S > 0 such 
that < 00 and E{Z{s)) = 0, for s € D. If 
5/(2+S) 
< 00. 
m=l 
then there is a constant C > 0 only depending on : m G iv| such that 
E 
seB  seB  
E 
for any finite set B C D. 
Proof: See Doukhan (1994, Chapter 1, Theorem 1). • 
Corollary 6.6 Suppose that the assumptions of Proposition 6.4 hold. Let : n G N} be 
an increasing sequence of finite subsets of D such that |B„| -> 00, as n —^ 00, If 
seuS, 
then as n —)• 00. 
sup £'(|Z(s)p''"'^) < 00, 
/-i i d \ / 
\Bn 
^ y: 0. 
SeBn  
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Proof: By the Markov inequality, we have 
Jj-
\ |Bn! E ZM seB„  
> s: 
c 
E 
seBn 
- c-2 
C 
S6B„ 
sup {e(|Z(5)|2+^)}'^^'"'^^-^0, 
- e^lBnlseJe. 
for some constant C > 0 and for any e > 0. This completes the proof. • 
Definition 6.11 Consider a random field Z{D), D C Le tTrg { - \ x )  denote the conditional 
probability measure ofZ{s) given that Z [D\ {s}) = x, and let ||fl|t;or denote the total variation 
norm of a signed measure v. For s € D, t ^ D \ {s}, let 
kl(-ix) - 7r|(-|x) z  ^  7^4 = 2 sup 
^ x ,x  
where the sup is taken over all configurations x  and x  identical except at site t .  Then a random 
field Z{D) is said to satisfy Dobrushin's condition (Dobrushin, 1968) if 
r = sup Y. < 1-
Lemma 6.1 Assume that a random field Z{D), D C TL'^, satisfies Dobrushin's condition 
(Definition 6.11). IfZ{D) is k-Markovian (Definition 6.10), then there exist positive constants 
Ci and C2 such that for any n & N and m,l E U {00}, 
"m./C") < Ci(m A/)exp(-C2n), 
where is given by (6.12). 
Proof: See Guyon (1995, Theorem 2.1.3); Doukhan (1994, Section 2.2.2). • 
Lemma 6.2 Assume that a random field Z{D), D C satisfies Dobrushin's condition (Def­
in i t i on  6 .11 )  and  i s  k -Markov ian  (De f in i t i on  6 .10 ) .  For  each  s  £  D ,  l e t  I ' F ( s )  =  f s  {Z{Vs ) )  
for some measurable functions fs : -4 IR, where V5 = (K + s) fl D. Then there exist 
positive constants C3 and C4 such that for any n € N and m, / € iV U {00}, 
Q:m,/(") < Cs^m. A /) exp(-C4ra), 
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where Q^i{n) is defined by (6.12). 
Proof: Consider any finite set B C D .  Let B'  = Since W(s) = f s  (Z{Vs ) } ;  s  e  D ,  
therefore C ^5.. Assume that diam V = v .  Suppose Bi ,B2  C D with |5i| < m, IB2I < ^ 
and d{Bi, B2) > n > v. Let B' = i = 1,2. Then |5i| < mu, < /u, and 
d{B l ,  B2)  > n — t; + 1. So by Lemma 6.1, 
am,/(n) < o i ^v , i v {n -v  +  l )  
= Ci {(mu) A (/u)}exp {-C'2(n — i; + 1)} 
= C3(m A/) exp(—C4n), 
for some positive constants Ci, C2, C3 and C4. This completes the proof. • 
Theorem 6.3 Let ^(2*^) be a POMM vjith lower set L' and level sets {/<" : re = 0,1,2,...} 
(Definition 6.8). Assume that (A.l), (A.2), (A.3), (A.4') hold, and (A.5') holds for some 
q > A. Suppose that the random field Z \ L'^ satisfies Dobrushin^s condition (Definition 
6.11), 
sup ^ diam {adjl s) : s 6 Z'' \ Z,"| < A: < 00, 
and 
1 T lim inf 7-—> 0, (6.13) n-»-oo |A-| n ' V / 
for all ||c|| = 1, where 5* = var 
(i) There exists a solution 0^ of the composite-likelihood equation, dl^[9)/d0 = 0, such that 
as  n - ^  00, 0^  0q ; 
(ii) Asn^oo, ^ 
(Hi)  I f ,  i n  add i t i on ,  (A .T )  ho lds ,  t hen  w i th  probab i l i t y  t end ing  t o  1, is the maximum 
composite likelihood estimator. 
Proof: By Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.2, it suffices to prove (A.6') and (A.8'). Since 
sup |diam (adjl s) : s G Z'' \ L'^ < k, 
\ K \  
Y^b^ - \ s l r , 0o ) \ ;neN .  Then  
1=1 
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it follows from Proposition 6.1 that Z \ L'J is A;-Markovian. For any |[c|| = 1, define 
.-;^o)c - E .•;0o)c) ; if s = 6 UA;, 
0; otherwise, 
E ((c^6(")(s;,;0o))' k,_x) - E (c^6(")(s;,;0o))' ; if ^ € UA^, 
Fc(s )  =  
Gc(s )  =  
0; otherwise. 
Then by Lemma 6.2, we have for all n € N, 
a i a ( n )  <  r i e x p ( - r a r 2 ) ,  
c^i f (re) < r3exp(-rar4), 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
for some positive constants ri, r2, rs and depending only on c. .A.lso by (A.o') (with q> A) ,  
for any ||c|| = 1, we have 
sup E(|Fc(s)r/2) 
seuA* ^ ' 
< -i'/^supE ||c^A("^(s;,,;0O)c|'^^ + |E (c^A^"^(S;.,;0o)C)|"'  < OO. (6.16) 
Therefore, applying Corollary 6.6 to {Fc(s) : s € UA^}, (6.14) and (6.16) imply that, as n 
oo. 
|a:I fel 
1 T for all licll = 1. Since liminf rr—rc B'c is a continuous function of c, and {c : ||c|| = 1} is a 
n-i-oo |A^ 
compact set of R^, therefore by (6.13) we have 
1 / \ 1 inf liminf  E  ([s' Oo)c] = inf  l iminf  —^c^B'c  =  S >  0 .  ||C||=1 n-Kx. A;h^ V ^ ' J  ||C|1=1 n-too A* l^nl ,=i 
It follows that as n —>• oo. 
IE »o)c) > j| ^  1. 
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for all ||c|| = 1. This proves (A.6'). We now prove (A.8')- By (A.5') (with ? > 4) and Jensen's 
inequality, we have 
7/2 
+ 
9/2' 
sup E (|GC(S)|'/2) 
SSUA; ^ ' 
< 2'/2supE ||E 
< +E|c''6l"l(s;,,;«o)|'} < oo. (6.1T) 
Therefore, applying Corollary 6.6 to {Gc(s) : s € UA* }, and using (6.15) and (6.17), we obtain, 
as n CXI, 
^|'{e(<=-6<»)K,«„)|^,..) -c^B;C} -i.0. 
It follows that as n oo, 
This completes the proof. • 
Corolleiry 6.7 Assume that the conditions of Theorem 6.3 hold. Let 
I A; I 
= n e ] N .  
Then as n oo, 
1=1 
(b '„ ) ' " (K-0„)  ^ N (0 , l p ) ,  
and a 100(1 — a)% asymptotic confidence region of 0q is given by 
where Xp;i-a 100(1 — a) percentile of a xl distribution. 
Proof: See the proof of Corollary 6.3. 
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6.4 Example: Conditional Binomial Distributions 
Consider the poset {TZ?, -<) with partial order defined by the adjacent lower neighbors as 
follows: 
adjl (u, i;) = {(u - 1, v), (u- l,u- 1), (u, u - 1), (u + 1, y - 1)}; (u, 6 
This type of dependence was used by Cressie and Davidson (1995), and Davidson and Cressie 
(1996) for the analysis of textures on a finite, rectangular array of pixels. Suppose that the 
POMM is defined by 
where G € {2,3,...} is the number of grey levels, and Tu,v{0) = 0^H{u, v) with the vector of 
parameters 0 = (/3o, jSi, 132,0z, and 
^(u, u) = (1, Z(u — 1, y), Z(u — 1, u — 1), Z(w, u — 1), Z(u + 1, u — 1))^. 
Let A„ = {(u, v )  :  0  <  u  <  n ,  0  <  v  <  n ,  u , v  £  Z}; n  G iV. Then {An : n  £  N}  is a sequence 
AJJ = {s G A„ : adjls C A„} = {(«, u) : 1 < u < n — 1, 1 < u < n, u, u 6 Z}; n 6 iV. 
Hence, (6.4) can be written as 
l'n{0) = J2^0g{p iZ{u , v ) \Z{^d i \ {u , v ) y , e ) }  
A; 
= E {^z[uU) + Ziu, v)TUe) - (G - 1) log (1 + exp(r„,,(0)))} 
A; 
where = (G—1)!/ { (Z{u ,  u))!(G — 1 — Z{u ,  u))!}. Therefore, the first and second partial 
derivatives of p(2(ti, u)|r(adjl(«, u));0) can be calculated as 
Z{u ,  i;)|Z(adjl (u, u)) ~ Bin I G — 1, 
of finite subsets of that satisfy (6.1) with 
and 
A(")(u,i;;e) = -(G-l)exp(r,,,(g)) 
(l + exp(r„,„(0)))2 H{u ,  v )H{u ,  v ) ^ .  
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To prove the consistency and asymptotic normality of we use Theorem 6.3. It is easy 
to check that assumptions (A.l), (A.2), (A.3), (A.4') hold, (A.5') holds for some 9 > 4, and 
sup |diam (adjl s) : s € = 3 < 00. 
Also, given any ||c|| = 1, it is not difficult to show that 
E Z (adjl > Sc, 
for any n  €  JSV,  i  =  1 , . . |A^|, and for some constant Sc  > 0. It follows that 
infE(-c^A(")K,;0o)c) ><Jc. 
n,« V ' / 
Therefore, (6.13) is satisfied. So to prove (i) and (ii) of Theorem 6.3, we only have to show that 
Dobrushin's condition (Definition 6.11) holds. However, further restrictions are needed on the 
parameters to imply that Dobrushin's condition holds. An example for G = 2 is displayed in 
Figure 1, which shows the values of for different values of 0 = (j3o, 1^1,.'32,03,04)^, where 
is defined in Definition 6.11. Recall that Dobrushin's condition is satisfied if and only if 
< 1. Notice how this region changes as certain parameters are varied while others are held 
fixed. 
To prove (iii) of Theorem 6.3, it remains to show (A.7'). .A.ssume that the true parameter 
00 € 0 = {0 : < 1}. For 0 E Q, let 
Then it is easy to see that CQ > 0 for all 0 6 0. So we have for any n E N, 0 6 0, and 
ll^ll = 1, 
^ 1 ^ (G - 1) exp(n.49)) 
|A;|^ (l + exp(r„.(«)))^ ^ 
> (<='•»(''."))'• (618) 
A* 
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(a) 
Beta 1 
(e) 
(D CQ 
Be?al ^ 2 3 
(d) 
0:5 
-3 -2 -1 Be& 1 
(f) 
Figure 6.1 Three-dimensional plots and contour plots of F^ (where F^ is 
defined in Definition 6.11, except that now the parameter 0 is 
featured) versus /3i and (33. Dobrushin's condition is satisfied if 
and only if F^ < 1. (a), (b): 0o = -3, 02 = 0, /34 = 0; (c), (d): 
/3o = 0, = 0, /34 = 0; (e), (f): /3o = 3, /?2 = 0, 0^ = 0. 
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Using Lemma 6.2 and Corollary 6.6, we obtain that as n oo, 
for any 0 € 0 and ||c|| = 1. Hence, for any ||c|| = 1, as n -)• oo, 
I E "))' > 21^E pHC".»))'! -» 1. (6.19) 
Since, for any ||c|| = 1, 
^ i"; ^  "))' > 0' 
we see that (6.18) and (6.19) together give (A.7'). 
Consequently, we have shown that the maximum composite likelihood estimator 0^ is 
consistent and asymptotically normal, provided Dobrushin's condition is satisfied. Now it is 
straightforward to check that (6.11) holds; therefore, under Dobrushin's condition, 0^ is also 
asymptotically efficient. 
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7 CONCLUSION 
In this dissertation, we introduced graphical Markov models, which use graphical structures 
to characterize the conditional dependence (independence) relations among random variables 
distributed in space or time. This class of models is extremely rich and includes inter alia 
causal Markov models and Markov random fields. In fact, any finite collection of random 
variables can be represented as a graphical Markov model. We have developed a new optimal-
prediction algorithm, that is a generalization of the standard Kalman-filter algorithm, for 
Gaussian graphical models. The algorithm is extremely efficient when the associated graphical 
structure is not too complex, and it can in principle be applied to any Gaussian undirected 
graphical model and any Gaussian acyclic directed graphical model. We believe that our 
algorithm shows considerable promise in its applicability to a wide variety of problems involving 
statistical dependence, especially when there are large amounts of data. Possible directions for 
future work include model identification, model diagnostic, and graphical Markov models for 
data involving both space and time. 
In another part of this dissertation, we have described a new class of multiscale graphical 
models for stochastic processes in terms of scale-recursive dynamics defined on acyclic directed 
graphs. The models are an extension of multiscale tree-structured models. The optimal pre­
diction can be obtained using the newly developed generalized Kalman-filter algorithm. The 
models depend on unknown parameters; we have demonstrated how the maximum likelihood 
estimators can be derived via the EM algorithm. .A. subclass of these models are multiscale 
wavelet models, where we have shown that the optimal predictors of hidden state vectors 
can be obtained by a level-dependent (scale-dependent) wavelet shrinkage rule. We have also 
provided a Bayesian approach that can be applied even when some data are missing. 
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In addition, we have developed a novel wavelet shrinkage method by assuming that the 
underlying process can be decomposed into a large-scale deterministic trend plus a small-scale 
Gaussian stochastic process. The proposed shrinkage rule has at least two advantages over the 
current shrinkage methods. First, it takes the dependencies of empirical wavelet coefficients, 
both within scales and across scales, into account and, second, it does not rely on asymptotic 
properties for its justification so that it is also appropriate when the sample size is small. The 
simulated e.Kamples show that our DSWD method is at least as good as other thresholding 
methods for the four deterministic test functions, and outperforms other thresholding methods 
when the underlying signal contains some stochastic components. 
In the last part of the dissertation, a collection of results for asymptotic distribution theory 
are given. We have proved that the maximum (composite) likelihood estimators for partially 
ordered Markov models are consistent, asymptotically normal, and also asymptotically efficient 
under mild conditions, which are not difficult to check. 
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